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ABSTRACT 
 

 

 

 

This thesis describes my transversal approach to composition and underlines how structuralist 
psychoanalysis, Deleuze and Guattari’s philosophy, and areas of thinking in the nanosciences 
played a central role on my conceptions of space and time. My most original contribution lies in the 
endeavour to elaborate a malleable and evanescent musical matter in which micro-fluctuations 
exert their forces on macro-entities creating a musical space-time as elastic and mobile as that of 
the psychic unconscious. The pieces are conceived as cartographies of flux, fleeting constellations 
of sound particles whose migrations either interweave filaments in elastic and heterochronic 
textures or converge on an object. Small modular pendulums are the elementary figures of this 
ramified network. They connect to one another and permeate the musical matter. Time is multiple 
and pluridirectional. Jumps and rebounds, temporal gaps, annunciative anticipation and retroactive 
reverberation (Green), keep combining fragmentary elements which echo with one another and 
which allow the listener to perceive the work of time as a "compound of splinters", an assemblage 
of "quanta of memory", or a pure flow. Repetition has a paradoxical function, both favouring the 
identification of abstract gestures and their step-by-step mutation. Sound trajectories are 
envisaged as "pulsounds" and chains of "sonifiers", in reference to concepts of pulsional 
phenomena (Freud) or signifiers (Lacan). 
This intersection between psychic topology and sound topography also investigates the structural 
potential of relationships between humans and urban environments. The addition of electronics, 
the use of both instrumental and mechanical or urban sounds, materialize a transitional space 
(Winnicott) with ambiguous boundaries between inside and outside, a hybrid sound territory, a 
zone of indiscernibility (Deleuze) between mind and machine, scream and noise, the organic and 
the mechanical. These evolving sound diagrams refer to nanotechnology’s atom-by-atom 
engineering with its increasing crossing-over of animate and inanimate matters. Sound processes 
operate as quasi microscopic units grouped in transitory configurations under the action of forces, 
and with this perspective I have coined the term "nanomusic" to describe my musical project. 
 

 

 

 

Keywords: Music & psychoanalysis; Deleuze & Guattari; Nanosciences; Transversality; Time 
nanoprocesses; Nanomusic; Musical genetics. 
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In short, the form of an object is a diagram of forces [...]. 

Thompson D. T. (1917), On Growth and Form1 

    

C’est ainsi que la musique doit rendre sonores des forces insonores, et la peinture, 

visibles, des forces invisibles. Parfois, ce sont les mêmes: le Temps, qui est insonore et 

invisible, comment peindre ou faire entendre le temps? 

Deleuze G. (1996), Logique de la sensation2 

 

Le rêve "démontre" l’existence d’un "temps éclaté", c’est-à-dire d’un temps qui n’a plus 

guère à voir avec l’idée d’une ordonnée selon la tripartition passé-présent-futur. En outre, 

si son contenu manifeste paraît obéir à une certaine linéarité, sans doute acquise du fait 

de l’élaboration secondaire, ce n’est qu’une apparence superficielle qui s’évanouit au 

moindre travail associatif. 

Green A. (2000), Le temps éclaté3 

 

 

I have chosen these three excerpts to introduce this text because they clearly indicate the poles 

around which my musical research gravitates: the relationships between forces (and flux), forms 

(and objects) and time. These dimensions are actually at work in any music, but each composer 

apprehends them in a particular order of hierarchy.  
 

Besides, the disciplines in which the three quoted authors work - science, philosophy and 

psychoanalysis - underline the transversal approach that I have favoured. At first, I set a focal 

point between musical writing, psychoanalysis and neurobiology (the sound matter and the 

psychic or neuronal matter), with an opening on Deleuze and Guattari’s philosophy for it refers to 

psychoanalytical thinking even if it casts a critical eye on some of its concepts. My interest in 

psychoanalysis and both philosophers might seem paradoxical, but I actually attempt to reconcile 

what they share despite their disagreements. Deleuze and Guattari returned to Freud’s first 

fundamentals: the unconscious conceived as a factory which keeps assembling elements 

together. Their criticism is to be replaced in a historical context in which psychoanalysts were 

more and more using a preconceived reading (or listening) frame and did not question the socio-

cultural origin of certain concepts (Oedipus complex, for instance). Both philosophers wished to 

carry further the freedom process (a becoming) that psychoanalysis had first allowed and then 

partially deviated from. 

I then extended my spheres of interest to various scientific fields, including microbiology, genetics 

or nuclear and quantum physics (putting into perspective sound matter and cellular, chromosomal 

or particulate matter), i.e. the sciences of the infinitely small which now belong in the category of 

nanociences, the latter having expanded ever more over the last thirty years or so.  

                                            
1 Thompson, D. W. (1917; 1945), On Growth and Form, The University Press, Cambridge, The Macmillan Company, New York, p. 
16 
2 Deleuze, G. (1981; 1996), Francis Bacon. Logique de la sensation, La Vue le Texte aux Editions de la Différence, Turin, p. 39 
English translation: Deleuze, G. (2003), Francis Bacon. The Logic of Sensation, translated from the French by Smith, D. W., 
Continuum, London, p. 57: "It is in this way that music must render non-sonorous forces sonorous, and painting must render 
invisible forces visible. Sometimes, these are the same thing: Time, which is non sonorous and invisible, how can time be painted, 
how can time be heard?" 
3 Green, A. (2000), Le temps éclaté (Fragmented Time), Les Editions de Minuit, Coll. "Critique", Paris, p. 11 
English translation (Maïda): "Dream demonstrates the existence of a 'fragmented time', i.e. a time which has nothing more to do 
with the idea of an ordinate succession according to the past-present-future tripartition. Besides, if its manifest content seems to 
obey a certain linearity, probably acquired thanks to the secondary elaboration, it is only a superficial appearance that vanishes 
under the slightest associative work." 
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A kind of diagram is therefore presented here, extending its ramifications between the different 

axes of research that I am going to describe. It is interesting to note that regarding my way of 

apprehending some of the authors mentioned above, especially Deleuze and Lacan, a kind of 

retroactive loop occurred between my readings and my compositional production. At first, I 

"ingested" these thinkers’ texts with an eventual partial intellectual comprehension. But this 

"ingestion" produced an effect: it generated new processes in my musical creation. Once I had 

composed a new piece, I was able to read again the same texts with an easier comprehension. 

This new reading catalysed again new musical processes.  

In Critical and Clinical, Deleuze used a striking metaphor to express this way of reacting to the 

discovery of philosophical or artistic thinking. He put two texts into perspective: The Anti-Christ by 

Nietzsche and Apocalypse by D. H. Lawrence. According to Deleuze, Lawrence picked up 

Nietzsche’s arrow and shot it elsewhere. The image of the arrow underlines that there is neither 

influence nor imitation but the continuation of a trajectory, of an arrow which can circulate between 

artists or thinkers if one of them "picks [it] up [...], and shoots it elsewhere" whatever domain he is 

involved in.4  
 

Why should the different disciplines mentioned above and my musical writing be placed on a 

common ground?  

If one distances oneself from a specific field of events, if one does not care about perceptible units 

as such, but if the attention is exclusively focused on the relationships that these units weave with 

one another, one can observe an underlying structure which goes beyond categories. What 

matters is that these minimal units, whatever they are (psychic signifiers, neurons, molecules or 

particles, sounds) undergo forces which cause them to link together, to assemble and form 

agglomerates, eventually objects, in a moving and complex network.  

But what characterises a network structure? The connectivity of the units; the plasticity of the form; 

a multiple, pluridirectional time; an elastic space, whose formation of more or less dense zones or 

the superimposition of eventual strata keep modifying.  
 

My musical research has been through three different stages.  
 

During the first period, and more particularly in my triptych Order of release, border of relish (2002-

04), a kind of existential quest when my psychoanalytical experience and the reading of books 

about this discipline were narrowly related to my questioning of musical language, I developed a 

certain number of concepts in order to throw a bridge between musical writing and 

psychoanalysis. 5  From Freud’s notions of drive (pulsion) and of pulsional motion (1905), I 

imagined "pulsounds" ("pulsons", in French) and "propulsounds" ("propulsons"). 6 I made the 

                                            
4 I mention again Deleuze’s metaphor in the conclusion of the thesis. 
Deleuze, G. (1993), "Nietzsche et Saint Paul, Lawrence et Jean de Patmos", in Critique et clinique, Editions de Minuit, Paris, p. 60 
English translation: Deleuze, G. (1998), "Nietzsche and Saint Paul, Lawrence and John of Patmos", in Essays: Critical and Clinical, 
translated by Smith, D. W., p. 37 
5 Order of release, border of relish, a triptych for four instruments. First piece: Holes and bones for flute, clarinet, violin and cello 
(2002). Second piece: ...who holds the strings... for string quartet (2004). Third piece: Repeats, defeats for oboe, clarinet, violin and 
cello (2003). 
6 Freud, S. (1905; 1968), "Pulsions et destins des pulsions" ("Drive and The Destiny of The Drives"), in Métapsychologie 
(Metapsychology), translated from the German by Laplanche, J. and Pontalis, J.-B., Editions Gallimard, Paris, pp. 11-43 
In the whole text, I will use italics when I mention concepts developed by different authors (Freud, Lacan, etc.): drive, signifier, for 
instance. I will put between inverted commas the concepts I developed myself: "pulsound", "sonifier", "nanomusic", for instance. 
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Lacanian concepts of signifier, signifying chain or signifying network (1955-56) evolve towards the 

notions of "sonifier", "sonifying chain" and "sonifying (or sound) network".7 The pulsional object 

(Freud) described by psychoanalysis found its musical expression in the elaboration of evanescent 

objects tending to elementary figures, as abstract as possible, which thereby question 

representation.8  

 

Additionally, three composers mostly influenced my musical writing in this period: Ligeti’s 

polymetric textures made of superimposed gestural microelements whose numerical processes 

gradually transform the fluctuating layers;9 Xenakis’ interdisciplinary thinking, his use of different 

scientific theories to elaborate sound masses; 10  Lachenmann’s reflections on sound 

structures/structured sounds and his approach to composition envisaged as the building of an 

instrument.11 
 

But Time is the focus of my preoccupations, and particularly the time of the psychic unconscious.  

The psychoanalytical journey places any individual at the heart of a time experienced in a singular 

way. It is a multiple time. The numerous associative threads by which the analysands allow 

themselves to be carried away break the discursive linearity of surface.12 The latter is crossed 

through by interruptions, junctions, backward movements and resonance phenomena. When two 

fragments of speech rebound from one phoneme of a word to another, or from one element of a 

dream towards that of an experience, these sudden collisions open a new unexpected trajectory or 

make a crossroads emerge where a part of the unconscious can be caught. It is a complex 

temporal framework whose weaving keeps varying, by associating imaginary and real materials, 

fragments of memories or events taken from different times, particles or "quanta of memory". It is 

the time of dream, as it is reconstructed on awakening, and the time of analytical speech, which 

make us feel the temporal structure of the psychic unconscious. In this respect, I will call to mind 

Freud and Lacan, but also psychoanalysts A. Green and S. Le Poulichet who focused a part of 

their thinking on the time of the unconscious. The sound processes I developed are an attempt to 

recreate this unique experience of the work of time in psychoanalysis.13 
 

                                            
7 Lacan, J. (1955-56; 1981), Le Séminaire. Livre III. Les psychoses (The Seminar of Jacques Lacan. Book III. The Psychoses), 
edited by Miller, J.-A., Editions du Seuil, Paris 
Lacan, J. (1957-58; 1998), Le Séminaire. Livre V. Les Formations de l’inconscient (The Seminar of Jacques Lacan. Book V. The 
Formations of The Unconscious), edited by Miller, J.-A., Editions du Seuil, Paris 
8 Freud, S. (1905; 1968), Ibid. 
9 I was particularly impressed by the pieces that Ligeti composed in the 1960-70s, such as Ramifications (1968) or Kammerkonzert 
(1970), or by his writing in the Studies for piano (1985-94). 
10 To give two examples, a few metrical aspects of Holes and bones have been inspired by the complex polymetry of the strata in 
Pléïades (1978). The mobile irradiative sound network in Shel(l)ter is a formalization of Xenakis’ intuitive approach to this kind of 
form in Anaktoria (1969). 
11 See: Lachenmann, H. (2009), "De la composition" ("On Composition"), in Ecrits et entretiens (Writings and Interviews), chosen 
and prefaced by Kaltenecker, M., translated by Donin, N., Kaltenecker, M., Lauxerois, J., Mannoni, O., Potzmanter, M., Saint-
Amant, Y. and Szendy, P., Editions Contrechamps, Geneva 
12 The term analysand is the English translation of the French term analysant that Lacan preferred to the Freudian word, patient, in 
order to show the active part of the subject involved in a psychoanalytical process.  
See: Lacan, J. (1966; 1970, 1971; 1999; 2002; 2006), Ecrits. The First Complete Edition in English, translated by Fink, B., in 
collaborartio with Fink, H. and Grigg, RW. W. Norton & Company, New York, London 
13 Le Poulichet, S. (1994), L’œuvre du temps en psychanalyse (The Work of Time in Psychoanalysis), Editions Payot & Rivages, 
Paris 
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Over a second period, in my series Psyché-Cité/Transversales (2005-07),14 I became interested in 

the relationships between the structure of psychic and cerebral space and that of urban space, 

sound creation being conceived as a kind of transitional or potential space.15 This term created by 

psychoanalyst D. W. Winnicott (1975) accounts for the fact that young children have not a very 

clear distinction between the ego and the non-ego, the internal and external realities. Space is an 

intermediate area of experience, in which the transitional object they need or play with (the corner 

of a blanket sucked, or a teddy bear, for instance) is both a projection of their subjective reality and 

the internalization of the external world. According to Winnicott, this potential space is between 

illusion and reality. It never disappears and is expressed in adulthood through cultural 

experiences, among which artistic creation.16   

Referring to these concepts, I consider artistic works as a prolongation of these transitional 

objects. The psychic fantasies are no longer projected onto toys, as is the case for children who 

express their affects by playing with a doll, for instance, making it speak or act on their behalf. In 

adulthood, the fantasmatic world is now materialized into artistic objects. I experience musical 

writing as an intermediary state, the time of passage from my inner world, my Imaginary, to a 

perceptible production, as if I were externalizing a "piece" of my psyche, making it become... a 

(musical) piece.  

Psyché-Cité/Transversales proposes this transitional space, this ambiguity of boundaries between 

inside and outside, but also a zone of indiscernibility (Deleuze) that is even more obvious if the 

attention is focused on the relationships between the objects and not on the objects themselves.17  

That is why I decided in this series to use as models the subway structure (an urban organization) 

and the neuronal one (a cerebral organization) for they present the same kind of connective 

articulation and can meet therefore in a hybrid and ramified sound territory, a transverse space 

where organic and mechanical matters merge, a zone of indiscernibility between man and 

machine.  
 

Over a third period, with the piece Mutatis mutandis (2008),18 the series Kinêm(a) (2008-12)19 and 

Shel(l)ter (2009-10)20 or my last string quartet ..., dass spinnt... (2013),21 my interest focused on 

                                            
14 Psyché-Cité/Transversales, a series for instruments and electronics. First piece: Fluctuatio (in)animi for flute, violin, viola, cello, 
double bass and electronics (2006). Second piece: Ipso facto for electronics (2007). Third piece: Via rupta for flute, clarinet, 
trombone, violin, viola, cello, double bass and electronics (2005). 
15 Winnicott, D. W. (1975), Jeu et réalité, l’espace potentiel (Playing and Reality. Potential Space), Editions Gallimard, Paris 
16 Winnicott, D. W. (2010), Les objets transitionnels (Transitional Objects), Petite Bibliothèque Payot, Paris 
Winnicott, D. W. (1953), "Transitional Objects and Transitional Phenomena. The Study of the First Not-Me Possession", 
International Journal of Psychoanalysis 34, pp. 89-97: "It is usual to refer to 'reality-testing', and to make a clear distinction between 
apperception and perception. I am here staking a claim for an intermediate state between a baby's inability and growing ability to 
recognize and accept reality. I am therefore studying the substance of illusion, that which is allowed to the infant, and which in adult 
life is inherent in art and religion [...]." 
17 Deleuze evokes this zone of indiscernibility about Francis Bacon’s painting in his book Francis Bacon. Logique de la sensation. 
Deleuze, G. (1981; 1996), Francis Bacon. Logique de la sensation, La Vue le Texte aux Editions de la Différence, Turin, p. 19 
English translation: Deleuze, G. (2003), Francis Bacon. The Logic of Sensation, translated from the French by Smith, D. W., 
Continuum, London, p. 21: "In place of formal correspondences, what Bacon's painting constitutes is a zone of indiscernibility or 
undecidability between man and animal." 
18 Mutatis mutandis for twelve amplified strings (2008). 
19 Kinêm(a), a series for four to seven amplified instruments (2008-12). First piece: Kinê-Diffr(a)ct for amplified flute, saxophone, 
guitar, prepared piano, percussion, violin and viola (2008). Second piece: Kinêm(a)bstract for amplified flute, saxophone, prepared 
piano and  percussion (2012). The series is still in progress. 
20 Shel(l)ter, a series for ensemble and electronics. First piece: Shel(l)ter - später... ( ) ...Winter for clarinet, bassoon, cello, three 
percussions and electronics (2009). Second piece: Shel(l)ter - unter... ( ) ...Gitter for clarinet, bassoon, cello, three percussions and 
electronics (2010). Third and fourth pieces (a piece in two parts): Shel(l)ter - seither... ( ) ...Splitter & hinter... ( ) ...Eiter for eleven 
amplified instruments (2010). 
21 www, a series for string quartet. First piece: ...who holds the strings... for string quartet (2004). Second piece: ..., das spinnt... for 
amplified string quartet (2013). The series is still in progress. 
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evolving diagrammatic structures in which configurations appear under the action of forces 

extended to the study of microscopic phenomena. In the psychoanalytical field, Freud named 

driving forces (or drive) the flow of psychic forces that connect mnesic traces to one another. 

Neurobiology has described how the propagation of electrochemical signals, the synaptic currents, 

the excitability of the neurons and their connectivity, generate the activation of varying areas of the 

brain.22  

Considering the impact that trajectories of minimal units have on sound matter and forms, I turned 

towards other fields of research: microbiology and genetics (cellular life and the structure of the 

chromosome), nuclear and quantum physics (wave-particles and the oscillatory nature of any 

physical system, including sound), and nanosciences. The latter, which came into prominence in 

the 1980s, refer to the nanometre scale (a billionth of a metre) and study the supramolecular 

structure of matter. Nanotechnologies elaborate objects with what they define as a bottom-up 

approach. It consists of assembling elementary constituents (atom by atom) so as to build ever 

more complex agglomerates.23 

From a musical perspective, such an approach allows one to operate on a multitude of 

"nanoprocesses" which, because of their tiny variations, influence the sound matter in a very 

subtle way. Writing does not work block by block, but "sound particles" connect to one another, 

forming "sound molecules" which proliferate and whose trajectories keep modifying the form of the 

piece as a whole. Considering that the nanotechnological building of objects and the elaboration of 

sound objects in my pieces have a similar structural basis, I named my music "nanomusic".  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                            
22 Changeux, J.-P. (1983), L’Homme neuronal (Neuronal Man: The Biology of Mind), Hachette Littératures, Coll. "Pluriel", Paris 
23 Houdy, P. (April 21, 2008), "La révolution des nanotechnologies" ("The Revolution of Nanotechnologies"), Futura-Sciences 
(online), available at: http://www.futura-sciences.com/magazines/high-tech/infos/dossiers/d/technologie-revolution-
nanotechnologies-790/ 
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Chapter 1 - MUSIC AND PSYCHOANALYSIS 
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1.1 - THE TIME OF THE UNCONSCIOUS  
 

Before writing this text, I had a kind of non-musical impulse which urged me to reopen a diary that 

I have been writing since 1991. I was curious to read, with hindsight, with the distantiation that 

time allows, in which terms I had been formulating my artistic preoccupations while I was deciding 

to venture into musical writing. It is not an ordinary diary in which daily facts or various thoughts 

are recorded. It is the diary of my own psychoanalysis in which I wrote the content of my meetings 

with the analyst, dreams, and the associations related to the psychic material enounced.   

To my great surprise, I found an account of a dream made about twenty years ago (and since then 

forgotten), but which was anticipating by five or six years the elements of my musical language 

before they consciously appeared.  

In one part of the dream, I was standing in a space where my body was crossed through with 

abstract, geometrical, mostly triangular figures, with sharp angles, as well as by graphics evoking 

crescendos and decrescendos. In another part of the dream, a person was playing Chopin’s 

Revolutionary Study, Op. 10 n°12 in C minor. 

The abstract triangular figures of the first part of the dream and their trajectories call to mind the 

sound materials and processes of a great number of my pieces (I will describe them later). And the 

title of Chopin’s work which is performed in the second part of the dream can be considered as a 

kind of artistic ideal, my ultimate goal: I experience the writing of each new piece as an attempt at 

an internal revolution, aiming to move, piece by piece (atom by atom?), what is jammed in the 

"psychic machine", to restore its mobility, a possible opening on new affective and intellectual 

circuits.24  
 

I am now going to describe a few psychoanalytical notions which had an important impact on my 

musical writing. 
 

1.1.1 - Freud - Mnesic traces, the Prägung and afterwardsness (Nachträglichkeit) 
 

As early as 1895,25 Freud foresaw the heterochrony of the psyche and a plural and pluristratified 

memory: nothing is forgotten, mnesic traces persist in the unconscious.26 If the traces of an event, 

which broke in a subject’s psyche, acquire no meaning, they are not integrated into their 

verbalized system. If for various reasons, for instance, the psychic immaturity when it happened, 

or the traumatic character of the affect, these traces remain inaccessible to consciousness. But 

they do not disappear and they are continually rearranged by the proliferation of their associations 

with more recent traces. If an incident happens later on and includes an element which resonates 

                                            
24 I briefly evoked this position towards creation in my article "Worstsaid Ho, worstheard Ho" written in 2010.  
Maïda, C. (November 2010), "Worstsaid Ho, worstheard Ho" (French title: "Cap au dire, cap au ouïr "), Positionen, 85. Texte zur 
Aktuellen Musik, "Schreibkrise?", Nauck, G. (ed.), Verlag Positionen, Berlin, pp. 37-39  
25 Freud, S. and Breuer, J. (1895; 1956; 1996), Etudes sur l’hystérie (Studies on Hysteria), translated from the German by Berman, 
A., PUF, Paris 
Freud, S. (1887-1902; 1956; 2002), "Lettres à Wilhelm Fließ" ("Letters to Wilhelm Fließ") and "Esquisse d’une psychologie 
scientifique" ("Project for a Scientific Psychology "), in La naissance de la psychanalyse (The Birth of Psychoanalysis), translated 
from the German by Berman, A., PUF, Paris 
26 Psychoanalyst Le Poulichet describes this kind of memory in her book L’œuvre du temps en psychanalyse. 
Le Poulichet, S. (1994), L’œuvre du temps en psychanalyse (The Work of Time in Psychoanalysis), Editions Payot & Rivages, 
Paris, p. 22. English translation (Maïda): "Through a series of various recordings and inscriptions, traces integrate thus to a network 
of associations in movement which can be named a plural memory. The latter never gives place to one single and accurate 
recording of one experience. And if this plural memory is nothing but a network in which each element gets its value only in its 
relation to others, then nothing is kept identical: as soon as one event enters memory, its only way to subsist would be to link - as a 
trace - to other traces, implying the possibility to be moved in this anachronic device in which the excitation 'flows'." 
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with one of these unconscious mnesic traces, the psychic repercussion of the past traumatic event 

takes place retroactively, in afterwardsness, Nachträglich (Freud, 1896).27 The beforeness, the 

breach that the first trauma had opened in the psyche, and which had remained unobserved, acts 

as a kind of gravitational pole which attracts other traces, the latter connecting to the unconscious 

trace and being likely to reactivate it. In his first Seminar, Lacan explained this phenomenon in two 

times conceptualized by Freud by introducing the term Prägung, defined as an unconscious 

striking, an imprint which breaks in the psychic tissue (time 1) and which is likely to be associated 

to a further event (time 2), in afterwardsness.28 The first impact, the striking, is virtually active. A 

second impact is necessary to generate the actualization of traumatic points. 

In this possible resonance between mnesic traces, each trace can potentially associate with 

several other traces, which underlines that they connect in a web-like structure.  

Two forms of time can be mentioned here: on the one hand, time is fragmented (Green, 2000), 

without any directional chronology, and it can gather fragments which belong to different periods 

(in a dream, for instance); on the other hand, temporal modes (Le Poulichet)29 or microprocesses, 

keep recombining these fragments with what Freud named primary processes.30 
 

From these phenomena described by psychoanalysis, I derived a few temporal aspects of my 

pieces, particularly the sudden sound shocks which introduce a heterogeneous material and the 

resonance between minimal elements (sound traces) which appear in several situations separated 

in the chronology of the piece (I will describe these processes more precisely later). 
 

1.1.2 - Lacan - A network of mnesic traces, the signifying network  
 

Times collide in this re-composition of unconscious memory which can occur under the form of 

dreams or screen-memories, for instance.31 Both are scenarios which agglomerate mnesic traces. 

But while the imaginary dimension of the constellations elaborated in dreams is obvious for the 

subject, they consider their childhood memories to be a part of their history. Those seem to have 

really happened even though they have actually been retrospectively reconstructed.  

                                            
27 Freud, S. (1887-1902; 1956; 2002), "Lettre à Wilhelm Fließ du 6 décembre 1896" ("Letter to Wilhelm Fließ on December 6th, 
1896"), in La naissance de la psychanalyse (The Birth of Psychoanalysis), translated from the German by Berman, A., PUF, Paris, 
pp. 153-154. English translation: "[...] I am working on the assumption that our psychic mechanism has come into being by a 
process of stratification: the material present in the form of mnemonic traces being subjected from time to time to a re-arrangement 
in accordance to fresh circumstances. Thus what is essentially new about my theory is the thesis that memory is present not once 
but several times over and that it is laid down in various species of 'specifications'." 
28 Lacan, J. (1953-54; 1975), Le Séminaire. Livre I. Les écrits techniques de Freud (The Seminar of Jacques Lacan. Book I. 
Freud’s Papers on Technique), edited by Miller, J.-A., Editions du Seuil, Paris, p. 295.  
English translation: Lacan, J. (1991), The Seminar of Jacques Lacan. Book I. Freud’s Papers on Technique, 1953-54, translated 
with notes by Forrester, J., W. W. Norton & Company, New York & London, p. 190: "[...] the Prägung - this term possesses 
resonances of striking, striking a coin - the Prägung of the originating traumatic event. This Prägung - Freud explains in the most 
clearcut fashion - is at first located in a non-repressed unconscious [...]. Let us say that the Prägung has not been integrated into 
the verbalised system of the subject, that it has not even reached verbalisation, and not even, one might say, attained signification. 
This Prägung, strictly limited to the domain of the imaginary, re-emerges in the course of the subject’s progress into a symbolic 
world which is more and more organised." 
29 Le Poulichet, S. (1994), L’œuvre du temps en psychanalyse (The Work of Time in Psychoanalysis), Editions Payot & Rivages, 
Paris, p. 44. English translation (Maïda): "[...] these unconscious processes are not actually likely to be modified by time, for they 
are already in themselves forms of time or [...] forms of passages. Each operation, specific to an unconscious process 
(displacement, projection, formation of sequences, transfers, etc.), has in fact only a temporal and not a spatial consistency: it is a 
mode of time or an operation of transformation and of passage." 
30 The primary processes are unconscious processes and can be noticed in dreams or symptoms. Freud describes them in The 
Interpretation of Dreams: condensation, displacement, for instance.  
Freud, S. (1900; 2010; 2012), L’interprétation du rêve (The Interpretation of Dreams), "Sur la psychologie des processus du rêve" 
("The Psychology of Dream Processes"), chapter VII, translated from the German by Altounian, J. and Robert, F., PUF/Quadrige, 
Paris, pp. 562-677 
31 Freud, S. (1899; 1973; 2002), "Sur les souvenirs écrans" ("Screen Memories"), in Névrose, psychose et perversion (Neurosis, 
Psychosis and Perversion), translated under the direction of Laplanche, J., PUF, Paris, pp. 113-132 
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According to Lacan, lines of forces are drawn between these traces, between these signifying 

traits.32 Unlike De Saussure’s linguistic definition according to which each signifier corresponds to 

a definite signified,33 the Lacanian signifiers are fragmentary units (one phoneme, one colour, one 

sound, a movement of the body, etc.) which are meaningless in themselves. It is in their 

relationship to other signifiers, in the psychic charge which passes from one signifier to the next 

along a chain, that an effect of sense can be produced. 

The analytical cure creates the place of a possible reactualization of these "quanta of memory", of 

these traces of the past, whether real or fantasmatic, on the one hand thanks to the transference 

with the analyst (sentiments felt for people, in the past, are repeated, projected onto the person of 

the analyst), and on the other hand thanks to the free association technique which consists in 

following the thread of concatenations of signifiers (the analysand must say everything that comes 

to his mind, avoiding all censorship, all value judgement). 
 

1.1.3 - The associative irradiation (Green) and reversive time (Le Poulichet)  
 

Green shows how the analytical speech reveals the effect of associative irradiation of the 

unconscious network.34 In the linearity of surface, one element opens, beforehand, a possible link 

with one element to come, not enounced yet, still unpredictable (anticipative annunciation). A 

retroactive reverberation makes a further element rebound towards an element named earlier.  

It is also what Le Poulichet names reversive time according to which the past comes from the 

future, in these meetings between signifiers.35 Time seems pendular, oscillating forwards and 

backwards. 

In my article "...ça écrit ça écrit ça écrit ça..." (2007),36 I mentioned a fragment of my own analysis 

which illustrates this collision of signifiers likely to make some sense emerge, to open an 

identifying time.37 I evoked a close person who fell down in my presence (in French, "elle est 

tombée"). With this fall, this person, who was assuming until then a dominating posture as if she 

was the only fount of knowledge, also "fell off her pedestal" ("tombée de son piédestal"). Her 

position changed; she was no longer above but below. It became suddenly obvious that her so-

called knowledge was as limited as that of any human being who does not know what death is 

(that is how I had formulated it). Here, the analyst intervened by indicating the link between "mort" 

("death") and "tombe" ("elle tombe": she fells down; "la tombe": the grave, the tomb). This 

                                            
32 Lacan, J. (1955-56; 1981), Le Séminaire. Livre III. Les psychoses (The Seminar of Jacques Lacan. Book III. The Psychoses), 
edited by Miller, J.-A., Editions du Seuil, Paris 
Lacan, J. (1957-58; 1998), Le Séminaire. Livre V. Les Formations de l’inconscient (The Seminar of Jacques Lacan. Book V. The 
Formations of The Unconscious), edited by Miller, J.-A., Editions du Seuil, Paris 
33 De Saussure, F. (1916; 1972; 1985; 1995), Cours de linguistique générale (Course in General Linguistics), Editions Payot & 
Rivages, Paris 
34 Green, A. (2000), Le temps éclaté (Fragmented Time), Les Editions de Minuit, Coll. "Critique", Paris, p. 50. English translation 
(Maïda): "At first [...], something obscurely foreseen happens [...] which occurs and pervades the psyche. This not clearly 
identifiable matrix will be awakened by a more or less incidental - but not contingent - even which will give this time a wider impact, 
a meaning, an added value, to what was received in the form of an impregnation invested of a certain significant potentiality, 
without the possibility to define either the force, or the trace imprinted in the psyche, or its clearly conceived goal, or above all when 
and how it will arise again and with which connections [...]. Two places, two times, two processes." 
35 Le Poulichet, S. (1994), L’œuvre du temps en psychanalyse (The Work of Time in Psychoanalysis), Editions Payot & Rivages, 
Paris, p. 86. English translation (Maïda): "As soon as a new element intervenes, a whole past network is recomposed. Any forward 
path modifies thus what has been preceding it." 
36 Maïda, C. (2nd semester 2007), "...ça écrit ça écrit ça écrit ça..." ("...it writes id writes it writes id..."), Filigranes n°6, "Musique et 
inconscient" ("Music and unconscious"), Delaplace, J. and Moll, O. (ed.), Editions Delatour, France, pp. 145-160 
37 Le Poulichet, S. (1994), Ibid., p. 35. English translation (Maïda): "The identifying time in analysis actualizes these repetitions of 
meetings between signifiers, images and objects, giving rise for instance to a figure which had never been seen or to a word which 
had never been pronounced. The time of listening is among others this time of recomposition of figures - absolutely proper to each 
analysis - which condensate heterogeneous elements." 
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interpretation elicited an association and I thought of the expression "muet comme une tombe" 

("silent as the grave") and remembered my mutism when I was a child. The analyst just formulated 

a "chut!" ("shush!"), which resonated with the fall ("la chute", in French).  

With the polysemy of language and its sonorities (which makes translations often difficult), a kind 

of retroactive loop has been established between the fall ("chute", "tomber") and death ("la 

tombe"), silence and death ("muet comme une tombe"), silence and the fall ("chut!" and "chute"). 

The associative journey went on with the consonance between "muet" ("silent") and "muer" ("to 

moult", the moulting of the insect, a mutation), between "se taire" (from "chut!", to be silent) and 

"se terrer" ("to hide" or "to go to ground“), then "s’enterrer" ("to bury oneself"), and the tomb and 

death were back. Does being silent mean dying a little? Does speaking mean coming (back) into 

the world, choosing life and mutating?  
 

This example underlines both the ricochets between signifiers and their insistence, the role that 

repetition plays in their recognition. My personal experience of these phenomena had a strong 

impact on my musical thinking. I used the same kind of concatenation of fragments in my sound 

structures. Very tiny formulae are repeated. They are as minimal as the Lacanian signifying units. 

In the example mentioned above, "chute" becomes "chut". The disappearance of one single letter 

makes a new meaning emerge. I introduced the same kind of system in order to modify the sound 

structures. Each repetition of the formulae is connected to the next and comprises a slight 

fluctuation of their outlines. The series of repetitions and their superimpositions finally lead to 

another texture (I will describe this musical writing later).  
 

1.1.4 - Repetition: a temporal crystallization or identifying time (Le Poulichet) 
 

Repetition is at the heart of any structure, whether musical or not. Linguistics has described the 

architecture of any language: a definite number of phonemes are repeated and the way they combine 

and permute produce different morphemes and words. Microbiology has shown that matter is made of 

the reiteration of the same components. The DNA molecule, for instance, is based on the varied 

repetition of only four chemical elements (adenine, cytosine, guanine, thymine).38  

Repetition is also a fundamental concept in psychoanalysis. As early as 1895, Freud developed a 

theory of the psychic apparatus according to which neuronal memory is formed under the action, either 

of stimuli of strong intensity, or of repeated stimuli (even if their intensity is low).39 Some neuronal 

pathways first facilitated by the repeated passage of the excitation (Freud used the term Bahnung) will 

then be preferably used because the permeability of the contact-barriers between neurons has 

decreased.40 In 1914, Freud connected the notion of repetition to a phenomenon that he noticed during 

                                            
38 Goodsell, D. S. (2009; 2010), La machinerie de la vie (The Machinery of Life), translated from the American by Fourmentin, E., 
Marivière, D., Schwartz, N. and Molino, F., EDP Sciences, France 
39 Freud, S. (1887-1902; 1956; 2002), "Esquisse d’une psychologie scientifique" ("Project for a Scientific Psychology"), in La 
naissance de la psychanalyse (The Birth of Psychoanalysis), translated from the German by Berman, A., PUF, Paris, p. 320. 
English translation: "Psychological experience shows that memory (that is, the persisting force of an experience) depends on a 
factor that is described as the 'magnitude' of the impression and on the frequency of the recurrence of the same impression. Or, 
translated into our theory, facilitation depends on the quantity (Qη) which passes through a neurone in the excitatory process and 
on the number of repetitions of that process." 
40 Freud, S. (1887-1902), Ibid., p. 320. English translation: "[...] memory is represented by the facilitations existing between the ψ-
neurones." 
In this theory, Freud distinguished on the one hand the ϕ-neurons (neurons of perception) whose permeability is constant despite 
the repeated passage of excitations and, on the other hand, ψ-neurons whose permeability has decreased after the passage of 
excitation (memory depends on these degrees of facilitation). What Freud named a contact-barrier corresponds to what neurology 
will name a synapse later on. 
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the cure process: where memories are inaccessible to consciousness, the patients’ memory can be 

expressed by the compulsive repetition of acts, behaviours and affects related to their personal history 

(repetition compulsion).41 

Lacan distinguished two forms of repetition, the automaton and the tuchê.42 The automaton refers to the 

insistence to signify, the insistence of the signifier which circulates along the chains of the signifying 

network. Its detection will therefore have an identifying function: in a parenthesis of time, two signifying 

traces collide and make some sense emerge ("tomber" and "la tombe", in the example given above).43 

As already mentioned, this collision is what Le Poulichet names an identifying time. The second kind of 

repetition, the tuchê, hinges on the force of attraction exerted by the traumatic pole, which induces a 

crystallization of the psychic configurations. What is also repeated is the insistence of the drive 

(pulsion). What inexorably returns is what could not be verbalized and integrated into the symbolic 

system of the subject, what will never be, despite an analytical cure, for a part of non-symbolizable 

always persists.  
 

Repetition has a fundamental function in my music. It occurs at every level of the sound matter.  

In Fluctuatio (in)animi (2006),44 for instance, I worked on both repetitions: one is a differentiating 

repetition (Deleuze).45 It has both an identifying and a mutative function since each repetition introduces 

a tiny difference (this difference being perceptible because something is repeated), and produces a 

step-by-step metamorphosis of the material. The other is a mechanical reiteration of the material which 

remains identical and seems to be stuck on a same shape. 
 

1.2 - PSYCHIC PROCESSES AND SOUND PROCESSES 
 

1.2.1 - A constant rearrangement of sound traces  
 

In my pieces, this writing of sound traces can present various modes of expression. From the 

dream processes and their constant reshuffling of mnesic traces that creates numerous 

configurations, I derived sound structures conceived as a matrix within which units are reluctantly 

recombined.  
 

Holes and bones (2002)46 is based on an underlying structure (or matrix) which generates the 

sound material but which is meant to remain virtual, latent (Freud).47 This structure, not performed 

by the musicians, is conceived as a network of forces within which the minimal units keep 

gravitating around vertical and horizontal poles. The gravitation in this matrix can be considered as 

                                            
41 Freud, S. (1914; 2007; 2010), "Remémoration, répétition, perlaboration" ("Remembering, Repetition, Working Through"), in La 
technique psychanalytique (Psychoanalytic Techniques), translated from the German by Altounian, J., Balseinte, A., Bourguignon, 
A. and Laplanche, J., PUF/Quadrige, Paris, p. 120. English translation: "[...] we may say that the patient does not remember 
anything of what he has forgotten and repressed, but acts it out. He reproduces it not as a memory but as an action; he repeats it, 
without, of course, knowing that he is repeating it." 
42 Lacan, J. (1964; 1973), Le Séminaire. Livre XI. Les quatre concepts fondamentaux de la psychanalyse (The Seminar of Jacques 
Lacan. Book XI. The Four Fundamental Concepts of Psychoanalysis), edited by Miller, J.-A., Editions du Seuil, Paris 
43 Lacan, J. (1953-54; 1975), Le Séminaire. Livre I. Les écrits techniques de Freud (The Seminar of Jacques Lacan. Book I. 
Freud’s Papers on Technique), edited by Miller, J.-A., Editions du Seuil, Paris, p.  370 
44 First piece of Psyché-Cité/Transversales (2005-07), mentioned above. 
45 Deleuze, G. (1968), Différence et répétition (Difference and Repetition), PUF, Paris 
46 First piece of Order of release, border of relish (2002-04), mentioned above. 
47 The term latent refers here to Freud’s definition. Dreams have both a latent content and a manifest content. The analysand tells 
his dream as he remembers it (its manifest content). Thanks to his associations, he can gradually make the latent content of the 
dream emerge.  
Freud, S. (1900; 2010; 2012), L’interprétation du rêve (The Interpretation of Dreams), translated from the German by Altounian, J. 
and Robert, F., PUF/Quadrige, Paris 
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the "unconscious" level of sound since it is not an audible sequence of the piece. It is composed in 

order to be the virtual origin of figures or objects which are actualized in the piece and which can 

thereby be considered as the "conscious" level of sound since their occurrence is audible, 

manifest. 

The first stage of elaboration of the structure consisted in selecting sound units. The vertical pole 

is an aggregate built from eight frequencies selected in two sound spectra of multiphonic sounds 

of the bass clarinet. The horizontal poles alternate the enunciation of two variations of a 

microintervallic scale derived from a succession of frequencies in two of the spectra. Their function 

is to destabilize the harmonic field thanks to a reiterative falling movement.  
 

Figure 1 - Holes and bones  

An aggregate derived from the spectral analysis of two multiphonic sounds of the bass clarinet  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Multiphonic sound n°50: time 3 of the spectral analysis. Multiphonic sound n°86: time 4.The frequencies shown in green 

are selected in order to build the aggregate of the virtual structure [F4 1/4T; B4 1/4T; E5 1/4T; G#5; A5; D6 1/4T; F#6; A6 

1/4T]. This aggregate underlies this only structure and does not appear in the piece.48 

 

Figure 2 - Holes and bones - Two microintervallic scales derived from the same two spectra 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Multiphonic sounds n°50 and 86: the frequencies shown in green are those selected in order to build two microintervallic 

scales used in the virtual structure. Multiphonic sound n°50, intervals of the six-pitch scale: [3/4T; 1/2T; 1T1/4; 1/4T; 1/4T]. 

Multiphonic sound n°86, intervals of the seven-pitch scale: [1/2T; 3/4T; 3/4T; 1/2T; 1/2T, 3/4T]. A permutation of the 

intervals provides variations of these scales.49 

                                            
48 The numbers of the multiphonic sounds correspond to those indicated in the book: Bok, H. and Wendel, E. (1989), Nouvelles 
techniques de la clarinette basse. New Techniques for the Bass Clarinet, Editions Salabert, Paris 
Regarding the numbers attributed to the pitches, the Anglo-Saxon notation is used: the A4 is the A of the diapason (440 Hz). 
49 Unlike the early spectral composers such as Grisey or Murail, I am exclusively using inharmonic sound spectra to build the 
material of my pieces. The spectral components generate two dimensions of the pitch material: 1/ a harmonic one, with a selection 
of some frequencies in different zones of the spectrum in order to build some aggregates; 2/ a horizontal one, with the selection of 
a series of nearby frequencies (mostly in the highest spectral zones) in order to build microintervallic scales. 
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Three characteristics of this virtual structure are essential: 1/ repetition; 2/ polymetry; 3/ liquidation 

(it can be noted that they are actually present in all my pieces). 

For each of the eight strata, the descending path of the same sound chains relentlessly returns to 

its origin (its first pitch: one of the frequencies selected to build an aggregate). But each chain has 

a specific metrical scheme and a process of slowing down, which generates a constant 

rearrangement of the vertical meeting points between the units. In addition, the structure is more 

and more torn apart by the increasing duration of the silences inserted between the units, which 

entails its gradual liquidation.  
 

Figure 3 - Holes and bones - The virtual structure (eight evolving strata) - Excerpt from the process 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 
 

It is a paradoxical structure. Despite its capacity of constant movement, the motion is governed 

according to a constraint which depends on the return to the first aggregate and on the polarities 

of attraction of the scales. Like the psychic traumas described above, the trajectories of the units 

cannot escape the crystallization around a same zone. There is an antagonism between the force 
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of mobility of the units and their insistence to repeat the same patterns on each chain. It induces a 

kind of fixed mobility. 

Xenakis’ notions of outside time and inside time (1963) are made slightly more complex here.50 

These two natures of time that the composer evoked again in Keleütha51 coincide with Freud’s 

concepts already mentioned: on the one hand, an outside time without any chronology, timeless, 

Zeitlos (1920), 52  and on the other hand, temporal processes and their constant activity of 

combination, condensation, displacement, for instance (1900).53 
 

In Holes and bones, a first level outside time concerns the constraints of the matrix: the allowed 

intervals between the units of the aggregate (the vertical dimension) and of the chosen 

microintervallic scales (the horizontal dimension), as well as the insertion of a silence every two or 

three units (holes).  

A second level outside time comprises several possible actualizations of the matrix, according to 

the way these constraints are used: the variations of the selected scales, the location of the 

silences, the choice of the metres and their evolution. On this level, the recombination of the 

meetings between the chains is potentially infinite. The structure could repeatedly turn on itself, 

without tearing up, if the duration of the silences was not increasing or if the metres of the strata 

were not varying. It might on the contrary become more dense if the metrical schemes were 

accelerating instead of slowing down. Each actualization might propose one different expression 

of the same constraints. But one single actualization is realized, while remaining inaudible. Since it 

is latent and not included in the audible chronology of the piece, it can be considered as an 

outside time. However, it is more than a choice of musical constraints. Elements are articulated 

with one another in a sequence. Therefore, it is an intermediary state between virtual (non audible) 

and actual (audible) structures. Paradoxically, the matrix is virtually actualized, i.e. actualized only 

for a latent level.  

Regarding the perceptible actualization, the manifest proceeding of the structure, agglomerates of 

units are cut out from different temporal portions of its reiterative path (t1, t2, t3, etc.) and build the 

sound objects of the piece, inside time (in the chronology of the piece). 
 

This kind of musical process refers to the way dreams are elaborated, their matrix of traces and 

their latent-manifest double side. Let us recall their three stages: 1/ a potential ensemble of mnesic 

traces is ready to be used (outside time); 2/ different forces act upon the traces and build pulsional 

configurations unknown as long as no associations have been done by the analysand (the latent 

content); 3/ the scenario of the dream, its figures, its situations, are remembered when awake, but 

they have been modified by the dream-work - particularly condensation and displacement (the 

manifest content).  
                                            
50 Xenakis, I. (1963; 1981), Musiques formelles (Formalized Music), Editions Stock/Musique, Paris 
Xenakis refers to outside time (hors-temps) and inside time (en-temps) structures at p. 191 of this book. 
51 Xenakis, I. (1994), "La voie de la recherche et de la question" ("The Path of Research And Question"), in Kéleütha. Ecrits 
(Kéleütha. Writings), L’Arche, Paris, p. 68. English translation (Maïda): "Two natures must be distinguished: inside time and outside 
time. What allows itself to be thought of without changing by before and afterwards is outside time. Traditional modes are partly 
outside time. The relations or logical operations inflicted to classes of sounds, intervals, characters, are also outside time. As soon 
as speech includes before and afterwards, we are inside time." 
52 Freud, S. (1915-23; 1981; 2001), "Au-delà du principe de plaisir" ("Beyond the Pleasure Principle"), in Essais de psychanalyse 
(Essays on Psychoanalysis), translated from the German by Laplanche, J., Altounian J. and Pontalis, J.-B., Editions Payot & 
Rivages, Paris, p. 76 
53 Freud, S. (1900; 2010; 2012), L’interprétation du rêve (The Interpretation of Dreams), "Le travail de rêve" ("The Dream-Work"), 
chapter VI, translated from the German by Altounian, J. and Robert, F., PUF/Quadrige, Paris, pp. 319-559 
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Figure 4 - Holes and bones (excerpt) - Two strata merged into one single stratum for each instrument  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

The red parentheses indicate the temporal portions (t1, t2, t3, etc.) which are cut out from the structure and detached from 

this moving background in order to build objects. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Like in dream processes, the mobile traces of the virtual structure have been agglutinated, 

condensed, in order to form figures or objects whose contours can be discerned in the piece. This 

structure has imprinted its three processes - repetition, polymetric strata and liquidation - to the set 

of situations in the piece although each of them expresses it in a particular way. The objects cut 

out from it remain permeated with the rotary character of the structure and revolve around a 

horizontal axis.54 They are both permanent and ephemeral. On the one hand, the constant 

oscillation which characterizes them favours their identification, their discernibility. On the other 

hand, in spite of their repetition, they keep undergoing metamorphoses, such as drive objects in 

dreams. Each reiteration induces a microvariation of the objects in each layer and a gradual 

mutation of the whole musical matter. It tends to a liquidation of the objects, bares them and 

reveals their framework (bones) step by step, an elementary and abstract movement: a three-pitch 

pendulum. A signifying sound figure, a "sonifier", emerges from now on recognizable in spite of its 

transformations (violin, bar 58; cello, bar 60). This concept of "sonifier" accounts for the fact that a 

sound signifier is distinct from a linguistic or psychoanalytical signifier. It is an "asignifying 

signifier", without any semantic value, provided with one single sound quality.55 What gives it a 

                                            
54 The first objet cut out in the violin’s layer of the virtual structure is presented in its reversed form at bar 20. The first objet cut out 
in the cello’s layer of the virtual structure is presented in its reversed form at bar 57. At bars 19-20, 24-25, 29-31, then 35-36, two 
successive objects extracted from this structure are each time uttered by the violin and the cello. They revolve around a horizontal 
axis. At each enunciation, their swinging movement spreads in the harmonic field up to a stabilization of the pitches at bar 38. 
55 The association of both terms might seem paradoxical, but it is a way to emphasize that the sound figures can be at the same 
time signifying since they can bring some structural meaning and a formal coherence (especially when they recurrently occur), and 
asignifying if the term signifying is limited to its first linguistic use, strictly related to language. 

Figure 5, on the left - An object cut out from a first portion 

of time in the violin’s layer. 

 

Figure 6, on the right - An object cut out from a first portion 

of time in the cello’s layer. 
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"sonifying" effect is its ability to circulate, to be differential, to stand out from another sonifier, to be 

recognized, identified, bringing some structural meaning when it appears. 

I insisted on this virtual structure governed by a kind of Lacanian automaton (the automatic 

dimension of repetition, the insistent return of the units) because this articulation of extremely 

mobile sound traces and the antagonism between repetition and mutation of the material are a 

fundamental dimension of my music. 
 

In other musical situations of my pieces, repetition does not concern the material itself but the way 

an arrangement of traces is produced and modified. 

In Shel(l)ter - später... ( ) ...Winter (Shel(l)ter, 2009-10),56 the sound objects are not cut out from a 

few temporal portions of superimposed chains of mobile traces, as described in Holes and bones. 

The condensation of traces builds objects with looser contours and divided among an instrumental 

group. In the example given below, an object groups together the trio of clarinet, bassoon and 

cello, and regularly reappears to punctuate the evolving texture of the three percussions. Its first 

utterance lasts seven and a half beats, then pulverizes into splinters in the next three bars.  
 

Figure 7 - Shel(l)ter - später… ( ) …Winter 

Example - Rhythmical object 1, divided among the instrumental trio (bars 82 to 84)  

  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Seven rhythmical objects punctuate the percussive texture (bars 82-84; 93-95, 1st beat; 101-103; 

106-108; 110-112, 1st beat; 113-114; 116-117 and 118-119). They are ever closer and shorter. 

The same timbres keep recurring (slap, jerky overblow or multiphonic sounds, a very brief raucous 

sound on the mouthpiece; a sound with a very crushed bow or various kinds of pizzicati, slaps, 

struck col legno, for the cello). But their positions are each time rearranged in a new agglomerate.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

At each appearance of a sound object, it is as if a kaleidoscope had been shaken and was 

producing a new combination of the same fragments.57 

                                            
56 Shel(l)ter (2009-10), mentioned above. 
57 This kind of "kaleidoscopic" object appears again in the second piece of the series (Shel(l)ter - unter... ( ) ...Gitter, 2010), still 
divided among the trio of clarinet, bassoon and cello (bars 219; 240 and 269). It also occurs in the last piece in two parts (Shel(l)ter 

Figure 8 - Stratum 1 of the object (clarinet) consists of a 

succession of two rhythms (2nd and 3rd lines of the image 

opposite).  

Strata 2 and 3 (bassoon and cello) play one single rhythm (1st 

line of the image). The cello plays a permuted version.  

 

Six possible rhythms can be chosen to build 

the three strata of each object (each 

instrumental compound) and are played 

either in their original version, or in a 

permuted and eventually retrograde version. 
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Once again, one is reminded of dream processes (notably condensation) which form composite 

figures or objects whose components are unsteady (for instance, a character in the dream 

includes features which belong to different individuals that the dreamer knows. Then he/she 

reappears in the dream with slightly varied characteristics).  
 

1.2.2 - A "sonifying figure", the pendulum, and its different functionalities 
 

Whatever arrangement of traces is favoured in my pieces, the swinging three-pitch module 

mentioned above which first appeared in Holes and bones is a persistent sound figure in my 

music. Its oscillating identity is clearly recognizable. With its recurrence and its capacity of 

combination, proliferation and circulation across the sound field, it can be considered as a 

"sonifier", i.e. a marker for the perception of structure and form. Its function is essential.  

It presents three characteristics: 1/ it is modular. It links three pitches together and it can either be 

connected to itself while repeated, which forms a chain of pendulums, or be transplanted onto 

other figures or objects; 2/ its contours can be distorted. It can be presented under a reversed 

form. Its units can also be permuted or the intervals or durations between them can be modified; 3/ 

it can be fragmented if the three pitches are separated. 

According to its amplitude of movement (the intervals between its units), this 

pendular figure can modify the harmonic field in different ways whether it favours 

a wide swinging movement or a very slight sliding towards another aggregate.  

It can also enrich a harmonic area if it holds on to a sustained pitch. In Mutatis 

mutandis for twelve amplified strings (2008), a pendulum played by Violin 1 is 

transplanted onto the sustained pitch of Violin 4 (D#8, bar 28); the one played by 

Violin 4 punctuates the G7 1/4T of Violin 5 (bar 30); the one played by Violin 5 is 

connected to the F7 3/4T of Viola 3 (bar 31), while the one played by Violin 3 

hangs on to the D7 3/4T of Violin 5 (bar 32).  

Several pendulums can also be stacked together. In ...who holds the strings... 

(2004), a chain of three-pitch pendulums spreads across the quartet by hanging 

on the last pitch of a module to the first pitch of the next one (bars 38-39; 40). 

In addition, superimposed chains of pendulums with various metrical schemes and independent 

rhythmical processes build an elastic musical matter full of torsions according to the more or less 

convergence between the different strata.  

This kind of polystratified assemblings of pendulums can be observed in ...who holds the strings... 

(bars 64-85), Fluctuatio (in)animi (bars 138-146), Via rupta (bars 190-215), Mutatis mutandis (bars 

228-262), Shel(l)ter - seither... ( ) ...Splitter & hinter... ( ) ...Eiter (bars 204-264) and ..., das spinnt... 

(bars 86-133).  

They have a mutative function, gradually favouring the passage from one kind of sound 

constellation to another. The eventual arrival on a sustained pitch or chord, or on a homorhythmic 

figure, is an identifying time (Le Poulichet, 1994).  
 

                                                                                                                                   
- seither... ( ) ...Splitter & hinter... ( ) ...Eiter, 2010) in the group of five winds (bars 20-21; 34-36; 59-60) and in the group of five 
strings (bars 18-20; 36-37; 88). It is also present in Mutatis mutandis for twelve amplified strings (2008) at bars 28-29; 35-36; 259-
260 and 266-268, and in ..., das spinnt... for amplified string quartet (2013) at bars 62; 67 and 75. 
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Figure 9 - Fluctuatio (in)animi58 

A process of gradual rhythmical distortion - A four-string polyrhythmic texture (bars 138-146)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 10 - Fluctuatio (in)animi - A transplant of the pendulums onto a microintervallic scale - Micro-

distortions of a harmonic zone (bars 138-146) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
First two images on the left - Twelve frequencies are selected in the first spectrum (pitches shown in green) and form 

four three-pitch pendulums. 

In the middle - Four frequencies are selected in the second spectrum (pitches shown in red) and form an aggregate.  

On the right - This aggregate (outside time) is distorted by a five-pitch microintervallic scale which uses intervals going 

from 1/4T to 1T (pitches shown in blue). The pendulums hold on to each pitch of the scale (pitches shown in black). 

                                            
58 First piece of the series Psyché-Cité/Transversales for instruments and electronics. A piece for flute, violin, viola, cello, double 
bass and electronics (2006). 

Diagram: Clara Maïda, 2007 

 

This diagram is presented in my article 

"...ça écrit ça écrit ça écrit ça..." 

(Filigranes n°6, p. 160). See p. 76. 

 

The sequence starts with a quasi-

synchronization of the four strings. They 

all play the three-pitch pendulum, except 

that for each string, the sustained pitch 

which the pendulum hangs on to has a 

different length. 

Then, each layer follows its autonomous 

temporal process, with a rupture of the 

pendulum, for instance, or with 

contractions or dilations of the durations 

between the units, and with the 

displacement of the sustained pitch 

finally enounced after the pendulum. 

The arrival is a crossing point on a 

sustained pitch: it is both an identifying 

time (a crossroads) and the liquidation 

of the pendulum. 
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Figure 11 - Mutatis mutandis59
 - A transplant of pendulums onto an aggregate (harmonic enrichment) 

 

 

 
 

1.2.3 - A "sonifying" network 
  

The sound network is established on different levels of writing. Regarding the articulation of 

minimal units, as mentioned above, they connect in order to form sound chains and weave an 

elastic fabric whose zones of density keep varying. 

Being a modular and mutative figure, the pendular "sonifier" is a key element in this network. As 

seen above, its possible transplant onto any pitch of an aggregate, a melodic formula, or another 

pivoting mobile, maps out the possible journey of chains of pendulums throughout the sound 

fabric. On a structural level, such associativity is at the basis of the elaboration of any matter. If the 

pitches are converted into dots and the durations into lines or curves, an infinitely evolving formal 

potentiality can be graphically visualized.  
 

Figure 12 - A three-pitch pendulum (a module with three dots) - Graphic: Clara Maïda, 2015 

A "sonifiying" chain (1st line, above) or a "sonifiying" network (2nd line, below)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Below, at the centre - An example of connection between several pendulums towards different zones of the surface. 

Their association forms then a ramified network. 

Below, on the right - The trajectories of the dots are modified and make the latter move, which entails a global 

modification of the ramified structure. 

 

                                            
59 Mutatis mutandis for twelve amplified strings (2008). 

Conclusive aggregate (bars 201-262) 

 

Above, on the right - From the analysis of a sound spectrum, certain 

frequencies are selected in order to build an aggregate (pitches shown in 

blue). 

Below, on the right - The same frequencies selected in the spectrum 

are grouped by three in order to build four pendulums (A, B, C and D, 

shown in green). 

On the left - Each pendulum can be used in its different variations 

(reversed, with a permutation of the pitches) and it is transplanted onto 

each pitch of the aggregate in order to harmonically enrich it (pitches 

shown in blue, pendulums shown in black).  

Two of the pendulums exchange one of their units in order to give a new 

pendulum (see the red and pink arrows, viola 2 and 3). 

 

On the left - An isolated modular element: the three-pitch 

pendulum.  

Above, at the centre - An example of connection between 

several pendulums on a horizontal axis (they are located in the 

same harmonic zone). Their association forms then a chain. 

Above, on the right - The trajectories of the dots are modified 

and make the latter move, which entails a modification of the 

envelope of the chain. 
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Figure 13 - Envelope of the three-pitch pendulums - Graphic: Clara Maïda, 2015 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The repetition of this elementary pivoting force finally makes this persistent sound triangular figure 

appear. Despite the possible distortions of its envelope, its three characteristics (insistence, 

associativity and circulation) give it the "sonifying" function already mentioned. A sound trait is 

identified and its potentiality for proliferation and irradiation of the sound surface is huge. 
 

Figure 14 - A ramified structure (a connection of modular elements)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Therefore a structural network underlines the musical work. It is connective and diagrammatic. But 

it also operates on a more global formal level, in the organization of the objects and figures in a 

piece. 
 

1.2.4 - Sound Prägung and afterwardsness  
 

What characterizes a web-like musical form is its non-linear time. Even if the events follow one 

another on the level of the sound surface (like the speech in the psychoanalytical situation), the 

time’s arrow,60 pointed forwards, is disrupted by the associations and echoes which appear 

between sound elements despite their temporal distance.  

                                            
60 Eddington, S. A. (1929), The Nature of Physical World, Cambridge University Press, United Kingdom, p. 68 

If an envelope of flux is traced around the three-pitch pendulums, 

one gets the triangular figure which was traversing space in the 

dream that I described in the introduction.  

 

One can consider these pendulums either as elementary abstract 
figures, or as a play of forces, the insistence of an oscillating 

force which crosses through the whole sound field: a driving force. 

 

Drawing: Clara Maïda, 2012 

 

This drawing is related to this kind of modular musical writing in 

which the connections between minimal units can form or be 

destroyed according to the evolution of their trajectories.  

 

Were the drawing as mobile as music, the whole form would be 

elastic. It would depend on the variable directions and lengths of the 

filaments which would generate a moving layout of the dots and 

lines (see Fluctuatio (in)animi’s sound process in Figure 9). 

 

It is a 2D drawing, but the connections are potentially possible in all 

directions and dimensions. On a 3D drawing, they could also 

proliferate towards the depth of the field. It would be a volume and 

not only a surface. 
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The concepts of Prägung (a striking, a first impregnation) and Nachträglich (a retroactive reaction, 

in afterwardsness) reveal the possible rupture of the linearity of time and the collision between two 

times. As mentioned above, Lacan commented these concepts in reference to Freud’s notion of 

trauma.61 On a musical level, I mostly applied this phenomenon (a first striking and its retroactive 

impact) to the whole form of my pieces. I used two characteristics of the Prägung, either its 

sudden and traumatic impact on the psyche (here, on the perception of the listener), or its 

heterogeneity to the sound context which makes it non-meaningful when it first happens.  

I will give two examples of a sound striking which can take its full coherence in afterwardsness, 

when it returns and is this time clearly perceptible because it is integrated into a longer and more 

structured sequence.  
 

In Shel(l)ter - seither... ( ) ...Splitter & hinter... ( ) ...Eiter (2010),62 a violent sound shock breaks in, 

from the very beginning of the piece, in a very abrupt way, and produces a kind of auditory trauma 

(bars 1-3) which will leave its mark over the listening of all that will follow.63 A long silence 

interrupts this sound "explosion" (bar 4). Then a sustained aggregate, which is tense like a scream 

(bar 5), is also followed by a long silence (bar 6). Both are totally heterogeneous short events. 

They are separated by a void and their extreme intensity is the only common character. It 

generates an immediate rupture of sound space. The units that compose this introduction are not 

yet integrated into a coherent system although they already herald certain sound figures of the 

piece (anticipating annunciation, Green, 2000). 

Several anticipating traces of further events are included in this introduction: 1/ the micro-glissandi 

(slaps, pizzicati, struck col legno, and gettati) precede several falls of fragments of the same kind 

to come (bars 28-30; 48-50; 51-54; 105-122); 2/ the multiphonic sound of the oboe announces the 

recurrent interventions of this distorted timbre played by the winds or by the strings with a very 

crushed bow (bars 9-11; 15; 69-70; 72; 75-74; 78-80; 82-86; 88; 91 and 95). These raucous and 

moaning sounds will occur within a bare texture in the second part of the piece (bars 184-190); 3/ 

the formula of the bass clarinet duplicated by the double bass (bar 87) is itself an anticipating trace 

of the duos in the second part of the piece (oboe/viola, bars 173 and 178; clarinet/cello, bars 175; 

clarinet/double bass, bar 179). These duos are themselves residues of duos which were 

presented in the previous pieces of the series. Sound traces can also merge in one composite 

material. For instance, the timbre of the oboe’s multiphonic sound and the strident and sudden 

overblow glissando of harmonics played by the flute (bar 2) generate the envelope of the bass 

clarinet’s split sound or the glissandi of harmonics of the horn (playing semi-valve). This short and 

violent curve is also a sound marker of all these swinging movements which will cross through the 

instrumental space all along the piece. In addition, the sustained aggregate at bar 5 anticipates the 

harmonic structure of the conclusion of the piece (bars 268-278), while the short repeated 

scrapings on the Chinese tam-tam are a beforeness to its further way of utterance (each 

                                            
61 Lacan, J. (1953-54; 1975), Le Séminaire. Livre I. Les écrits techniques de Freud (The Seminar of Jacques Lacan. Book I. 
Freud’s Papers on Technique), edited by Miller, J.-A., Editions du Seuil, Paris, p. 295.  
English translation: Lacan, J. (1991), The Seminar of Jacques Lacan. Book I. Freud’s Papers on Technique, 1953-54, translated 
with notes by Forrester, J., W. W. Norton & Company, New York & London, p. 190s 
62 A piece in two parts for eleven amplified instruments (2010). Third and fourth parts of the series Shel(l)ter for ensemble and 
electronics (2009-2010) 
63 I also introduced my piece Kinê-Diffr(a)ct (2008) with this kind of "traumatic" effect. It is the first part of Kinêm(a), a series for four 
to seven amplified instruments. A sound sample of the piece is available at: http://www.claramaida.com/docs_comm/mp3/Kine-
Diffract.mp3 
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instrument will repeat the same pitch with a very pronounced crescendo). These different 

elements will return in a movement of retroactive reverberation (Green, 2000) thus echoing the 

first Prägung (striking) of the introduction (I will describe the global form of the piece later). 
 

In ...who holds the strings..., the sound Prägung manifests itself in a somewhat different way.64 All 

of the sudden, a short polystratified sequence (bars 8-11) breaks the alternation between two 

musical situations which had been reiterated from the beginning of the piece. The distorted timbre 

(very crushed bow) of this sudden sequence, the wide amplitude of the glissandi and the jerky 

rhythm of each intervention’s attack are unexpected and cannot be inserted coherently into the 

sequence when they first appear. This texture can resonate with the first imprint only during the 

second presentation (bars 64-85). This time, it is part of a process which leads all the strata 

towards a homorhythmic crossroads and a "sonifier", the three-pitch pendular figure already 

evoked.65 In a way, this pendulum is a kind of condensate of the more global temporal oscillation 

of the form, with its backward and forward movements, its jumps and its anticipations. In a 

reversive time (Le Poulichet, 1994), the first sound trace enters the auditory mnemonic field in 

afterwardsness, when the second musical situation occurs. At the end of a polyrhythmic process, 

the forces finally converge and connect in one same repeated swinging movement which spreads 

to all the chains, identically. It is an identifying time (Le Poulichet, 1994). In a kind of temporal gap, 

the two sequences of the piece (two times) which enounce this repeated pendular figure can be 

connected in the memory of the listener. 
 

1.2.5 - A multiple musical time: temporal modes or associative time 
 

One can refer again to the distinction between temporal modes, on the one hand (for instance, the 

dream processes described by Freud: condensation, displacement, etc.), and on the other hand, a 

time envisioned over its whole proceeding, whether linear or fragmented. 66  

Musical writing can be considered as a writing of flux. Regarding the temporal modes (or time 

microprocesses), the chains of pendulums described above are at the same time "sonifying 

chains" (if the connections of units are considered), or trajectories of flux, pushed by an irresistible 

force which combines repetition, movement and mutation (if their flowing dimension is favoured). 

In this respect, they can also be named "pulsons" ("pulsounds") or "propulsons" ("propulsounds"). 

Both terms are coined from the French terms pulsion (drive, Freud) and "son" (sound), or 

"propulsion" and "son".67 These concepts underline their force of propagation across the sound 

space.  

                                            
64 Second piece of the triptych Order of release, border of relish and first piece of the series www. A piece for string quartet (2004). 
This piece is at the intersection of two series of works. 
65 The three-pitch pendulum successively emerges in each instrumental stratum: bar 77 (violin 1); bar 78, 3rd beat (violin 2); bar 
79, 3rd beat (cello); bar 8 (viola). 
66 For Freud, condensation mostly appears in symptoms and dreams. For instance, one same element of the dream is at the 
intersection of different associative chains. Let us give one fictive example: in a dream, the face of a person reminds of a clown 
seen in a circus; the behaviour of this person evokes the father’s dreamer; but a bandage located on one of his eyes makes the 
dreamer remember a bandage he had once when he was a child. Three associative chains arrive on this composite figure of the 
dream. The displacement is the process by which the intensity attached to a representation is displaced onto another 
representation, less intensive but linked to the previous one by an associative chain. In case of a phobia, for instance, the anguish 
generated by unconscious psychic conflicts can be displaced onto the fear of an animal, if the latter has been unconsciously 
connected to the original source of anguish. 
67 Reminder: in the whole text, I use italics when I mention concepts developed by different authors (Freud, Lacan, etc.): drive, 
signifier, for instance. I put between inverted commas the concepts I have developed myself: "pulsound", "sonifier", "nanomusic", 
for instance. 
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The other dimension of time concerns rather more the articulation of events and is expressed by 

constellations of fragments which resonate with one another (associative irradiation, Green, 2000).  

Both forms of time can coexist. The musical work is therefore conceived as a "compound of 

splinters" and these splinters are connected by forces and flux. 
 

...who holds the strings... (2004) is an echo chamber in which the multiple traces collide in 

encounters or are on the contrary diffracted towards other circuits to come. Fragmentary elements 

- a rebound, a contour, a mode of articulation or of assemblage - cross through the path of events 

with a complex temporality which proceeds with ricochets, jumps, ellipses, delays or precipitates. 

Pushed by various forces, they weave a precarious fabric with constant rearrangements. The 

temporality of surface seems to be doubled by other threads (strings) which suddenly emerge 

through a gap and make one foresee the absence of formal closure, the thickness of the musical 

text. Step by step, some arrangements relentlessly return and predominate, settling down on one 

configuration, more perceptible: the three-pitch pivoting mobile already evoked (a "sonifier” or a 

"pulsound", whether one considers its articulation or its capacity of flowing). Two identifying times 

occur in the piece (bar 34, then bar 79: homorhythmic crossing points).  
 

Figure 15 - ...who holds the strings... - Diagram of fluxes68 

Graphic (2 pages): Clara Maïda, 2012 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

                                            
68 A first diagram was drawn during the composition of the piece (2004). Then, I traced a more accurate diagram in 2012. The 
vertical black lines correspond to the bar lines of the score. The four colours show the different instrumental voices (dark blue: violin 
1; light blue: violin 2; pink: viola; red: cello). 

Page on the left - A first identifying time is perceptible 

on the fifth and sixth staff systems: the four homorhythmic 

very tightened waves - the repeated pendulums. 

Page on the right - A second identifying time is 

perceptible on the fourth and fifth staff systems: the four 

homorhythmic repeated pendulums. 
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Figure 16a - ...who holds the strings... - Cartography of "sonifiers" - Page 1  

Graphic (2 pages): Clara Maïda, 2012 
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Figure 16b - ...who holds the strings... - Cartography of "sonifiers" - Page 2 (continuation) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Several sound traces return in different sequences and cross through the instrumental field. The 

most persistent trace is the ascending/descending curve (or vice versa) which finally 

metamorphoses twice into the "sonifying" pendular figure.  

Here, in reference to Deleuze (1985), I introduce a new term. These "sonifiers" can actually also 

be named gestus because they are really categories of corporeal gestures travelling through the 

different instrumental layers. 69  Deleuze restated Brecht’s notion of gestus which referred to 

                                            
69 Deleuze, G. (1985), L’image-temps. Cinéma 2, Les Editions de Minuit, Coll. "Critique", Paris, p. 250 
English translation: Deleuze, G. (1997), The Time-Image. Cinema 2, translated by Tomlinson, H. and Habberjam, B., University of 
Minnesota Press, Minneapolis, p. 192: "What we call gest in general is the link or knot of attitudes between themselves, their co-
ordination with each other, in so far as they do not depend on a previous story, a pre-existing plot or an action-image. On the 
contrary, the gest is the development of attitudes themselves [...]." 
The American translation uses the term "gest". I prefer to keep Deleuze’s term of gestus. 
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socially codified behaviours and to the body as a social sign. For the philosopher, it rather 

indicates a chain of behaviours which pass from one individual to the next. 

On the graphic, these sound gestus are shown by a specific colour - a rebounding gestus 

(saltando, gettato, in green), an undulatory gestus (ascending/descending curves with tremolos, in 

pink), a swinging gestus (swinging between fundamental pitches and harmonics, in turquoise), and 

a pivoting gestus (the three-pitch pendulum, in red). They criss-cross through the musical matter, 

opening a plural time whether one concentrates on the paths of one gestus or the other. 
 

Figure 17 - Two photographs: Clara Maïda - New York City, 2012 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

In Shel(l)ter - seither... ( ) ...Splitter & hinter... ( ) ...Eiter (2010), I developed further this possibility 

of a "compound of splinters" in a more complex way. Referring again to the notion of fragmented 

time (Green), I organized a musical time in which the associative irradiation permeates all the 

situations, all the sound gestus which spread through the instrumental fabric of the piece. They 

eventually merge and then form composite elements. They weave a network of virtual threads 

which doubles the more audible fluxes between events. The time’s arrow of the musical speech is 

broken by another logic, that of a connection between traces whose resonance irradiates both the 

past and the future of the work, keeps oscillating between beforeness and afterwardsness. What 

becomes significant, thanks to the recurrence, is not the traces themselves, but their articulations. 

The form is therefore organized according to a network of associations whose logic is polyvocal 

since the listeners can focus on one chain of gestus or another.  

I can sometimes use different terms for the same phenomena - "sonifiers", "pulsounds", gestus - 

according to their most prominent functionality. The sound elements are "pulsounds" if the energy 

which circulates between them, their trajectories, are considered. They are gestus if their 

corporeal dimension (the way of playing, the timbre) is favoured. They are  "sonifiers" when they 

become significant and clearly recognizable, which generally requires the listening of successive 

situations.  

The complexity of the musical events induces a polyfunctionality and a plural perception (hence a 

plural naming). The notions of sound Prägung and afterwardsness are also more ambiguous in 

this piece since every gestus can be at the same time the striking, the beforeness of an event to 

come, and be perceptible in afterwardsness, in relation to an event previously enounced. 
 

Entangled metallic threads 

 

An entangling gestus 

 

Photographs related to the series  

www 

for string quartet 
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Figure 18 - Shel(l)ter - seither... ( ) ...Splitter  

 Table of the entanglements of sound gestus  

 

This table attempts to list the multiple echoes between the categories of gestus in the piece. It is 

obviously very difficult to make one grasp the complexity of all the rebounds or resonances for 

they keep intersecting. Therefore, I have only selected the ways of playing or the timbres, and a 

few clearly recognizable gestures which regularly return (the glissandi of harmonics, for instance), 

leaving out the harmonic or rhythmical dimensions of the piece. 
 
 

Bar 1 
 

2 
 

3 
 

4 
 

5 
 

6 
 

WINDS: Pizz/Slaps 
Pitch & No Pitch + 
Fall 

 

FL/HORN: Gliss of Harmonics  
OBOE: Multiphonic + Multi Flatt 
BASS CL: Attack Slap + Split 
Sound + Gliss Harm 

 

WINDS: 
Pizz & Blow 
+ Key Perc 

 

SILENCE 
 

WINDS:  
Sustained 
aggregate 

 

SILENCE 

 

PERC: Tam-tam 
Knock 

 

PERC:  Metal Pl. 
 

Simile 
 

SILENCE 
 

PERC: T-T 
Repeat Scraping 

 

SILENCE 
 

STRINGS: Bartók 
Pizz + Slaps & 
Struck Col Legno + 
Fall 

 

STR: Gettato & St Col Legno + 
Fall & Bartók Pizz + Slaps 

 

STR: StCL 
+ Fall 

 

SILENCE 
 

STR:  
Sust 
aggregate 

 

SILENCE 

 

 

7 
  

8 
 

9 
 

10 
 

11 
 

12 
  

HRN: Slap + 
Flatt + Trill Mute 

 

B CL: Att. Slap 
HRN: Gliss Harm 

 

FL: Pizz + Flatt 
OB: Pizz + Multi  
TPT/HRN: Split Sd 

 

OB: Multi 
TPT/HRN: 
Sp Sd 

 

OB: Multi  
HRN: Sp Sd 

 

 

PERC: Sim. 
 

Sim. 
 

Sim. 
 

Sim. 
 

Sim. 
 

Sim. 
 

DB: StCL + 
Trem + Microint 
Variations 

 

C: Bartók Pizz  
DB: Microint Var 

 

C: Bartók Pizz + Pizz 
DB: Microint Var 

 
 

STR: Trem + Gett 
DB: Repeat + 
Crushed bow 

 

STR: Sust 
+ Dyn Var 

 

 

13 
 

14 
 

15 
 

16 
 

17 
 

18 
 

 

B CL: Sp Sd + Gliss 
Harm 
HRN: Gliss Harm + 
Repeat 

 

FL/B CL: Tr + Flatt  
OB: Multi Flatt + 
Vibrato 
TPT/HRN: Tr Mute 

 

OB: Multi 
TPT/HRN: Sp 
Sd 

 

OB: Multi  
HRN: Sp Sd 

 

 

PERC: Metal Pl. 
 

Simile 
 

Sim. 
 

Sim. 
 

Sim. 
 

Sim. 
 

DB:  StCL + Trem + 
Microint Var 

 

STR:  TEXT 
Asc/Desc GLISS 1 + 
Saltando 
VL1/C: Cr bow 

 

STR:  Cr bow 
 

STR:  StCL  
 

STR: 
OBJECT 1 

  

 

19 
 

20/21 
 

22/23 
 

24 
 

25 
 

26 
 

 

WINDS:  
OBJECT 
1  

 

OB: Sust + Micro-Int 
Var + Vowels  
TPT/HRN: Sust + 
Microint Var + Tr Mute 

 

OB/TPT/HRN:   
Arrival Microint Var 
& Micro-Melody 

 

FL/B CL: Micro-Mel 
& Sust + Microint 
Var 
HRN: Gliss Harm 

 

FL/B CL /HRN: 
Sust + 
Microint Var 
 

 

PERC: Sim. 
 

Sim. 
 

Sim. 
 

Sim.  

Sim.  

Sim. 
 

STR: 
OBJECT 1 
(end) 

 

STR: Cr 
bow 

 

STR:  Bartók Pizz + 
Slaps & TEXT  
Asc/Desc GLISS 2 + 
Saltando 

 

STR:  Cr bow 
 

STR: 
Bartók Pizz + Slaps 
& Gett 

  

STR: 
Bartók Pizz + 
Pizz & Struck 

1 

 

27 
 

28 
 

29 
 

30 
 

31 
 

32/33 
 

FL/B CL: Micro-Mel  
& Sust + Microint 
Var 
HRN:  Tr Mute 

 

FL/B CL: Trem 
HRN: Gliss Harm 

 
 

WOODS: Overblow 
No Pitch + K. Perc 
+ Asc/Desc Gliss 

 

WOODS: Pizz 
TPT: Obl + Flatt 
HRN: Gliss Harm 

 
 

 

PERC: Sim. 
 

Sim.  

Sim.  

Sim.  

Sim.  

Sim. 
 
 

 

STR: TEXT PIZZ 
Plectrum Fall 1 

 

STR: TEXT 
PIZZ Pic Fall 1 

 

STR: TEXT PIZZ 
Pic Fall 1 
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34 
 

35 
 

36/37 
 

38 
 

39 
 

40 
  

WINDS: 
OBJECT 2 

 

WINDS: 
OBJECT 2 
(end) 

 
 

FL/OB/TPT: Obl + Trem  
B CL: Sp Sd + Gliss 
Harm 
HRN: Gliss Harm 

 

WOODS: Jerky Obl  
TPT/HRN: Obl  
 

 

WOODS: Obl + Tr  
TPT/HRN: Jerky 
Obl  

 

PERC: Sim. 
 

Sim.  

Sim.  

Sim.  

Sim.  

Sim. 
 

STR: Cr 
 

VL1/VL2: Cr 
 

STR: 
OBJECT 2 

  

STR: Gett & Bartók 
Pizz + Slaps  

 

STR: TEXT Asc/Desc 
GLISS 3 + Salt 

 

STR: TEXT 
Asc/Desc GLISS 3 

 

 

41 
 

42 
 

43 
 

44 
 

45 
 

46 
  

 

WINDS: Obl 
 

WOODS: Obl 
+ K. Perc + 
Fall 
TPT/HRN: 
Gliss Harm 

 

WOODS: Obl + K. Perc  
+ Asc/Desc Gliss  
FL/B CL: Pizz  
OB: Sust B5 + Microint 
Var 
TPT: Obl + Tr Mute 

 

FL/B CL: Obl + 
K. Perc 
OB: Sust B5 + 
Microint Var 
TPT/HRN: Obl + 
Gliss Harm 

 

PERC: Sim. 
 

Sim.  

Sim.  

Sim.  

Sim.  

Sim. 
 

STR: TEXT 
Asc/Desc GLISS 
3 +  Salt + Cr 

  

STR: TEXT 
Asc/Desc 
GLISS 3 + 
Cr + Gett 

 

STR: TEXT 
Asc/Desc GLISS 
3 + Cr & Bartók 
Pizz + Slaps 

 

STR: Gett & 
Bartók Pizz + 
Slaps  

 

STR: StCL 
DB: Bartók Pizz + 
Slaps 

 

 

 

47 
 

48 
 

49 
 

50 
 

51 
 

52 
 

FL/B CL: Obl + K. 
Perc 
OB: Sust B5 + 
Microint Var 
TPT/HRN: Tr Mute 

 

TPT: Sust 
B5 + 
Microint 
Var 

 

B CL: Sust 
B5 + Microint 
Var 

 

WOODS: Tr + 
Microint Var 
TPT/HRN: Tr Mute + 
Micro-Int Var 

  

WINDS: Sust + 
Microint Var + 
Flatt 

 

 

PERC: Sim. 
 

Sim.  

Sim.  

Sim.  

Sim.  

Sim. 
 

 

STR: TEXT 
PIZZ Pic + 
Fall 2 

 

STR:  
TEXT PIZZ 
Pic + Fall 2 

 

STR: TEXT PIZZ Pic 
+ Fall 2 & Bartók Pizz  

 

STR: Bartók Pizz 
+ Pizz  & TEXT 
PIZZ Pic + Fall 3 

 

STR: TEXT 
PIZZ Pic + Fall 
3 

 

 

53 
 

54 
 

55 
 

56 
 

57 
 

58 
 

FL/B CL: Obl + K. Perc 
OB: Sust +  Microint 
Var 
TPT/HRN: Tr Mute 

 

FL: Obl + K. Perc 
TPT: Sust + Microint 
Var 

 

WINDS: Sust + 
Microint Var 

 

WOODS: Sust 
+ Vibr  
TPT/HRN: Sust 
+ Tr Mute  

 

WINDS: 
Micro-Mel   

 

SILENCE 

 

PERC: Sim. 
 

Sim.  

Sim.  

Sim.  

Cymb Knock  

SILENCE 
 

STR: TEXT PIZZ Pic + 
Fall 3 

 

STR: TEXT PIZZ Pic 
+ Fall 3 
C/DB: Microint Var 

  

C/DB: Microint 
Var + Cr 

  

C/DB: Cr  
 

STR: 
Bartók 
Pizz + Pizz 

 

 

59 
 

60 
 

61 
 

62/63 
 

64 
 

65 
 

WINDS: OBJECT 3 
 

 

WINDS: 
OBJECT 3 
(end) 

 

B CL: Sp Sd + 
Gliss Harm 
TPT/HRN: Gliss 
Harm 

 

B CL: Sp Sd 
+ Gliss Harm 
TPT/HRN: 
Gliss Harm 

 

B CL: Obl + 
Tr  
TPT/HRN: Tr 
Mute 

 

FL/B CL/HRN: Microint 
Var 

 

PERC: Toms Rbd 
 

Sim. & Cymb 
Roll 

 

Toms Rbd & 
Metal Pl. 

 

Metal Pl.   

Cymb Knock  

SILENCE & Metal Pl. 

 

STR: Bartók Pizz + 
Slaps 

 

STR: Bartók 
Pizz + Pizz 

 

STR: Bartók  
Pizz  

 
 

STR: Cr + 
Microint Var 

 

STR: StCL & TEXT 
Asc/Desc GLISS 4 Salt  

 

 

66 
 

67 
 

68 
 

69 
 

70 
 

71 
 

FL/B 
CL/HRN: 
Sust + 
Microint Var 

 

FL/B CL/HRN: 
Sust + Microint 
Var + Obl 

 

B CL: Sp Sd 
FL/TPT: Repeat 
HRN: Gliss Harm 

 

FL/TPT: Repeat 
B CL: Sp Sd 
OB: Multi  
HRN: Gliss 
Harm 

 

FL/OB/TPT: Repeat  
B CL: Sp Sd + Gliss 
Harm 
OB: Multi   
HRN: Gliss Harm 

 

FL: Gliss 
Harm 

 

Sim. 
 

Sim.  

Guiro Scraping & 
Metal Pl. 

 

Metal Pl. 
 

Guiro Scraping  

Cymb Roll 

 

STR: TEXT 
Asc/Desc 
GLISS 4 Salt  

 

STR: TEXT 
Asc/Desc GLISS 
4 Salt + Cr 

 

STR: TEXT 
Asc/Desc GLISS 4 
Salt + Cr 

 

STR: TEXT 
GLISS 
Asc/Desc 4 Salt  

 

STR: Cr + Asc Gliss  
 

STR: Cr 
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72 
 

73 
 

74 
 

75 
 

76 
 

77 
 

FL/OB/TPT: Repeat  
B CL: Sp Sd + Gliss 
Harm 
OB: Multi   
HRN: Gliss Harm 

 

FL: 
Gliss 
Harm 

 

OB: Multi  
B CL: Sp Sd 
 
 

 

FL/TPT: Repeat  
B CL: Sp Sd + 
Gliss Harm 
OB: Multi  
HRN: Gliss Harm 

 

FL: Gliss Harm 
 

 

 

SILENCE 
 

Guiro  

Guiro Scraping & Metal Pl.  

Metal Pl.  

Sim.  
 

STR: Asc Gliss  
 

STR: Cr 
 

STR: Cr + Vibr 
 

STR: Asc Gliss  
 

STR: Repeat + 
Cr  

 

 
 

 

78 
 

79 
 

80 
 

81 
 

82 
 

83 
 

B CL: Sp Sd 
OB: Multi  
TPT/HRN: Sp 
Sd 

 

B CL: Sp Sd + 
Gliss Harm  
TPT: Sp Sd 
TPT/HRN: Sust 

 

B CL: Sp Sd + 
Gliss Harm 

 

SILENCE 
 

CLB/TPT/
HRN: Sp 
Sd 

 

CL B: Sp Sd + Gliss Harm  
TPT: Sp Sd  
HRN: Microint Var 

 

SILENCE 
 

Guiro  

Guiro Scrap. & 
Met. Pl. 

 

SILENCE  

Sim.  
 

STR: Sust 
 

STR: Sust 
 

STR: Sust 
 

STR: Repeat 
 

STR: Sust 
 

STR: Repeat + Microint Var 
 

 

84 
 

85/86 
 

87 
 

88 
 

89 
 

89 
 

B CL: Sp Sd + 
Gliss Harm 
HRN: Gliss 
Harm 

 

OB: Multi  + Flatt 
B CL: Sp Sd + 
Gliss Harm  
HRN: Gliss Harm 

 

FL/OB: Obl + Flatt 
B CL/DB: DUO 1 Sp 
Sd /Cr + Flatt/Trem 
HRN: Gliss Harm 

 

OB: Flatt  
B CL: Sp Sd + 
Gliss Harm 
HRN: Gliss Harm 
+ Flatt 

 

B CL: Sp Sd 
TPT/HRN: Sp 
Sd 

 

FL/OB/B CL: 
Obl + Flatt 
TPT/HRN: Obl 

 

SILENCE 
 

Guiro  

Tam-tam Roll  

T-T Roll  

T-T Roll  
 

STR: Repeat + 
Microint Var 

 

STR: Sust 
DB: Repeat + Cr 

 

STR: Bartók Pizz + 
Pizz + Microint Var 

 

STR: OBJECT 3  
 

STR: Sust 
 

STR: Microint 
Var + Cr 

 

 

90 
 

91 
 

92 
 

93 
 

94 
 

95 
 

FL/OB/B 
CL/TPT: Stacc 

 

WINDS: Micro-
Mel   

 

FL/B CL/TPT/HRN: 
Pizz Pitch & No 
Pitch  
HRN: Blow No 
Pitch + K. Perc 

 

WINDS: Staccato 4 
16th + Microint Var 

 

 
 

WINDS: Micro-Mel  
B CL: Sp Sd + 
Gliss Harm 
HRN: Gliss Harm 

 

Tam-tam Roll 
 

T-T Roll  
 

T-T Roll  
 

T-T Roll 
 

STR: Repeat + 
Microint Var 

 

STR: Gett & 
Martellato 4 16th 

 

 
 

STR: TEXT Asc/Desc 
GLISS + Cr 

 

STR: 
StCL 

 

STR: Mart 4 16th 
 

 

96 
 

97/100 
 

101 
 

102 
 

103/14 
 

105 
 

WINDS: Pizz & 
Slaps & Tongue 
Ram & Blow No 
Pitch + K. Perc 

 

WINDS: Blow + Blow No Pitch  
+ Flatt 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

FL/B 
CL/TPT/HRN: Tr 
 

 
 

Tam-tam Roll  

T-T Roll  

T -T Roll  

T-T Roll  

 
 

 
 

STR: Bartók Pizz & TEXT 
Asc/Desc GLISS 5 + Salt + Cr 

 

STR: Cr 
 

STR: 
Bartók Pizz 

 

 
 

STR: Text Pizz 
Pic + Fall 4 

 

The different colours refer to the different categories of gestus. 

 

I/ Percussive events - 1/ STRINGS: a/ Pizzicati with a very quick there and back movement of the plectrum + a falling movement; b/ 

Bartók Pizzicato; c/ Ordinary Pizzicato; d/ Struck or Struck Col Legno; e/ Gettato; f/ Saltando; g/ Martellato (four 16th); 2/ WINDS: a/ 

Pizzicati and Slaps + a falling movement (pitch or no pitch); b/ Overblow (pitch or no pitch); c/ Key Percussions; d/ Tongue-Rams; e/ 

Staccato (four 16th); 3/ PERCUSSION: Rebound - II/ Sustain or repetition of the same pitch + dynamic variations - 

STRINGS & WINDS - III/ Curves - 1/ STRINGS: Texture with ascending and descending movements; 2/ WINDS: Glissando of 

harmonics (flute, horn); 3/ PERCUSSION: Scraping (continuous, with a crescendo) - IV/ Trembling events - 1/ STRINGS: Tremolo; 2/ 

WINDS: a/ Flatterzunge; b/ Trill and Trill with mute; c/ Tremolo; d/ Vibrato; 3/ PERCUSSION: Rolling on a Cymbal or a Tam-tam - V/ 

Slight fluctuations - WINDS: Microintervallic variations of a pitch or with vowels - VI/ Distorted sounds - 1/ STRINGS: Crushed 

bow; 2/ WINDS: a/ Multiphonic or Split Sound; b/ Distorted Overblow - VII/ Repeated pitches - PERCUSSION: Scraping on Tam-tam 

or Guiro - VIII/ Rhythmical OBJECTS - Condensates of traces - IX/ DUOS - STRINGS & WINDS: Helical formulae. 
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It would be too long to list the different gestus and bar 105 seems an interesting time to stop this 

table for the descending texture of the pizzicati of the strings (a very quick there and back 

movement with a plectrum) returns here for the last time. It is a junction between the trajectories of 

splinters and remnants which had been travelling everywhere from the beginning of the piece and 

the more pronounced utterance of another gestus - a repeated pitch - which occurred from time to 

time (flute/trumpet, bars 68, 69, 70 and 75; flute/oboe/trumpet, bar 72). It will gradually spread to 

the whole instrumental group, stabilized on one aggregate (bars 111-138) and will emerge mostly 

in the second part (bars 154-160, 163-171, the harmonics of the flute and the clarinet, with the 

addition of the punctuations of the trumpet and the horn). 

In these assemblages of gestus, which can be considered here as gestus-timbres and gestus-

outlines for their timbre (and the way of playing) or their contours favour their identification within a 

very complex texture, some a little more perceptible events give anticipating traces of the second 

part of the piece.  

This concept of gestus might evoke Lachenmann’s notion of sonic typology. However, a gestus 

concerns a virtual and potential quality of sound. It is a kind of corporeal yet abstract behaviour 

(trembling, rebounding, etc.) which can affect any sound event and can be fleetingly embodied in 

it. If one refers to a human behaviour, a smile, for instance, can be considered as a corporeal 

behaviour. The lips move. It is a movement of the face which can be described without being 

related to any particular individual. It is thereby an abstract and virtual category since it is not 

embodied yet. It is a gestus. That is somehow what Lewis Carroll shows in Alice’s adventures in 

Wonderland when the smile of the cat persists after the disappearance of the animal. But this 

abstract category of movement, this gestus, can be embodied when someone smiles. And this 

embodiment can spread among a group of persons if this person’s smile makes the others smile in 

turn. 

On a musical level, it is important to note that all the gestus described in Shel(l)ter’s table are 

actually "pulsounds". Pushed by constant forces close to the driving forces conceptualized by 

Freud, with processes such as combination, condensation, displacement, they keep travelling 

through space and they associate with one another in ever changing configurations.70 Each time 

these "pulsounds" appear in a different constellation, they get a gradual clearer "sonifying" value, 

giving indications for the understanding of the whole form of the piece.  

This is a sound machinery and it could be endless. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                            
70 Freud, S. (1905; 1968), "Pulsions et destins des pulsions" ("Drive and The Destiny of the Drive"), in Métapsychologie 
(Metapsychology), Editions Gallimard, Paris, p. 14. English translation (Maïda): "Drive [...] never acts as a momentaneous force of 
impact but always as a constant force." 
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Chapter 2 - SOUND DESIRING MACHINES  

AND  

SOUND NANOMACHINES 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Drawing: Clara Maïda, 2012 
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Ce n’est pas le désir qui est dans le sujet, mais la machine dans le désir [...]. 

Deleuze, G. and Guattari, F. (1972), L’Anti-Œdipe71 

 

[...] l’inconscient machinique, à la différence de l’inconscient psychanalytique, n’est pas un 

inconscient représentatif [...]; il est à construire à la manière d’une carte; [...] la carte, comme 

dernier caractère du rhizome, sera démontable, connectable, renversable, susceptible de 

recevoir constamment des modifications. 

Guattari, F. (1979), L’inconscient machinique72 

 

The human body is a living, breathing example of the power of nanotechnology. Almost 

everything happens at the atomic level. Individual molecules are captured and sorted, and 

individual atoms in these molecules are shuffled from place to place, building entirely new 

molecules. Individual photons of light are captured and used to direct the motion of individual 

electrons through electrical circuits. Molecules are packaged and transported expertly over 

distances of a few nanometers. Tiny molecular machines [...] orchestrate all of these 

nanoscale processes of life. Like the machines of our modern world, these machines are 

built to perform specific tasks efficiently and accurately. These tasks, however, are molecule-

sized tasks and the molecular machines in cells have been perfected to operate at the level 

of atoms. 

Goodsell, D. S. (2009), The Machinery of Life73 

 

 

This research at the intersection of psychoanalysis and musical writing led me to elaborate a 

distortable and elastic sound topography. The minimal units which form the parts of this sound 

machinery are upset by all kinds of forces: sliding, displacement, condensation, accumulation, 

proliferation, crystallization, stratification, revolving, pulverization, disappearance. However, as 

already evoked, three forces predominate: oscillation, repetition and mutation. The constant 

rocking of these small three-pitch pendulums attempts at a precarious balance between two 

antagonistic tendencies: to repeat and to metamorphose. 
 

2.1- DELEUZE AND GUATTARI: from a structural to a machinic unconscious 
 

The abstraction of these elementary and modular sound figures, the conceptualization of 

"sonifiers" that I described as fragmentary traces which keep circulating through a network but 

which are distinct from the Lacanian signifiers because of their single sound value, have 

progressively made me turn from the psychoanalytical unconscious to the machinic unconscious 

theorized by philosophers Deleuze and Guattari, from sound networks to rhizomatic sound 

topographies. 
 

                                            
71 Deleuze, G. and Guattari, F. (1972), L’Anti-Œdipe. Capitalisme et schizophrénie 1, Les Editions de Minuit, Coll. “Critique", Paris, 
p. 339 
English translation: Deleuze, G. and Guattari, F. (1983; 2000), Anti-Oedipus. Capitalism and Schizophrenia 1, translated from the 
French by Hurley, R., Seem, M. and Lane, H.R., University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis, p. 285:  "Desire is not in the subject, 
but the machine in desire [...]." 
72 Guattari, F. (1979), L’inconscient machinique. Essais de schizo-analyse, Editions Recherches, Paris, p. 17.  
English translation: Guattari, F. (2011), The machinic unconscious: Essays in schizoanalysis, translated by Adkins, T., Editions 
Semiotext(e), Los Angeles, p. 19: "[...] unlike the psychoanalytic unconscious, the machinic unconscious is not a representational 
unconscious [...]; it is to be built like a map; [...] the map, as a last characteristic of the rhizome will be detachable, connectable, 
reversal, and modifiable." 
73 Goodsell, D. S. (2009; 2010), The Machinery of Life, Copernicus Books, Springer Science+Business Media, New York, p. 9 
French translation: Goodsell, D. S. (2009), La Machinerie de la vie, translated from the American by Fourmentin, E., Larivière, D., 
Schwarz, N. and Molino, F., EDP Sciences, France, p. 21 
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2.1.1 - The machinic unconscious, desiring machines and rhizomes      

 

In Anti-Oedipus (1972), Deleuze and Guattari dispute the overinterpretative drift of 

psychoanalysis, the importance given to a representative content of the unconscious. They 

oppose to the latter the notion of a machinic unconscious, i.e. a molecular unconscious, animated 

by microprocesses, micro-machinisms.74 It is a space of pure sensation, emptied of significance or 

figuration, since the assemblages traced by asignifying particles (Guattari)75 reveal diagrammatic 

modalities, a field of force, what both philosophers describe as "intensive quantities in their pure 

state".76 The desiring machines are the operators of the unconscious whose symbolic content is 

no longer to analyse, but whose driving forces are to catalyse.77 Flux must be liberated, the 

production of becomings78 must be stimulated, on a particulate or microphysical79 level of this 

unconscious considered as "[...] an acentered system, in other words, as a machinic network of 

finite automata (a rhizome) [...]."80 

In A Thousand Plateaus (1980), Deleuze and Guattari describe the different principles of a 

rhizome: multiplicity, moving directions, heteronomy of the assembled elements, microconnections 

and micro-ruptures.81 The ceaseless machinisms of this rhizomatic cartography are the vectors of 

an eventual territorialization, i.e. a convergence towards a more consistent zone, a condensation 

of particles and lines, as well as processes of deterritorialization, pluridirectional migrations.82  
 

2.1.2 - Territorialization, deterritorialization and becoming          
 

This movement of territorialization/deterritorialization is not only related to flows brought together, 

but also to the relativity of the speeds of stratification and destratification, the latter being 

eventually pushed towards a whole pulverization of the forms, a becoming-imperceptible, pure 

                                            
74 Deleuze, G. and Guattari, F. (1972), "Les machines désirantes", in L’Anti-Œdipe. Capitalisme et schizophrénie 1, Les Editions de 
Minuit, Coll. "Critique", Paris, p. 62. 
English translation: Deleuze, G. and Guattari, F. (1983), "The Desiring Machines", in Anti-Oedipus. Capitalism and schizophrenia 1, 
translated from the French by Hurley, R., Seem, M. and Lane, H. R., University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis, p. 53: "For the 
unconscious itself is no more structural than personal, it does not symbolize any more than it imagines or represents; it engineers, it 
is machinic." 
75 According to Guattari, asignifying particles are semiotic constituents. They have no semantic value.  
Guattari, F. (1979), L’inconscient machinique. Essais de schizo-analyse, Editions Recherches, Paris 
English translation: Guattari, F. (2011), The Machinic Unconscious: Essays in Schizoanalysis, translated by Adkins, T., 
Semiotext(e), Los Angeles 
76 Deleuze, G. and Guattari, F., Ibid., p. 25 (original text), p. 18 (English translation) 
77 Deleuze, G. and Guattari, F. (1972), "Sauvages, barbares, civilisés", in Ibid., pp. 213-214 
English translation: Deleuze, G. and Guattari, F. (1983), "Savages, Barbarians, Civilized Men", in Ibid., p. 181: "Only desiring-
machines produce connections according to which they function, and function by improvising and forming the connections. A molar 
functionalism is therefore a functionalism that did not go far enough, that did not reach those regions where desire engineers, 
independently of the macroscopic nature of what it is engineering: organic, social, linguistic, etc. [...]." 
78 Deleuze, G. (1993), "Ce que les enfants disent", in Critique et clinique, Les Editions de Minuit, Paris, p. 84  
English translation: Deleuze, G. (1998), "What Children Say", in Essays: Critical and Clinical, translated by Smith, D. W., p. 63: "[...] 
the unconscious no longer deals with persons and objects, but with trajectories and becomings." 
79 Deleuze, G. and Guattari, F. (1972), Ibid., p. 216  
English translation: Deleuze, G. and Guattari, F. (1983), Ibid., p. 183: "For desiring machines are precisely that: the microphysics of 
the unconscious, the elements of the microunconscious." 
80 Deleuze, G. and Guattari, F. (1980), "Rhizomes", in Mille plateaux. Capitalisme et schizophrénie 2, Les Editions de Minuit, Coll. 
"Critique", Paris, p. 27 
English translation:  Deleuze, G. and Guattari, F. (1985; 2007), "Rhizomes", in A Thousand Plateaus. Capitalism and Schizophrenia 
2, translated by Massumi, B., University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis/London, p. 18 
81 Ibid., p. 16 (original text) 
English translation, p. 9: "Every rhizome contains lines of segmentarity according to which it is stratified, territorialized, organized, 
signified, attributed, etc. As well as lines of deterritorialization down which it constantly flees. There is a rupture in the rhizome 
whenever segmentary lines explode into a line of flight, but the line of flight is part of the rhizome. These lines always tie back to 
one another." 
82 Deleuze, G. and Guattari, F. (1980), "De la ritournelle", in Ibid., p. 387 
English translation:  Deleuze, G. and Guattari, F. (1987; 2005), "Of the Refrain", in Ibid., p. 315: "There is a territory precisely when 
milieu components cease to be directional, becoming dimensional instead [...]."  
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vibration.83 Two planes of writing are mentioned: a plane related to the global forms and a plane 

related to the movement of particles.84 Whatever domain is considered, both planes account for 

the relationships between macro- and micro-structure and can be also related to musical writing.  

Ligeti’s music expresses this multitude of a rhizome. Numerous micro-becomings occur in all the 

interstices of his sound textures.85 Conceiving music as a "becoming of sound" (Grisey)86 and 

favouring processes rather than figures (Dufourt),87 spectral composers also coincide with a few 

Deleuzean concepts. For my part, with these concepts of rhizome, becoming, 

territorialization/deterritorialization, my thinking about sound networks in relation to psychoanalysis 

turned to more hybrid sound becomings.  

Psyché-Cité/Transversales superimposes two maps: that of the neuronal network and that of the 

subway. The processes of rhythmic interpolation, the complex textures which merge instrumental 

sounds and noises of the subway, the electronic treatments, evoke a deterritorialized zone at the 

border of the effervescence of the suburban world and the cerebral activity. Mutatis mutandis and 

Shel(l)ter continue the journey towards an other becoming: the "infinitely small". 
 

2.2 - NEUROBIOLOGY AND NANOSCIENCES  
 

Contemporaneous with the expansion of neurosciences and nanosciences, Deleuze and Guattari 

were interested in the microscopic forces which cross through the social field in its different 

dimensions: socio-political, psychic, artistic. From the rhizome to the neuronal network, from the 

molecular and machinic unconscious to the molecular machines observed by the microbiologists, 

there is only one step that both philosophers have crossed by proposing a kind of "nanometric 

cartography" of human phenomena. Their tendency to erase boundaries between definite 

identities and forms, and between separate disciplines, their concept of becoming-molecule or 

becoming-imperceptible, converge towards my attempt to reach ever more abstraction, to plunge 

into ever more microscopic components of matter: first neurons, then genetic phenomena, and 

finally atoms and nanoparticles. 
 

2.2.1 - The neuronal network      
 

The notion of network is at the heart of our century’s thinking and concerns many fields of 

research: psychoanalysis, neurobiology, cybernetics, artificial intelligence, to name only a few.  

                                            
83 Deleuze, G. and Guattari, F. (1980), "Rhizomes", in Ibid., pp. 9-10  
English translation: Deleuze, G. and Guattari, F. (1985; 2007), "Of the Refrain", in Ibid., pp. 3-4: "[...] there are lines of articulation or 
segmentarity, strata and territories; but also lines of flight, movements of deterritorialization and destratification. Comparative rates 
of flow on these lines produce phenomena of relative slowness and viscosity, or, on the contrary, of acceleration and rupture. All 
this, lines and measurable speeds, constitutes an assemblage." 
84 Deleuze, G. and Guattari, F. (1980), "Devenir intense, devenir-animal, devenir-imperceptible”, in Ibid., p. 327 
English translation: Deleuze, G. and Guattari, F. (1985; 2007), "Becoming-intense, becoming-animal, becoming-imperceptible", in 
Ibid., p. 267: "[...] a transcendent plan(e) that organizes and develops forms (genres, themes, motifs) and assigns and develops 
subjects (personages, characters, feelings); and an altogether different plane that liberates the particles of an anonymous matter 
[...], retaining between them only relations of movement and rest, speed and slowness, floating affects, so that the plane itself is 
perceived at the same time as it allows us to perceive the imperceptible (the microplane, the molecular plane)." 
85 The heterophonic and metamorphic properties of Ligeti’s music particularly impressed me even if I opted for a different harmonic 
language. Ramifications (1968), for instance, is a succession of territorializations (harmonic, rhythmical or metrical stabilizations) 
and deterritorializations (migratory paths of all the instrumental layers toward other zones). 
86 Grisey, G. (1982), "La musique: le devenir des sons" ("Music: The Becoming of Sounds"), Darmstädter Beitrage zur Neuen 
Musik, XIX, pp. 16-23 
87 Dufourt, H. (1991), "Timbre et espace" ("Timbre and Space"), in Le timbre, métaphore pour la composition (Timbre, a Metaphor 
for Composition), IRCAM/Christian Bourgois, Coll. "Musique/Passé/Présent", Paris, p. 279: "Such music [...] does not attempt to 
describe the delimitation of figures, but to produce the becoming of qualities." 
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That is why I decided to make the network a focal point of my musical writing.88 

 

Neurobiology has shown that the brain is composed of an entanglement of more than one hundred 

billions of neurons. They are characterized by their excitability and conductivity, with about a billion 

synapses (interneuronal connections) through which electrochemical signals circulate. 89  The 

neuronal network is a rhizome. Its extremely numerous ramifications proliferate towards the 

horizontal level as well as in the depth of the different cortical layers involved in specific tasks 

(vision, audition, language, etc.).  
 

[...] any behaviour, any sensation can be explained by the internal mobilization of a topologically definite 

ensemble of nervous cells, a singular graph. The "geography" of this network determines in a critical way the 

specificity of the function.90 

 

                      Figure 19                                                                                                             Figure 20 

            The neuronal network91 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

But more recent observations have demonstrated a neuronal plasticity. In the case of cerebral 

lesions, a function can eventually be recovered thanks to the reorganization of the neuronal 

circuits, the creation of new connections investing another cerebral zone, or even, as more 

recently shown, the generation of neurons.92  

Additionally, the neurons have oscillating properties. Electrical influx propagates along the nerve 

fibres. And each mental state (attention, rest, sleep, etc.) has specific cerebral waves, cerebral 

rhythms. 
 

                                            
88 See: Maïda, C. (March-April 2011), "Für eine Nanomusik", Neue Zeitschrift für Musik. Das Magazin für neue Tone. Klangzeitort, 
Universität der Künste and Hochschule für Musil Hanns Eisler, Berlin, pp. 60-63 (English title: "For a nanomusic") 
89 Changeux, J.-P. (1983), L’Homme neuronal (Neuronal Man: The Biology of Mind), Hachette Littératures, Coll. "Pluriel", Paris, p. 
160. English translation (Maïda): "Human encephalon appears to us as a huge assembling of tens of billion neuronal "cobwebs" 
entangled with one another and in which myriads of electrical impulses, here and there in relay thanks to a rich range of chemical 
signals, "crackle" and propagate. The anatomic and chemical organization of this machine is formidably complex [...]." 
See also: Coget, J. (March 2009), "Physiologie du neurone" ("The Physiology of the Neuron"), CUEEP-Université Lille 1, Sciences 
et Technologies, Département de Sciences, France, available at:  http://passeport.univ-
lille1.fr/site/biologie/scbio/Neurone/Neurone_web.publi/web/co/Neurone_web.html (accessed August 20, 2015) 
90 Changeux, J.-P. (1983), Ibid., p. 157 
91  Anonymous (Last Updated January 28, 2015), "Neuron. Anatomy", Encyclopaedia Britannica (online), available at: 
http://global.britannica.com/science/neuron (accessed September 2, 2015): "Neurons (red), which are supported by glial cells such 
as astrocytes (green), retain the ability to deviate from their usual functions and to reorganize themselves in response to new 
information." 
92 Lefebvre, L. (2006), "La réorganisation fonctionnelle des aires cérébrales du langage et de l’organisation visuospatiale. Influence 
des régularités environnementales lors d’un entraînement non verbal: études en IRMf" ("The Functional Reorganization of The 
Cerebral Areas of Language and of Visuospatial Organization. Influence of The Environmental Regularities During a Non-Verbal 
Training: Studies in fMRI"), Linguistics, Université de Mons-Hainaut, Canada, <tel- 00134711>, Thesis 

Drawing: Clara Maïda, 2007 

 

A pyramidal neuron of the 

cerebral cortex 
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These three properties play an important part in my musical writing: 1/ a topology with varying 

activated zones; 2/ a modular dimension with connections between separate entities; 3/ the 

passage of influx at the intersection of these modules and an undulatory activity.  
 

2.2.2 - Nanosciences and nanotechnologies 

 

But if the physicochemical phenomena of the nervous system are observed, it is interesting to note 

that animate and inanimate matter are made of the same constituents.93 

Nanosciences, which include microbiology, genetics, chemistry or quantum physics, have 

demonstrated that, from bacteria to the human body, molecular machines and the genome are 

built with the same components. Geneticists have made it possible to join DNA molecules from 

different species thus creating transgenic organisms.94 

Nanotechnology’s bottom-up approach mimics the molecular structures.95 Thanks to new tools, it 

becomes possible to observe and manipulate matter on a nanoscale96 and to create ever more 

complex microsystems and objects, assembling the atoms, in order to get composites (both 

organic and inorganic molecules) and to cross one more barrier than that of the species: the 

barrier between living and non-living matter.97 
 

2.3 - TOWARDS A "NANOMUSIC" 
 

In Psyché-Cité/Transversales, Mutatis mutandis and Shel(l)ter, the transversal approach to 

composition initiated in my previous pieces coincided with the interdisciplinarity that has being 

spreading ever more since the 1980s. Deleuze and Guattari’s philosophy refers to various areas 

such as psychoanalysis, sociology, politics, linguistics, genetics, art and literature, etc. The 

different fields involved in nanosciences share their discoveries in order to understand more 

precisely the structure of matter and the functioning of the human body. Therefore new spheres of 

research have appeared or are emerging: bioinformatics, nanobiotechnology, nanoacoustics, 

molecular electronics, spintronics, etc.  

In the musical works mentioned above, I question the interaction between humans and their 

environment, how the increasing presence of science and technology in our lives can condition a 

modification of our self-perception as well as our perception and experience of the world, or of 

creation. 

                                            
93 Changeux, J.-P. (1983), L’Homme neuronal (Neuronal Man: The Biology of Mind), Hachette Littératures, Coll. "Pluriel", Paris, p. 
123. English translation (Maïda): "The sodium and potassium ions which cross over the canals of the axon or of the postsynaptic 
membrane are the same in sea water or inside the neuron. The molecules of neurotransmitters and of their receptors are 
composed of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen and azote which are not characteristic of living beings. The nervous system is composed of 
- and uses in order to function - the same "matter" as the inanimate world. The latter is organized in "molecular" edifices which 
intervene in nervous communication just as others regulate the cellular breathing or the replication of the chromosomes." 
94  Winchester, A. M. (Last Updated April 29, 2014), "Genetics", Encyclopaedia Britannica (online), available at: 
http://global.britannica.com/technology/nanotechnology (accessed September 2, 2015) 
95 The bottom-up approach, still in progress, is used in nanofabrication in order to assemble basic individual components into larger 
structures thanks to the chemical or physical forces that operate on a nanoscale. 
96 One nanometre is one billionth of a metre. 
97 Picraux, S. T. (Last Updated May 5, 2015), "Nanotechnology", Encyclopaedia Britannica (online), available at: 
http://global.britannica.com/technology/nanotechnology (accessed September 1, 2015): "In contrast to recent engineering efforts, 
nature developed "nanotechnologies" over billions of years, employing enzymes and catalysts to organize with exquisite precision 
different kinds of atoms and molecules into complex microscopic structures that make life possible. These natural products are built 
with great efficiency and have impressive capabilities, such as the power to harvest solar energy, to convert minerals and water into 
living cells, to store and process massive amounts of data using large arrays of nerve cells, and to replicate perfectly billions of bits 
of information stored in molecules of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)." 
See also: Weissbuch, C., "Nanotechnologies", Encyclopædia Universalis (online), available at: 
http://www.universalis.fr/encyclopedie/nanotechnologies/ (accessed August 30, 2015) 
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2.3.1 - PSYCHE-CITE/TRANSVERSALES - Sound hybridization and sound rhizomes 
 

A rhizome [...] is always in the middle, between things, interbeing [...].98  
 

That is exactly the starting point of Via rupta, the first piece composed for Psyché-

Cité/Transversales (2005-07) although it finally became the last part of the triptych.  

The sound becoming of my previous pieces, their mutative textures passing from stratification to 

destratification, were exclusively instrumental. But my auditory experience of the sounds in the 

Paris subway, with its singular acoustics, and the structure of the metropolitan network generated 

a wish to extend my sound material. 

Two aspects have been immediately significant to me. On a perceptive and imaginary level, I was 

struck by the poetical and musical dimension of the proliferation of timbres, the richness of the 

rhythms produced by the revolving doors, the trains and their brakes, the escalators, etc., and the 

sonic ambiguity. The sounds have an organic quality; they seem almost alive, close to animal, 

human, or even quasi monstrous screams, groans or breathings. On a structural level, the map of 

the subway and the brain have the same kind of web-like structure (stations/neurons; 

tracks/axons) and the same rapidity of circulation, whether trains and people or nervous influx.  
 

Figures 21-24 - Structural relationship between the map of the subway and the cerebral organization 

Drawings: Clara Maïda, 2007 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 20, on the left - Map of the Paris subway; Figure 21, on the left-centre - Map of the Berlin subway; 

Figure 22, on the right-centre - Section of the brain underlying the nerve fibres; Figure 23, on the right - Paths 

of the nerve fibres. 

 

The series lies at the intersection of three concepts (philosophical, psychoanalytical and 

sociological): 1/ it is a zone of indiscernibility (Deleuze), a kind of hybridization between mind and 

machine, living and non-living entities, fluid and mechanical devices, sound and noise;99 2/ it is a 

transitional space (Winnicott), an area of sound illusion in which the boundaries between the 

internal and external worlds seem abolished;100 3/ it is a sound materialization of individuals’ 

                                            
98 Deleuze, G. and Guattari, F. (1985; 2007), "Rhizomes", in A Thousand Plateaus. Capitalism and Schizophrenia 2, translated by 
Massumi, B., University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis/London, p. 25 
Original text: Deleuze, G. and Guattari, F. (1980), "Rhizomes", in Mille plateaux. Capitalisme et schizophrénie 2, Les Editions de 
Minuit, Coll. "Critique", Paris, p. 36 
In his book Francis Bacon. The Logic of sensation, Deleuze also uses another term: a zone of indetermination. 
99 Deleuze, G. (1981; 1996), Francis Bacon. Logique de la sensation, La Vue le Texte aux Editions de la Différence, Turin 
English translation: Deleuze, G. (2003), Francis Bacon. The Logic of Sensation, translated from the French by Smith, D. W., 
Continuum, London 
100 Winnicott, D.W. (1953), "Transitional Objects and Transitional Phenomena. The Study of the First Not-Me Possession", 
International Journal of Psychoanalysis 34, pp. 89-97 
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ambivalent feeling about their artificial surroundings. The objects and devices built by humans, the 

extensions of our body (Hall), exert two opposite impacts on our psyche.101 On the one hand, they 

increase our power: flying with aeroplanes, travelling faster with cars or trains, calculating or 

thinking more rapidly with computers. On the other hand, they condition stereotyped rhythms and 

pathways; they have unconscious repercussions on our way of behaving, thinking, feeling.102 

The series of pieces - and particularly its first part, Fluctuatio (in)animi - expresses this 

antagonism, if not a struggle, between evolving instrumental textures and repetitive and fixed 

electronic sequences. It underlines the difficult balance between the capacity of inventing 

machinisms, possible becomings, an expansion of the psychic rhizome (freedom) on the one 

hand, and the crystallization on the same kind of "mechanical" relationships or behaviours induced 

by our environment (psychic alienation) on the other hand. 
 

Figure 25 - Via rupta103
 - Process of rhythmical interpolation (bars 190-215) 

  
 

Diagram: Clara Maïda, 2007 

 

In Via rupta’s conclusion shown in this diagram, the 

sequence is based on two rhythms recorded in the 

Paris subway and then transcribed. 

The mutation of the multilayered string texture is 

more a process of rhythmic interpolation than a 

simple distortion. It starts with a homorhythmic 

enunciation of the first rhythm: the escalator (first 

staff system). Each layer has then a specific 

process of interpolation from the starting rhythm to 

that of the arrival. The rhythmical mutation is 

made more perceptible thanks to the repetition 
of one modular figure: the three-pitch 

pendulum. It is a differentiating repetition. Each 

reiteration gradually leads to the second rhythm, 

the lift (fifth staff system), which is then liquidated 

up to a sustained pitch (last staff system) while the 

electronic part enters and concludes the piece with 

the return of the former rhythm (the escalator).  

This latter rhythm is actually the same as that 

produced by the wheels on the tracks. Therefore, 

this conclusion simulates the passage of a train 

which then disappears in the distance. 

 

 

 

                                            
101 Hall, E. T. (1966; 1969; 1990), The Hidden Dimension, Anchor Books Editions, New York, p. 3: "Man [...] has elaborated [...] 
extensions of his organism. By developing his extensions, man has been able to improve or specialize various functions. The 
computer is an extension of part of the brain, the telephone extends the voice, the wheel extends the legs and feet." 
French translation: Hall, E. T. (1971), La dimension cachée, Editions du Seuil, Paris, p. 16 
102 Hall, E. T. (1966; 1969; 1990), Ibid., p. 4: "The relationship between man and the cultural dimension is one in which both man 
and his environment participate in molding each other. Man is now in the position of actually creating the total world in which he 
lives, what the ethologists refer to as his biotope. In creating this world he is actually determining what kind of an organism he will 
be."  
French translation: Hall, E. T. (1971), Ibid., p. 17 
103 Third piece of the series Psyché-Cité/Transversales for instruments and electronics. A piece for flute, clarinet, trombone, violin, 
viola, cello, double bass and electronics (2005). Fluctuatio (in)animi, the first part, is for flute, violin, viola, cello, double bass and 
electronics (2006). 
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Figure 26 - Via rupta - Visualization of the sound waves (same sequence: bars 190-215) 

  

Diagram: Clara Maïda, 2007 

 

The auditory sequence of the conclusion can also be 

visualized (and perceived) as a flow of sound waves, 

close to the electrical activity of the brain, its cerebral 

rhythms. This diagram is a kind of 

"electromusicogram". I propose this term in 

reference to the electroencephalogram which 

visualizes the cerebral waves. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 27 - Two photographs: Clara Maïda - Berlin Hauptbahnhof (subway station), 2005 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The intersecting of steel cables in Berlin Hauptbahnhof subway station can be related to the rigid quadrophonic sound 

structure of the electronic part in Fluctuatio (in)animi. 

 

2.3.2 - MUTATIS MUTANDIS - A "musical genetics"  
 

Mutatis mutandis is a further step towards a "molecular" approach to composition. I use the term 

"molecular" for two reasons. First, it refers to nanofabrication whose attempt is to mimic molecular 

systems, as already evoked. Secondly, the piece is based on processes of mutation as described 

in genetics, i.e. an irreversible modification of the genetic and hereditary information which can be 
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caused by an error of replication of the genetic code during the cell division or by exposure to 

mutagenic agents (radiations, virus, etc.).104 

Regarding this piece, it is important to note again that the musical material and functionalities in 

my music can be named in several ways according to the option of observation. In the chapter 

related to psychoanalysis, I mentioned that the abstract, fleeting, repetitive yet mutative sound 

figures of my music could be considered as "pulsounds", "sonifiers", or gestus (the latter referring 

to Deleuze’s philosophy), whether their dynamic, significant or gestural property is taken into 

account. 
 

In Mutatis mutandis, I had in mind a series of drawings made a few months earlier, twelve 

interweavings of threads generating a kind of hybrid entity between the DNA molecule and a 

corporeal attitude. 
 

Figure 28 - Mutatis mutandis - Twelve preliminary drawings: Clara Maïda, 2007105 

 

Above - The DNA double 

helix.106 

 

The twelve forms are the result 

of the interweaving of threads. 

The corporeal postures evolve 

according to the variations of 

weaving, as if the exact 

replication of the set of 

connections was missed each 

time. 

The colours also gradually 

modify, travelling through the 

spectrum of colours. 

 

The series of drawings also 

shows how a genotype, i.e. the 

ensemble of genetic 

constituents of an organism 

which determines its hereditary 

potentials and limitations, can 
be expressed (or actualized) 

by different possible 

phenotypes influenced by the 

relationships between the 

genotype and the environment. 

 

  

                                            
104  Griffiths, A. J. F., "Mutation. Genetics", Encyclopaedia Britannica (online), available at: 
http://global.britannica.com/science/mutation-genetics (accessed September 3, 2015): "Mutation: alteration in the genetic material 
(the genome) of a cell of a living organism or of a virus that is more or less permanent and that can be transmitted to the cell’s or 
the virus’s descendants. [...] Mutation in the DNA of a body cell of a multicellular organism (somatic mutation) may be transmitted to 
descendant cells by DNA replication and hence result in a sector or patch of cells having abnormal function [...]. Mutations in egg or 
sperm cells (germinal mutations) may result in an individual offspring all of whose cells carry the mutation, which often confers 
some serious malfunction, as in the case of a human genetic disease." 
105 The drawings can be seen at the page "Others" of my website. Available at: http://www.claramaida.com/eng/files/others.htm 
106 Image of the DNA double helix: "DNA", Wikipedia. The Free Encyclopedia, available at: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ 
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While I was reading articles about genetics, it occurred to me that the pendulums had the same 

grouping by three as the genetic codons.107 Therefore, these three-pitch modules, particularly 

persistent all along this musical work, function like "sound codons" (or "sound trinucleotides"). But 

their duplication (or replication, if a genetic vocabulary is used) can comprise micro-shifts or 

"errors of transcription" that operate on microintervals or micro-durations. Were these tiny 

disruptions to remain isolated, they might be unheard, but their accumulation can finally make a 

distortion of the musical matter rise to the surface. 

In the piece, I used several kinds of sound mutations derived from genetics: 1/ micro-shifts (a 

quartertone): the duplication of one element is altered during its slight migration across the 

instrumental group. It concerns a few harmonic sounds (bars 40; 43; 50-51) which finally get more 

perceptibly stabilized, fixing the "error" (bars 61-70). It also occurs with the three-pitch pendulums - 

or sound "trinucleotides" (bars 53; 56; more prominently, bars 88-90; then, bars 136-139, and 

again, bars 176-200) - and in a sequence of pizzicati (bars 112-118, 142-147); 2/ deletion: one unit 

of the sound trinucleotides is suppressed (bars 93; 95); 3/ insertion: one or two units are added to 

the sound trinucleotides (bars 101; 106-108); 4/ inversion or translocation: the units of the sound 

trinucleotides are permuted (bars 136-137, Vln 2; 135 and 137, Vln 3; 137, Vln 5; 131-135, Vla 1 

and 2; 137, Vla 3). Two kinds of errors can simultaneously occur. Bars 174-198, for instance, the 

sound trinucleotides undergo both micro-shifts and permutations. 
 

But the piece favours the expression of the 

potential positive effect of mutation, i.e. the 

possibility of freeing oneself from rigid 

frames (and the genetic code is one of 

them). 
 

Figure 29 - Drawing: Clara Maïda, 2012  

 

This drawing is a variation of Figure 14. 

 

It shows how the mutative forces that push the 

interconnected elementary and mostly triangular 

figures are capable of disrupting the underlying 

structural framework and of distorting its sharp angles: 

the interlinked horizontal and vertical lines of the grid 

become curves.  

It questions the organic extensions of the body, its 

transformations on a molecular level, made possible 

by genetic research (genic therapy, transgenic 

organisms, or cloning, for instance). 

 

 

                                            
107 There are four different nucleotides. Each of them links a sugar, a phosphate group and one of the four bases: adenine, 
cytosine, guanine or thymine. These nucleotides link together and form a chain, a polynucleotide. The double helix of the DNA is 
made of two strands (two polynucleotides). Both strands are coiled together by hydrogen bonds, pairing the bases of each strand in 
a specific way: adenine/cytosine (A/C) and guanine/thymine (GT). The trinucleotides or codons link three bases together on a 
chain. These three-base chains code for different amino acids: for example, [AAG] gives Lysine amino acid. 
See: The Editors of Encyclopaedia Britannica (Last Updated July 30, 2015), "DNA", Encyclopaedia Britannica (online), available at: 
http://global.britannica.com/science/DNA (accessed September 3, 2015) 
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Figure 30 - Drawing: Clara 

Maïda, 2015 

 

Various actualizations of such a 

modular structure can be proposed. 

In this other version of the drawing, 

the articulation of the same 

constituents produces a different 

formal materialization. Again, it 

shows that a genotype can engender 

different possible phenotypes. 

 

 

 

 
After Psyché-Cité/Transversales’s psycho-machinism, this piece and Shel(l)ter try to highlight the 

emergence of an Artificial Man (Changeux) whose machines are not only external and material 

extensions of the body since, indeed, they might be more and more internal, implanted not only in 

our psyche, on an imaginary level, but in our organs.108 In Shel(l)ter, I was interested in bringing 

together the themes broached in Psyché-Cité/Transversales and Mutatis mutandis. On the one 

hand, relating this series to a suburban space again, I chose a really peculiar one: an atomic 

bunker. On the other hand, I looked for other "nanoprocesses" and I added to genetics a few 

phenomena described by nuclear physics.  
 

2.3.3 - SHEL(L)TER - Nanoprocesses 
 

When I first went to Berlin, I visited an atomic bunker in Kurfürstendamm that left a vivid 

impression on me. This series of pieces proposes different perspectives. It tries to recreate the 

oppressive sensation induced by this underground space, totally isolated from the outside world 

and thereby very silent and opaque. It refers to the particular function of such a place, built in case 

of a nuclear war. A questioning of humans’ violence lies in the background of the composition. The 

title, with the reduplication of the "l", condenses the words "shell" and "shelter" and underlines the 

absurdity which consists in building weapons of mass destruction and architectures of "mass 

protection".  

The writing oscillates between two poles: one is "objective" and tries to simulate the nuclear 

phenomena, the explosion, the fragmentation, some sound processes being also derived from 

nuclear physics; the other is "subjective", focused on the psychological and physical effects of a 

nuclear war, people’s injuries and suffering, the genetic mutations due to radiations, generating 

diseases and transmittable to further generations. In this regard, a few genetic structures were 

inspiring, such as the chromosomes or the coiled form of the double helix of the DNA.  
                                            
108 Spitz, E. and Edelin, G. (2007), "Des machines et des hommes" ("Machines and Humans"), Changeux, J.-P. (ed.), L’homme 
artificiel (Artificial Man), Editions Odile Jacob, Coll. “Collège de France”, Paris, p. 277. English translation (Maïda): "Since time out 
of mind, Man has used tools and machines to survive and make his life easier. Those machines have most of the time been well 
designed and well adapted to their uses. They were - and still are - almost part of Man himself, to the extent that, so integrated as 
they are in the extension of the action, they disappear in their users’ mind." 
Beyond cars, escalators, aeroplanes, etc., which extend the body but remain experienced as separated from it, glasses, contact 
lenses, hearing aids, pacemakers, can be more easily psychically integrated as "extra-organs" of the body. The current scientific 
efforts concentrate on more sophisticated devices: “thinking caps" to control prostheses, or body implants (artificial retina or 
cochlear implants, for instance), etc. They will be internal artificial organs. 
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As mentioned above, the claustrophobic space of the bunker itself and the feeling of confinement 

that I had experienced while I was taking photographs of the place were a source of inspiration. 

The contrast between the absence of people and the multiplication of identical objects (the series 

of bunks and urinals, for instance) was generating the impression to be in a deshumanized world. 

The dark atmosphere of the series expresses the repercussions that such a catastrophic event 

would have both on our physical and psychic life.  
 

Figure 31 - Shel(l)ter  

Fourteen photographs of the atomic bunker - Photographs: Clara Maïda, 2008 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Shel(l)ter - Photos (continuation) 
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Shel(l)ter - Photographs (continuation) 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
Two examples will illustrate how nuclear physics and genetic phenomena are suggested in some 

sequences of the pieces through the following excerpts from Shel(l)ter - später… ( ) …Winter: 1/ a 

three-layer process (metal-wood-skin) inspired by the nuclear chain reaction and played by the trio 

of percussions, punctuated by short "explosions" of the instrumental trio (bars 77-140); 2/ a 

sequence for Bb clarinet, with a coiled three-pitch architecture around which other units gravitate 

(bars 215-228), and duplicated by the cello. 
 

Figure 32 - Nuclear chain reaction109 

 

 

 

In bars 77-140, each of the three percussionists plays a three-layer evolving texture (metal, wood 

and skin instruments). At the beginning of the sequence, the skin and wood instruments 

                                            
109  Steinberg, E. P. (Last Updated January 7, 2015), "Nuclear fission", Encyclopaedia Britannica (online), available at: 
http://global.britannica.com/science/nuclear-chain-reaction (Accessed September 2, 2015) 

Graphic: Clara Maïda, 2015 

 

Nuclear fission consists in the subdivision of the nucleus of one heavy 

atom into two or more lighter nuclei. This division is accompanied by the 

release of a high amount of energy and the emission of neutrons. 

 

Nuclear chain reaction is the repetition of nuclear fissions. The 

neutrons emitted during the splitting of the nucleus produce in turn the 

splitting of a nearby nucleus, with, again, the emission of neutrons likely 

to divide a next nucleus. This phenomenon is used for nuclear reactors 

and for A-bombs. 
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predominate in the textures of Percussion 1 and 3. But Percussion 2 (located at the centre of the 

stage) is a kind of generator. Its quick accumulation of metallic timbres spreads to Percussion 1 

(on the left) and 3 (on the right), inducing thereby an increasing resonance, and activates a 

sudden short kaleidoscopic object played by the instrumental trio (clarinet-bassoon-cello), 

presented in Figure 7. All along this sequence, the same phenomenon returns, more and more 

agitated, and the three percussionists finally conclude, playing exclusively one repeated pitch on 

the metal plates, followed by the entrance of the electronic part (a metallic texture as well). 
 

Figure 33 - Shel(l)ter - später… ( ) …Winter110  

Excerpt from the three-layer process of the percussions (bars 76-84) 

Percussions - Colours of the instrumental strata: skins (red); wood (green); metal (blue) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figures 34 and 35 - Structure of the double helix of the DNA 

             

 

 

 

  

  Vertical view111                                               
 

 
                                                        Horizontal view 

                                                   Graphic: Clara Maïda, 2015 
 

 

                                            
110 First part of Shel(l)ter for ensemble and electronics. A piece for clarinet, bassoon, cello, three percussions and electronics 
(2009). 
111 Figure 34 - "DNA", Wikipedia. The Free Encyclopedia, available at: "DNA Structure+Key+Labelled.pn NoBB" by Zephyris - 
Own work. Licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0 via Commons - 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:DNA_Structure%2BKey%2BLabelled.pn_NoBB.png#/media/File:DNA_Structure%2BKey%
2BLabelled.pn_NoBB.png 
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Figure 36 - Shel(l)ter - später… ( ) …Winter  

Process of the helical solo of the clarinet - A nine-pitch microintervallic scale (from A to I) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The solo of the clarinet has a two-layer architecture: 1/ a triplet of pitches is selected in a microintervallic scale (shown in 

red) and functions as a gravitational pole during the enunciation of a rhythmic formula. Its rotary movement gives a coiled 

envelope to the formula which is a kind of sound helix; 2/ the other units of the scale (shown in black) randomly gravitate 

around the triplet. They are grouped in fragments from other rhythms and transplanted onto the main rhythm.  

The whole helical formula (the triplet and the gravitating units) mutates, following nine steps of another scale (the first red 

pitch of each sequence, from A to I). 

 

Figure 37 - Shel(l)ter - später… ( ) …Winter  

Sequence with the mutative helical solo of the clarinet duplicated by the cello (bars 215-228) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 38 - Shel(l)ter - später… ( ) …Winter  

Interlinked strands of the clarinet and the cello (bars 215-228) - Graphic: Clara Maïda, 2015 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The cello (shown in violet) is a kind of shadow of the clarinet (shown in red); it duplicates its contours. Both melodic 

"strands" are coiled around one another in one helical formula and they follow the same steps of the scale. But the 

replication of the cello comprises a few "errors", leaving out some units played by the clarinet. Therefore, compared to the 

original strand, the copied one has slightly mutated. Two mutations are added, that of the original path and that of its copy. 
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2.3.4 - Relationships between micro- (or nano-) and macro-form 
 

Three important characteristics of the musical matter in my pieces illustrate the relationships 

between micro- or nano-processes (the movement of the sound particles and their web-like 

articulations) and the audible macro-structure (the variations of more global forms traced by the 

trajectories of sound units): 1/ the elasticity of the sound fabric; 2/ a variation in density towards a 

convergence of units (a sound "territory") or their dissemination (sound "deterritorialization"); 3/ the 

couple virtuality/actualization which is useful to understand why, despite the quasi permanent flux 

of the sound particles, bifurcations and ruptures frequently occur in the musical form. 

The elasticity of the musical fabric is mainly based on temporal processes and is particularly 

audible in the sequences with the superimposed chains of pendulums. The variability of these 

pendular figures becomes perceptible thanks to their differentiating repetition. No matter if these 

pendulums are reiterated in the same harmonic field (connected in horizontal chains), eventually 

travel through different harmonic areas (bound in ascending or descending chains), or rock 

between two registers (fundamental pitches and harmonic sounds), the persistence of their 

pivoting gestus allows the listeners to recognize their contour and thereby its eventual temporal 

distortion. These chains of pendulums organized in different layers are autonomous yet not 

entirely independently determined since their processes can be sometimes narrowly 

interconnected. According to the global direction of the network of chains (or rhizome), each 

chain’s specific course is influenced by the trajectories of the other chains and influences them in 

turn. The contractions or dilations of the different strata generate torsions in the whole musical 

tissue. 
 

Figures 39, 40 and 41 - Fluctuatio (in)animi - An example of elasticity of the sound fabric 

First line of the four-string process of rhythmical distorsion presented in Figure 9  (bars 138-141) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 39 - In this graphic, the harmonic proportions between the four layers are respected. Each chain formed by the 

links between the repeated yet mutative pendulums follows a specific course even though this course can vary according 

to the other trajectories. The intense dynamics and the glissandi generate the perception of a global sound envelope. 

Figure 40 - The different metrical schemes of the four layers induce a gradual distortion of the global envelope of the first 

vertical enunciation. The grouping of the four superimposed repeated pendulums becomes ever more elastic. 

Figure 41 - A visualization of the envelope (the musical tissue) shows the evolving elasticity of the global sound matter. 

The perception of this mutation is favoured by the differentiating repetition (Deleuze) of the pendulums. 

Graphics: Clara Maïda, 2015 
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Figures 42 and 43 - Via rupta - Elasticity, territorialisation and deterritorialization 

Four-string process of rhythmical interpolation presented in Figure 25 (bars 190-215) 

Graphics: Clara Maïda, 2015 
 

These graphics illustrate the relationships between micro- and macro-structure. They visualize 

different levels of organization of the sound matter. Like in biology, micro-constituents linked 

together (Figure 42, on the left) produce more consistency: sound masses or tissues (Figure 43, on 

the right). But the dilations and contractions of the numerous micro-articulations between sound 

particles, their variations in density and speed, form a malleable envelope. From the first to the last 

rectilinear sound envelopes, the assemblages of the four superimposed pendulums cross through 

intermediary stages, a process of deterritorialization (Deleuze). Two registers are alternated: a 

medium one (fundamental pitches) and a high one (artificial harmonic sounds: the fifth is slightly 

touched). 
 

Strings - Colours of the instruments: violin (black), viola (dark blue); cello (light green); double bass (orange) 

 Colours of the envelopes which surround four assembled pendulums in two alternated registers: medium register 

(red); high register (violet) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 42, on the left - This conclusive sequence of the piece starts with a two-unit percussive formula (col legno 

battuto) alternated between two registers. Then, a third unit is added and the three-pitch pendulums rock repeatedly 

between a medium and a high register, losing the percussive dimension thanks to the glissandi which bind their units. Each 

layer has a different speed (various metrical schemes). The addition of units and the gradually modified durations of their 

bounds distort the contours of the pendulums. The meeting points between the layers are continually shifted. The 

sequence passes from one homorhythmic territory to a next. Between both territories, the interpolation process can be 

considered as a deterritorialization since the clearly defined identity of the former territory is destroyed while the latter 

territory has not appeared yet. 

Figure 43, on the right - Two factors generate the cohesion of the musical fabric: 1/ the glissandi between the units (a 

kind of "glue"); 2/ the permanent intense dynamics. Both characteristics generate the perception of a global musical tissue. 

But the variability of the layers distorts the first rectilinear block made of the percussive homorhythmic formula. The sound 

matter is ever more malleable and the superimposed pendulums cross through a zone of indetermination (Deleuze) before 

they form a new rectilinear block (a new territory) at the end of the sequence (another homorhythmic formula). 
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Figures 44 and 45 - Via rupta - Visualization of the intermediary malleable envelopes 

A zone of indiscernibility between two sound "territories" (bars 190-215) - Graphics: Clara Maïda, 2015 

 

The visualization on the left (Figure 44) shows the intermediary envelopes of the alternated 

assemblages of four pendulums. This graphic underlines the gradual distortion of the former 

sound territory and its transition towards the latter territory. The visualization on the right (Figure 

45) adds a global envelope (in blue). It does not show only the malleable masses of pendulums in 

each alternated register but a more global level of organization, the whole elasticity of the sound 

fabric which crosses through various stages of indetermination (see Figure 46). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 46 - Via rupta - Visualization of the whole elastic and evolving sound fabric (bars 190-215) 

Graphic: Clara Maïda, 2015 
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The antagonism between identifiable consistencies (territories) and their metamorphosis or 

dissolution is an important characteristic of my music. Its function is to reveal the different levels of 

organization of sound and the different stages of the possible assemblages of particles: poly-

stratification as well as polarization and concentration, on the one hand, or rarefaction and 

pulverization, on the other hand. This disintegration of forms would not be audible if some 

discernible yet ephemeral figures had not been traced beforehand. Mutatis mutandis for instance 

ends on a very high ethereal sustained harmonic sound: it is the last remain of a migration towards 

ever higher registers, after a gradual dislocation of the pendulums and a dispersion of the sound 

particles. This sudden fragility would not have such a striking effect if the piece had not been 

previously constantly traversed by an extreme agitation. This suspended line expresses that 

beyond perceptible forms, "the formless being of all differences, the formless power of the ground" 

(Deleuze) can be foreseen.112 The conclusion of the piece is a space-time close to pure virtuality, 

at the border of any potential form or no form at all: both an opening and a closure. 

Deleuze’s couple of concepts virtuality/actualization is useful to understand why a dialectics 

between flux and ruptures influences the temporal form in my music. In The Fold, the philosopher 

proposed an original definition of the object. 
 

The object is no longer defined by an essential form, but reaches a pure functionality, as if declining a family of curves, 

framed by parameters, inseparable from a series of possible declensions or from a surface of variable curvature that it is 

itself describing. This new object we can call objectile.113  
 

From Deleuze’s perspective, the rotary and fleeting objects in my music can be defined as 

objectiles. They appear and vanish, repeat and mutate at the same time. They form a curvature of 

space-time, an elastic space-time whose topology is perpetually distorted by the mobility of the 

sound units. They have a paradoxical property: their endeavour to create all the possible links 

between sound particles inexorably engenders ruptures if the infinity of potential assemblages has 

to be continually activated. The sound fabric is a series of variations and expresses a multiplicity of 

declensions of the degrees of power.114 It can be considered as the ensemble of the possible 

trajectories which keep interfering with one another, producing connections and intertwinnings or 

interruptions and lines of flight.115 The bifurcations have a specific function: they show that latent 

paths can suddenly become manifest and arise on the surface of sound if one of their elements 

meets other paths. 

                                            
112 Deleuze, G.  (1994), Difference and repetition, translated by Patton, P., The Athlone Press, London, Columbia University Press, 
New York, p. 57 
Original text: Deleuze, G. (1968), Différence et répétition, PUF/Epiméthée, Paris, p. 80  
That is how Deleuze defines repetition. 
113 Deleuze, G. (1993), The Fold. Leibniz and the baroque, translated by Conley, T., The Athlone Press, London, University of 
Minnesota Press, Minneapolis, p. 19 
Original text: Deleuze, G. (1988), Le pli, Les Editions de Minuit, Coll. "Critique", Paris, p. 2 
It is to note that there is a mistranslation in the English translation of the text. The French word "objet" is translated into "goal". But 
here, Deleuze is not referring to an objective or a goal but to an object as an entity. That is why I modified the translation and 
replaced the word "goal" by the word "object". 
114 Deleuze, G. (1990), The Logic of Sense, translated by Lester, M. with Stivale, C., edited by Boundas, C. V., The Athlone Press, 
London, Columbia University Press, New York, p. 40 
Degré de puissance, in French. See the original text: Deleuze, G. (1969), Logique du sens, Les Editions de Minuit, Coll. "Critique", 
Paris, p. 59 
115 See footnote n°83 (in "Rhizomes"). 
Deleuze, G. and Guattari, F. (1980), "Rhizomes", in Mille plateaux. Capitalisme et schizophrénie 2, Les Editions de Minuit, Coll. 
"Critique", Paris, pp. 9-10 
English translation:  Deleuze, G. and Guattari, F. (1985; 2007), "Rhizomes", in A Thousand Plateaus. Capitalism and Schizophrenia 
2, translated by Massumi, B., University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis/London, pp. 3-4 
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This sound system can be related again to the psychic unconscious and its complex weaving of 

associative threads. During a psychoanalytical session, the free association technique favours the 

emergence of multiple ramifications. The numerous junctions in the speech of the analysand 

reveal this multi-layered unconscious network.  

In my pieces, sonic and temporal fragmentations indicate that what is heard is only one of the 

possible actualizations of a virtuality whose other potential manifestations might occur at any point 

of intersection between different layers or fragments. In some situations, when silence results from 

an extreme accumulation of matter (a saturation of space), it evokes Deleuze and Guattari’s 

microplane or molecular plane: a liberation of particles, with both an opening on the infinity of 

potential sound materializations and a musical impossibility to express this infinity. 

The following series of drawings visualizes how the passage from one actualization to another 

induces possible junctions and ruptures in the musical discourse.  
 

Figures 47-52 - A section of Figure 29 (Mutatis mutandis) - Six drawings: Clara Maïda, 2015 

Figures 47-49 - A series of actualizations of a virtual ground of particles: three possible declensions  

Figures 50-52 - Sound tissue formed by the accumulation of connections (zones of higher density)  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 47, on the left - One possible actualization of the connections between dots; Figure 48, at the centre - Two 

superimposed possible actualizations; Figure 49, on the right - Three superimposed possible actualizations. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
A passage from one plane of actualization to another might occur. In a musical sequence comprising different planes of 

actualization (shown here with different colours), a sound trajectory might start on the blue ramified network and change its 

course at a point of intersection with the light green network (especially if the superimposition creates more condensed 

zones, sound tissue). The trajectory might then meet another point of intersection, with the dark green network, and 

change its course again. This travel through different planes of actualization generates temporal breaches in the sound 

surface even if the flux is not interrupted on a particulate level.  
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Figure 53 - Three possible planes of actualizations of the 

tissue 

 

This drawing does not visualize the particulate level anymore. It 

shows only the possible intersection of the three different planes of 

actualization in the tissue formed by zones of higher density (shown 

in blue, light green and dark green). In a musical sequence, each 

plane of sound tissue might potentially alternately remain either 

audible or become momentarily inhibited and mute.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

These different examples show that the temporal processes work in a different way whether the 

particulate level (a nano-level) or a more global level (a macro-level) is considered. According to 

the density of the sound particles, the speed and the dynamics of their multi-layered temporal 

micro-variations (or micro-modulations), agglutinations or fluidity and breakaways can potentially 

appear. The movement of matter constantly oscillates between elastic fluctuations and blocks of 

time (resulting from convergent motions), between "liquid" and "solid" sound textures, 

accumulation and dissolution, saturation and void.  
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CONCLUSION 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Drawing: Clara Maïda, 2012 
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All that is needed to create a cell is a few hundred elementary components built on the 

chemistry of six atoms: carbon, hydrogen, azote, oxygen, phosphorus and sulphur. Among 

those, the five nucleotides, which link together in the nucleic acids, RNA and DNA, and the 

twenty amino acids which link together in the proteins, are universal. Laws that define life [...] 

are abstract, and do not require a specific chemical nature. 

Danchin, A. (2007), "De la biologie symplectique à la biologie synthétique116 

 

 

Can one dare to add? All that is needed to create a musical cell is a few pitches. And laws that 

define music are abstract, and do not require a specific musical nature. But the question that 

biologists and composers cannot answer is this: why does an ensemble of cells become a whole, 

a consistent entity, an organism or a body, whether a biological one or a sound one? How does 

inanimate matter make up a living tissue, then a living being? Why do micro-units of sound bound 

together and give the sensation of one musical work with its singular envelope? 

It is not only a scientific question; it is also an existential one and therefore an artistic one. And it is 

not only related to matter and to the occupation of space. It also concerns time: how can a 

succession of instants, a series of temporal passages, be perceived as connected together and 

part of one single continuous experience of duration even though there might sometimes be 

interruptions to the flow.  

Two dimensions of this questioning about the body, about any kind of body, occur here: that of 

consistency on the one hand, and that of persistence on the other hand. What is particularly 

interesting for me is that a necessary constant retroactive perspective between micro-articulations 

and the resulting forms is involved. Moreover, the balance between forces of cohesion and forces 

of dissolution is as precarious in a musical work as in a living organism. 

This phenomenon is a continuous source of surprise for me and my compositional challenge is to 

play with this precariousness, introducing some kind of "experimentation" in the sound situations: 

what happens if a few units are added in an assembling, if some others are withdrawn from it, if 

they move in different directions? How does matter react to micro-torsions? How is time distorted 

by contrary micro-movements? What is an entity (a being)? What is a becoming? 
 

Two assertions, one from Freud, the other from Deleuze, are particularly significant to me and can 

sum up my attitude towards creation. 

According to Freud: "A dream is [...] a projection, the externalization of an internal process."117 

Dream and art are both projections of the psyche. A work of art is also the "externalization of an 

internal process". That is why psychoanalysis was so interested in artistic productions. Regarding 

music, the score and then the sound performance, are the planes of projection. As mentioned in 

the introduction, my artistic research mainly tries to get as close as possible to what is hardly 

perceptible in daily life, whether it concerns the human psyche and body or the world which 

surrounds us. It consists in delving beyond the surface of things, revealing their structure and their 

field of forces, to make these audible to the listener. 

                                            
116 Danchin, A. (2007), "De la biologie symplectique à la biologie synthétique" ("From Symplectic Biology to Synthetic Biology"), in 
L’homme artificiel (Artificial Man), Changeux, J.-P. (ed.), Editions Odile Jacob, Coll. “Collège de France”, Paris, p. 69. English 
translation (Maïda) 
117 Freud, S. (1915; 1968), "Complément métapsychologique à la théorie du rêve" ("Metapsychological Supplement to the Theory 
of Dreams"), in Métapsychologie (Metapsychology), Editions Gallimard, Paris, p. 126 
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The other assertion, by Deleuze, converges towards my attempt at a constant potential psychic 

and thereby sound flexibility. 
 

Writing is a question of becoming, always incomplete, always in the midst of being formed, and goes beyond the 

matter of any livable or lived experience. It is a process, that is a passage of Life which traverses both the livable 

and the lived.118 
 

Writing is a becoming; it makes one become. And writing sound becomings might make one 

become a becoming of becomings. This is a fundamental dimension of my process of creation.  

More than simple transformations of predefined sonic entities (Xenakis), the mutative processes 

that I often mentioned in this thesis are working in an opposite way.119 The trajectories of sound 

particles, the multitude of sound micro-becomings, temporarily converge to a zone where they 

create a condensed entity, the latter being dissolved as far as the fleeting particles follow their 

course. When some objects appear, they do not only result from an extreme temporal contraction, 

a contracted process (Grisey).120 They are also composite and kaleidoscopic agglomerates made 

of the transitory coagulation of heterogeneous fragments. Besides, the sound gestus described in 

the chapter related to associative time cannot be simply grouped in a typology of sonorities 

(Klangtypen, Lachenmann).121 Rather, they are more akin to virtual properties of events that can 

be momentarily embodied in a succession of ways of playing and timbres (a trembling, for 

instance) and that keep criss-crossing through the instrumental layers and sound space.  

Following in these composers’ wake, "picking up their arrow" and "shooting it elsewhere" 

(Deleuze),122 as mentioned in the introduction of this thesis, I try to bring my contribution to this 

questioning about sound structure and tissue, time and becoming.123 This "elsewhere" concerns 

more particularly the psychic unconscious and its singular temporal modes which have not been 

musically formalized by composers until now. 

Boulez asserted that: "There is a deep organization which remains in you, even unconsciously, 

even if you do not constantly think of it. This work is done in the unconscious." (Boulez and 

Jameux, 2010).124 

Granted, any artist and any composer may feel that the creative act is driven by unconscious 

forces. However, my decision to attempt at a new formalization of musical time, form and structure 

                                            
118 Deleuze, G. (1993), "La littérature et la vie", in Critique et clinique, Editions de Minuit, Paris, p. 11  
English translation: Deleuze, G. (1998), "Literature and Life", in Essays: Critical and Clinical, translated by Smith, D. W., p. 1 
119 Xenakis, I. (1963; 1981), "Musiques stochastiques libres", in Musiques formelles, Editions Stock/Musique, p. 33 
English translation: Xenakis, I. (1992), "Free Stochastic Music", in Formalized Music. Thoughts and Mathematics in Composition, 
revised edition, Pendragon Press, New York, p. 22  
120 Grisey, G. (September 1989), "Tempus ex machina, réflexion d’un compositeur sur le temps musical" ("Tempus ex Machina: A 
Composer’s Reflections on Musical Time"), Entretemps n°8, Paris: "Since sound is transitory, the object and the process are 
analogous. The sound object is only a contracted process, the process is only a dilated object." 
121 Lachenmann describes these different types of sonorities in his article "Klangtypen der neuen Musik" (1966). 
Lachenmann, H. (1966-1993), "Typologie sonore de la musique contemporaine" ("Sound Typology in Contemporary Music"), in 
Ecrits et entretiens (Writings and Interviews), translated by Pozmanter, M. and Kaltenecker, M., Editions Contrechamps, Geneva, 
pp. 37-59 
122 Putting into perspective Nietzsche’s text, The Antichrist, and D. H. Lawrence’s text, Apocalypse, Deleuze shows how Lawrence 
would not have written this text without reading Nietzsche’s text. Deleuze uses the metaphor of an arrow that Lawrence caught and 
shot further. 
Deleuze, G. (1993), "Nietzsche et Saint Paul, Lawrence et Jean de Patmos", in Critique et clinique, Editions de Minuit, Paris, p. 60 
English translation: Deleuze, G. (1998), "Nietzsche and Saint Paul, Lawrence and John of Patmos", in Essays: Critical and Clinical, 
translated by Smith, D. W., p. 37: "It is not that Lawrence simply imitates Nietzsche. Rather, he picks up an arrow [...], and shoots it 
elsewhere [...]." 
123 In the 1950s, scientific theories came to play an ever more important part in music composition. Some composers such as 
Xenakis used scientific tools in order to elaborate a new approach to composition (probabilities, kinetic theory of gases, Markov 
chains, etc.). The spectral composers continued this path (astrophysics, for Grisey, for instance).  
124 Boulez, P. and Jameux, D. (2010), "Pierre Boulez. Ecriture musicale et accident" ("Pierre Boulez. Musical Writing and 
Accident"), Genesis, 30 (put online on May 17, 2013), available at: http://genesis.revues.org/85 (accessed June 29, 2013) 
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in the light of psychoanalytical concepts is a step forward and is my most singular contribution to 

compositional thinking. With this perspective, the musical work becomes both a meta-artistic and 

meta-psychic work in the ways it makes diagrams between the process of creation (the subject 

being composing), the created process (the procedures of composition) and the resulting object 

(the musical production once it has been composed). A retroactive loop between these different 

stages generates an ever deeper research into the nature of becoming. 
 

Is it a becoming of music? Is it a becoming-music? Is it a becoming-other thanks to music? Is it a 

becoming of a musical body: the Body without Organs (Deleuze and Guattari),125 pure vibration, 

that might be named an "organum-body" (or an "organon-body")?126 The question remains open. 

Therefore, being aware that the act of creation might consist in asking questions rather more than 

in giving answers, I will conclude with Lacan’s assertion (1953): 
 

What constitutes me as a subject is my question.127 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                            
125 A Body without Organs is experienced as a body of pure sensation, without any definite parts, but with gradients of intensity. It 
is opposed to the organism, divided in specific zones and organs. 
Deleuze, G. and Guattari, F. (1980), "28 novembre 1947 - Comment se faire un Corps sans Organes?", in Mille plateaux. 
Capitalisme et schizophrénie 2, Les Editions de Minuit, Coll. "Critique", Paris, pp. 185-204 
English translation:  Deleuze, G. and Guattari, F. (1985; 2007), "November 28, 1947 - How Do You Make Yourself a Body without 
Organs?", in A Thousand Plateaus. Capitalism and Schizophrenia 2, translated by Massumi, B., University of Minnesota Press, 
Minneapolis/London, pp. 149-166 
126 An "organum-body” (or a "organon-body") might be a vibrating body, like a music instrument. The term organum refers here to 
the plainchant melody developed in the Middle Ages. But it can also evoke the organ (both the music instrument and the part of the 
body) since the Latin and Greek etymologies of this word are respectively organum and organon. 
127 Lacan, J. (1953; 1999), "Fonction et champ de la parole et du langage", in Ecrits I, Editions du Seuil, Paris, p. 297 
English translation: Lacan, J. (2002; 2002), "The Function and Field of Speech and Language in Psychoanalysis", in Ecrits, 
translated by Fink, B., in collaboration with Fink, H. and Grigg, R., W. W. Norton and Company, New York/London, p. 247 
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ARTICLES - ENGLISH TRANSLATION 
 

 

The order of the articles is not chronological. It is in accordance with the most significant key-

themes in my music. The first article (2007) is directly focused on psychoanalysis which had a 

permanent impact on my way of apprehending musical creation from the very beginning. The 

second article (2011) opens the reflection and puts music in perspective with psychoanalysis, 

neuroscience and nanoscience. The third article (2010) questions artistic and musical creation. 

The last article (2000) shows that some of my key-themes were already in germination even 

though my musical language was not precisely determined yet (it concerns a piece which is no 

longer part of my catalogue of works). 

 

 
Article 1 - ...it writes id writes it writes id... (2007) 

Filigranes n°6, "Musique et inconscient", Musique, Esthétique, Sciences, Société, Delaplace, J., and Moll, O. 

(ed.), Editions Delatour, France, pp. 145-160 

Original title: ...ça écrit ça écrit ça écrit ça... 

      

Article 2 - For a nanomusic (2011) 

Neue Zeitschrift für Musik. Das Magazin für neue Tone. Klangzeitort, Universität der Künste and Hochschule 

für Musik Hanns Eisler, Berlin, pp. 60-63 

Original title: Für eine Nanomusik  

 

Article 3 - Worstsaid Ho, worstheard Ho (2010, Positionen, 85. Texte zur aktuellen Musik, 

"Schreibkrise?", Nauck, G. (ed.), Verlag Positionen, Berlin, pp. 37-39 

 

Article 4 - Instants-passages (2000, Cahiers Bleus n°13. Actes du Colloque de Cerisy: Henri Michaux 

est-il seul?, Editions Les Cahiers Bleus, Troyes, pp. 89-93 
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Article 1 - ...ça écrit ça écrit ça écrit ça... (2007) 

Filigranes n°6, "Musique et inconscient", Musique, Esthétique, Sciences, Société 

Delaplace, J., and Moll, O. (ed.), Editions Delatour, France, pp. 145-160 

 

English title: ...it writes id writes it writes id... - Translation: C. Maïda128 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

How can one understand this title, a first rough sketch of a chain where what is at work in the 

unconscious would already be repeated? Does the "it" ("id") imply that the Ego is not where the 

process was triggered, and does it ceaselessly return to renew it? Is what is written, at each 

arrangement of letters, an attempt to make what is the most inaccessible in us emerge, and would 

it tirelessly start this activity again?  

Where is the chain initiated? Is "it/id" its first link? What is writing or who is writing in me when I am 

writing? Which parts of the psyche are involved in the writing process, in the "it writes"? And what 

do they write?  

Is the unconscious woven by what is written or does it generate the desire to write?  

Would this "it writes id" indicate that, from its origin, "this timeless moment, indiscernible, which 

exceeds any beginning", both terms mutually diffract one another in an infinite movement?129  

If the fragment of the chain is read or heard as "write it" ("write id"?), can it be envisaged as a kind 

of injunction, continually present, which would inflect composition towards an attempt to allow it/id 

to write it/id?  

Or if the iterative "it writes" lays down its ceasura, does it lead us to a pure becoming or would a 

residue, an "id", always persist? 

The repetition of the items - a quasi-incantatory formula, an obsessional ritual of writing, or writing 

itself, at work, without the ego? - immediately shows the precariousness of the system and all the 

ambiguities that an attempt at interpretation raises.   

The reduplication underlines the difficulty to define the part and the place - if there is one - of the 

Subject (of the unconscious that Lacan names $) and the object during creative work. It introduces 

a functional mobility of each element as well as a very open polyvocality, indicating that the 

unconscious arises in all the interstices of writing. 
 

Writing would express the desire to find again the origin of music, the origin of sound, by returning, 

for each new work, to the point where the first difference is marked in an undifferentiated sound 

field.  

If a primeval sound space is imagined - a matter made of a multitude of dots, an infinite field of 

particles, beyond the human ear - within which no group, no vectorization, no organization are 

sketched yet, to write would consist in carving an inscription onto this matter or breaking in it.  

In this space where the "finger" (the choice) of writing is placed, a limit to the sound infinite will be 

delineated (a discrimination of the partials of a sound spectrum, for instance).130  

                                            
128 The French word "ça" means both "it" and "id" (one of the three psychic instances in Freud’s second topic). That is why I opted 
for the alternation between "it" and "id" in the English translation of the French title "...ça écrit ça écrit ça écrit ça...". 
129 Le Poulichet, S. (1994), L’œuvre du temps en psychanalyse (The Work of Time in Psychoanalysis), Editions Payot & Rivages, 
Paris, p. 93 
130 Here, in the French version of the article, there is a play on the sonic proximity between "doigt" ("finger") and "choix" ("choice"). 
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Can one consider this infinite field as the Real, this irreducible nucleus of the unconscious, out of 

any symbolization, which cannot be defined by words?  

From this trace, a whole sound chain can start to be articulated, a whole series of movements can 

be set in motion, and it is perhaps finally the point where gestures appear, trying to occupy a 

space, taking it over, building the body of the work.  
 

The body of the work (incidentally, the title of one of Anzieu’s books)131 would retrace what can be 

apprehended of the psychic body, i.e. "the body defined not as an organism but as pure 

enjoyment, pure psychic energy, whose organic body would only be the resonance chamber." 

(Nasio).132  

To what extent might not the composition of a musical piece consist in building a new body, which 

would be at the same time the reflection of the bonds which tie it (signs frozen in agglomerates 

settled once and for all), but also the attempt to break free from this rigidity, by inventing a moving 

body, defying any classification, any definite shape?  
 

Various sound areas start fleetingly vibrating. Some are circumscribed in a more intensive way 

when particles (frequencies, for instance) are distributed inside them, with a bigger density, when 

the amplitude or the speed of their paths are multiplied. Then, the activity - the activation - 

successively spreads to other surfaces.  

One causes the paths of the drive to be heard in the persistence of its passages. But the 

possibility of a body is also asserted, whose erogenous zones, these black holes (to use again 

Guattari’s term) around which the intensity of energy is maximal, would continually move on the 

sound surface.133  

This sound body is the real medium of the projection of a fantasy to return to the primeval body 

evoked above, since the mobility of these zones paradoxically entails their negation, and allows us 

to foresee a pure energy in a virtual state. A real ambiguity nevertheless occurs, for this migratory 

increase of intensity shows us that it is potentially everywhere, and yet perceptible only in the 

different places in which it is located.  

This corporeal experience is complex. How does one acquire the sensation of a whole? From the 

image reflected by the mirror, Lacan says. But this image is only a reconstruction, quantum 

physicists tell us and psychoanalysis says nothing else. Beyond the abstraction of this psychic 

energy, more or less archaic body images, more or less mutating reconstructions or constructions, 

can also be embodied and underlie the composition work (such as the strange and modulable 

figurations often noticed in dreams).  

To illustrate the presence of this imaginary dimension, one can evoke the example according to 

which the journey of the work towards the listener would be unconsciously felt, as a crossing 

through a quasi-visceral medium, where "a stomach’s mouth", musical talk, and no longer only 

                                            
131 Anzieu, D. (1981), Le corps de l’œuvre (The Body of the Work), Editions Gallimard, Paris 
132 Nasio, J.-D. (1994), Cinq leçons sur la théorie de Jacques Lacan (Fives Lessons About Jacques Lacan’s Theory), Petite 
Bibliothèque Payot, Paris, p. 51 
133  Guattari, F. (1979), L’inconscient machinique. Essais de Schizo-analyse (The Machinic Unconscious: Essays in 
Schizoanalysis), Editions Recherches, Paris 
In astrophysics, a black hole is a massive object whose gravitational field is so intense that it prevents any form of matter or ray to 
escape from it. No particle can escape, for nothing, not even light, can overcome their gravitational force. What Félix Guattari 
names a black hole is a place of semiotic abolition. One can relate this definition to that of jouissance (extreme enjoyment) given by 
psychoanalysis, a place where there is no signifier.  
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language, would speak to "a stomach’s ear" (and a joke comes to mind: might not these mice 

which scientific research takes into all kinds of mutations - an ear on the stomach, precisely! - be 

the best listeners of such music...?). 

Here, the sound movements should be heard like the muscular contraction waves of a tubular 

organ, connecting the work - the composer’s imaginary body - to the listener. Besides, supported 

by the physical investment of the performer, to write such a "sound peristalsis" also underlines one 

of the obviously very important aspects in the elaboration of musical language: that of the 

relationship to the performer’s gesture and body. 

One thus notices that several entrance doors towards sound are at work. It can be either 

apprehended as a quasi-abstract element which carries along the interwoven lines of an 

ensemble, at the crossroads of forces, or approached in its whole corporality, in relation to its 

acoustic properties. But the choice to favour either approach, according to the sequences of the 

work, is always determined by the aim of laying bare a truth masked until now.  

Starting from the libidinal or imaginary body, we can see that we get to the real body which is 

invoked, in the performance, only better to unveil this other body.  

These dimensions of the body are narrowly connected and in crisis situations, the movements of 

the psyche are sometimes immediately acted with movements of the body. Thus, a mental 

collapse can coincide with a fall. And this fall will be the pivot of an artistic process, which is also 

an attempt to find a hold.  

Moreover, through this encounter - whose place is the score -, the other desired encounter is the 

one which expresses that something has moved from one unconscious to another, and that a 

fabric is woven between gestures and sounds, meant to spread up to the listener. The movements 

of the performer’s real body, the energy committed to it, are summoned to materialize psychic 

movements. Is not music also a Body Art (in the sense that it generates a sensory corporeal 

modification) and does it not leave its vivid yet invisible marks on the body?  

Therefore, in such an approach, desire and the origin of desire are questioned, as well as the 

relationship to body(ies) and to the other - the other who is inside us, but also the other with whom 

an intersubjective relationship is built around the work, and the other’s other... 

It is also a movement of inscription in language, The absence of language. A scream or a fall into 

silence, and music articulates signs which throw a bridge between scream and words. 

To go and meet this psychic body, the unconscious, to try to investigate it and to make it a model 

for the processes of musical writing, is to choose to make the structure arise at any moment of the 

work, with the constant will to get rid of all the constructions which represent it (figures, objects, 

sound situations). A network of encounters can be articulated; it is not a network of words or of 

movements of the body, as happens during an analysis (a literal or signifying network); it is rather 

more a network of sounds and sound movements which produce linkages of ephemeral and 

indiscernible entities (Guattari’s asignifying particles).  

Anyone who is involved in a psychoanalytical experience quickly notices how the words uttered 

can dislocate (by following the paths of the plays on sonorities of phonemes or the occurrence of 

fragments of memories, for instance) according to a logic quite distinct from a will to mean or to 

name, characteristic of the conscious system. The words disseminate a certain number of minimal 

elements along the speech to make another wording emerge, that of the unconscious.   
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This wording - the One, according to Lacan, i.e. the signifier which occurs in speech - and its 

multiple substitutions and shifts along the verbal sequence, are somehow breaches which make 

us foresee the infinity of the potential permutations and assemblings.  

Retracing psychic writing in musical writing, the composition will try to reveal the relationship 

between what has been said and the whole set of wordings which have already been uttered or 

will be (S1 and S2, according to Lacan), this whole set in which the actual and the virtual are the 

twofold axes of the signifiers. 
 

To compose sound chains in becoming is to consider that each level of articulation of these chains 

is perpetually unsteady. The duration of the action, and the coordinates that the particles occupy in 

space, do not remain identical and cannot be only envisaged as the emergence of one of the 

countless possibilities of appearance.  

These "desiring musical machines", which function like the desiring machines described by 

Deleuze and Guattari in Anti-Oedipus, generate endless associations and ever new assemblages, 

sound configurations in constant transformation.134 
 

Let us take a very simple example in which only the duration parameter will be varied for each 

sound molecule. 

In Example 1, three particles - here, the artificial harmonic sounds of the strings - are assembled 

to form a small molecule (a1, a2 and a3 form A), whose behaviour is modulated in relation to the 

intervals located between the three particles (i1a and i2a).  

Another interval, i3a, is added and is located at the junction point between A and its return. Other 

molecules (B and C) can adopt the same kind of connections between three elements.   
 

Example 1 - Three molecules, each being formed of three particles  
 

   

 

 
 

            A Molecule         B Molecule                   C Molecule 

 

The movement of this molecule (or module) can be assimilated to a micro-movement of the body 

and is besides effectuated by a corporeal gesture of the performer. 
 

In Example 2, the intervals are modified and inflect the shape of this A molecule (the temporal 

dimension of i1a is tightened, and a caesura is finally introduced on the level of the i2a interval, 

knitting together again further on, when the molecule is compressed).  

At each of its repetitions, A is each time different, and each of its utterances could be named A1,  

                                            
134 Deleuze, G. and Guattari, F. (1972), L’Anti-Œdipe. Capitalisme et schizophrénie 1, Editions de Minuit, Coll. "Critique", Paris, p. 
216 
English translation: Deleuze, G. and Guattari, F. (1983; 2000), Anti-Oedipus. Capitalism and Schizophrenia 1, translated from the 
French by Hurley, R., Seem, M. and Lane, H.R., University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis, p. 183: "[...] one goes beyond these 
large aggregates [...] toward the molecular elements that form the parts and wheels of desiring-machines. [...] the regions of a 
productive, molecular, micro-logical, or micropsychical unconscious that no longer means or represents anything." 
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A2, etc. Here, there is a first An chain (or a repetitive series) which unfolds a series of differences, 

or of differances, to use Derrida’s term since he defines difference as "the moment of a 

difference".135 
 

Example 2 - An chain, made of a differant repetition of the same molecule 

 

 

 

 

 
 

But while the differant repetitions of A produce a chain of events, the i1b, i2b and i3b intervals of the 

B molecule described above are also altered at each repetition. The path of a Bn chain (B1 + B2 + 

B3, etc.) is thereby superimposed to that of An. It is the same for a Cn chain (Example 3). 
 

Example 3 - Processing of the An and Cn chains, excerpted from the piece Fluctuatio (in)animi 

(for the process which superimposes four chains, see the end of the article) 

 

 

 

 
 
 

The number of superimposed chains can be multiplied. Therefore, in such a musical situation, one 

can elaborate a more complex and mobile network than that revealed by language, for the limit 

exceeds here that of words which cut the verbal matter in order to produce phonemes, 

morphemes. The incisions that musical language makes in the sound matter are infinitely more 

subtle. They are multiplied on numerous axes and almost act like missiles, incising the surface as 

they strike.  

An unsteady fabric can be woven thanks to the intervention on various parameters - a quantity of 

linked particles, pitches and durations of these particles and intervals, accelerations and 

decelerations, cuts and seals in the chain, convergences or divergences with the other chains, the 

number of ramifications, etc.  

Multiple gaps are located at all the levels of junction, inside a molecule, between a particle of the A 

molecule and a particle of the B molecule, between an interval of A and an interval of B, between 

a particle of A and an interval of B, etc.  
 

If the gestural accentuation of these micro-differences is favoured, by adding glissandi between 

the pitches, as is the case in this example, if it is specified that the performers should play these 

gestures with a maximal dynamic intensity, if the network builds an extremely dense and saturated 

space, we finally perceive an insistent sound surplus.  

The latter is not supported by any substrate. A kind of evanescent, abstract matter which cannot 

be located, expresses a presence heterogeneous to the network which makes it emerge, and 

                                            
135 Derrida, J. (1967), L’écriture et la différence (Writing and Difference), Editions du Seuil, Paris, p. 300 
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results from each gap dug between the written elements, from each vacillation at all the levels of 

articulation, in the interval between the elements and in the interval between the intervals.  

A virtual object whose ghostly dance haunts space: the object a conceptualized by Lacan? 

This audible effect appears because of the accumulation of gestures, their rapidity, their 

amplitude, their extreme dynamics. It is not generated by the signs written on the score but by a 

hold of the body on these signs.  
 

While elaborating this kind of sequences, the question of the Subject’s position, that of the 

unconscious, particularly arises. A splitting up, a dissolution is induced during the act of writing, 

and it can be grasped only later on.  

The subject (of the unconscious) who writes, who allows himself to be written, overcome or upset 

by what is written, is disintegrated in this plunge into the heart of sound fluxes. He is at the same 

time each dot carried away on the innumerable paths crossed through and a fleeting and 

pulverized presence in each interstice that the shifts of dots keep opening and discovering within 

this moving architecture.  

To cut a space is to stand out, and to stand out is to be multiplied.136  

It is both what is experienced in the time of composition and what is perceived, or sensed - 

perhaps unconsciously - while listening to the work. It is a state which is aimed at, like a horizon of 

the creative moment, and one really knows that seeking a non-knowledge of writing paradoxically 

favours the occurrence of our barest truth, and thereby, the truth of the work. The quest for this 

sound effect also causes the desire to write such sequences. 

At the time when the Subject appears like an absent presence, and meets at his vanishing point 

what cannot be said or written, what is acted, creative ecstasy (psychic Jouissance), is sometimes 

to be understood more as pain than as pleasure in the transfer effectuated towards the 

performer’s body, for a limit is carried further with a jolt, a forced movement. 

Since what is indicated is not a representation but a function, this oscillation of the Subject, 

cancelled by Jouissance, is underlined - if not represented in its purest elementary form - by the 

choice of sound formulae which overturn around an axis. This swinging movement is that of a 

dismissal. 

Here, another fantasy of musical writing leads to not only give a sound to this enjoyment thanks to 

which we are carried away (outside ourselves) during creative work, but also to feed the illusion 

that the resulting score, then the performance, will restore some trace of what was traversed.  
 

I evoked these inscriptions, the marks of a gap in psychic matter, or in musical matter, which can 

be isolated from the place in which they left an imprint and become a specifically significant 

material, as bearing chromosomes - which Deleuze envisages as loci, "i.e. not simply as places in 

space, but as complexes of relations of proximity".137   

As a matter of fact, this work of matter being created is governed by rules of contiguity and 

attraction. These tiny aggregates group and are duplicated. Their mutations proliferate in the 

                                            
136 In French, there is an interesting consonance between the words "découper" ("to cut"), "se découper" (with two possible 
meanings - "to be cut" and "to stand out") and "se décupler" ("to be multiplied") -, but this sonic dimension cannot be transferred to 
the English translation. 
137 Deleuze, G. (1994), Difference and Repetition, translated by Patton, P., Columbia University Press, New York, p. 185 
Original text: Deleuze, G. (1968), Différence et répétition, PUF, Paris, p. 240 
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cracks of an extremely labile sound space where one can sense the alternative palpitation 

between the Subject and Jouissance or the shimmering of a virtual object. There, not there, 

"nobody" when there is only a body and overflowing of drive; "no body" when there is some 

Subject.  

Within this framework, certain parts acquire a bigger consistency in certain places. Small objects 

are detached, as if expelled, are residues of what made them. 

I adopted this approach in two of my pieces, Le livre des trous and Holes and bones.  

From the elaboration of a very dense reticular structure, which can be either audible (in Le Livre 

des trous) or latent (in Holes and bones) and within which series of minimal elements weave 

horizontal and vertical links in a repeated falling movement, certain fragments of this fabric are 

torn up, removed; they build objects (scraps) which are reused, not without distortions, and travel 

through the whole architecture of the piece. They are dilated until they become a texture, 

contracted up to a minimal gesture or a vanishing point. There is a play with the screen they raise 

against gaps, with the breaches to fill in or to surround.  

The musical language of the piece thus underlines the polyfunctionality of its components (and 

those of the unconscious): a literal or signifying function for the evolving sound chains, an objectal 

function for the extracted materials which form compact conglomerates; and the passage from one 

to the other, and still many others. 

What Lacan names letters or signifiers and objects, what Guattari names a molecular formation or 

a molar formation, has to be designated on the musical level by the terms chains of minimal units 

or sound objects, yet keeping in mind that the functions are not established once and for all.  

The particles can either establish sequential linkages just as well as agglutinate to build objects, or 

else recover their autonomy and the shapes which appeared are fragmented into a multitude of 

"sound quanta" which then follow various trajectories.  
 

This writing can cast its nets through all the pieces. As a matter of fact, it also seems interesting to 

determine connections between them, not by gathering them in simple series, but by assigning 

them a place - however relative - at one of the junctions of the structure.  

A piece can thus be the second of a series (or a chain) and the first of another one. It is the case 

of the string quartet ...who holds the strings... which is the second part of the series of pieces 

Order or release, border of relish, but the first of the series www. 

Likewise, the notion of object can be extended to the work in general, this remnant of the creative 

work, a part detached from the psyche of the Subject who created it and which is now 

heterogeneous to him (if not sometimes perceived as monstrous), coming back from outside. In 

this movement of projection outside of the psyche, one can identify with these successive works, 

these objects, each new form of which is substituted to the previous one; one can repeat oneself 

in them, and gets rid of them, perhaps... (I retraced this process in one of my pieces, Repeats, 

defeats). 
 

[...] we must distinguish these discrete elements, these repeated objects, and a secret subject, the real subject of 

repetition, which repeats itself through them.138 

                                            
138 Deleuze, G. (1994), Difference and Repetition, translated by Patton, P., Columbia University Press, New York, p. 23 
Original text: Deleuze, G. (1968), Différence et répétition, PUF, Paris, p. 36 
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In this constant movement of forces, repetition which characterizes the work of the unconscious 

can behave in two different ways: they can be qualified as machinic - a term used by Guattari to 

account for this unconscious which keeps producing - or as mechanical. And both sides of 

repetition are to be related to a different destiny of the subject who repeats.  

The first one does not concern a shape or a content, but the reiteration of a process. Nothing is to 

be represented. Only dynamic forces matter, those that propagate step by step. Each new 

repetition renews the element uttered and never identical to itself, slightly diverts it in relation to 

the point where it has returned. It thereby ensures a creative mobility of the chain, as indicated in 

the examples quoted above, in which the envelope of the sound molecules is affected by the 

multiple variations of the minimal units. Therefore, even if some strata are punctually identified 

according to the superimpositions of these repetitive series, the sediments which compose them 

and their contact points between the layers undergo a constant rearrangement, which gives a 

great fluidity to the whole. 

In the second kind of repetition, the mechanical one, the process does not introduce any variation 

of the elements. The mobility is no longer dynamic but static, in the sense that the sound signifier - 

or gesture - always returns identical to itself, like these motor stereotypies of psychotic 

individuals.139 The obturated alternation of the molecules A1 and A2, into A1-A2-A1-A2... (or of the 

particles a1 and a2, into a1-a2-a1-a2...), and no longer the "differentiating" series A1+A2+A3... An.  

Instead of unfolding a spiral, either the circuit is coiled on itself in a dead end, or the components 

of a stratum are crystallized, caught on a pole of fixation, and are no longer likely to slide towards 

other layers or to generate new arrangements. Enslaved to the shapes and places where they got 

frozen, they show the implacable logic which alienates them. 

Both repetitions are not always compartmentalized and can mutually lead to each other. I worked 

on both aspects in the piece for five instruments and electronics, Fluctuatio (in)animi, in which the 

musical processes are trapped several times in sound sequences which use electronic sounds 

evoking a machine. 
 

But this notion of repetition also questions an unfolding of time in the musical work.  

In the unconscious, the temporal dimension is really specific. 

On the musical level, the most immediate temporal perception is that which makes us hear 

successive sound events, as the words of a speech respect a syntactic order.  

Even within the framework of a psychoanalytic session, the structure of language is preserved. 

One word after another, one sound after another. This required condition certainly sets up a 

common code for the individuals engaged into an intersubjective situation. But we have seen how 

this other logic of the unconscious (a preeminence of the signifiers) affects the utterances.  

Rebounds, echoes, reverberations run in all directions on the thread of the discourse. Junctions, 

abrupt shifts, returns, breaks, mark the recurrence of these minimal traits which slide according to 

criteria of phonetic or semantic contiguity, and jump from one word to the next. "Chute", "chut!" (in 

French), "shut" and "cut", "cutter", "taire", "muet comme une tombe" (in French);140 silence and 

                                            
139 The stereotypies consist in a persistent repetition of meaningless acts or gestures. They can be observed in some cases of 
schizophrenia. 
140 The sonic quality of language builds connections between words with different meanings and leads to a crossroads of lines 
which induce an emergence of sense. Having a same consonance, the French words "chute" and "chut!" mean a "fall" and 
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death, and suddenly, three trajectories are condensed into this formula: the fall which reappears at 

this connection point between "tombe" ("grave") and "tomber" ("to fall down") and the vanishing of 

the words ("chut!") which echoes that of the being, death ("tombe":  the "grave"). 

But "muet" (the French word for "mute") ramifies into "muer" ("to moult"), mutation or birth, a 

slough and a chrysalis, when "terre" ("earth"), "père" ("father") and the recollection of a past 

situation are linked on another line.141 And therefore, with the unveiling of these hidden bounds, 

elements which seemed isolated will join at crossroads where sense emerges. 

Such series have been previously evoked in the detailed description of successive deviations of A, 

B, or C sound chains (a local level and a reduced scale). One word with another, one word with a 

current event, one event with a shred of memory, respond to one another in multiplied resonances 

through various times of our experience. One sound with another, one timbre with another, one 

object with another, are the signals of this temporal reverberation. 
 

This approach can be applied to more global musical situations, whose enraged outburst, 

unpredictable interruption, breathlessness for instance, will be identified to be found again further 

on, as if they were appearing thanks to the encounter with another situation which had followed its 

singular trajectory.  

The listeners are thereby immersed into interwoven times. If they try to cling to the representations 

of the sound objects that they discerned, they have the sensation that the latter are slashed under 

the violence of the torsions produced by these breaches and about-turns. The listeners hear these 

representations as remnants or vestiges and experience a "fragmented time" (the title of one of 

Green’s books) in which an object or a portion of object which returns and insists will however be 

sometimes recognized.142  

If the listeners give up this fatally partial recognition of the roughly sketched figures which break 

up, they allow themselves to be carried away by the fluxes, in a time experienced as a pure 

process, when what matters does not concern the elements swept away by the course, but the 

course itself, an "empty form of time".143  

This movement in which only some passage persists is what Le Poulichet names the catastrophic 

instant (but is it not the ecstatic instant as well?) which "would be this temporal mode in which the 

ego is reduced to the tip of another instant which is the same and yet quite different: the bare, 

uninhabitable time."144 

To invoke another science of the Real, quantum physics teaches us that the objects, as we 

perceive them with our human eyes, have actually quite another materiality. Their shapes which 

we freeze in definite dimensions and places, present an amount of uncertainty which results from 

                                                                                                                                   
"shush!". "Muet comme une tombe" means "silent as a grave". The French word "muet" means "mute" and has the same 
consonance as "muer" ("to moult") while "tombe" ("a grave") also means "(he/she) falls". 
141 In French, "taire" ("to keep something secret") and "terre" ("earth") are sonically similar. The same sound leads to two meanings 
and thereby, two possible ramifications thanks to the free association method. 
142 Green, A. (2000), Le Temps éclaté (Fragmented Time), Editions de Minuit, Paris 
143 Deleuze, G. (1969), Logique du sens, Editions de Minuit, Coll. "Critique", Paris, p. 79 
English translation: Deleuze, G. (1969), The Logic of Sense, translated by Lester, M., with Stivale, edited by C., Constantin V. 
Boundas, The Athlone Press, London, p. 62: "[...] there are two times, one of which is composed only of interlocking presents; the 
other is constantly decomposed into elongated pasts and futures. There are two times, one of which is always definite, active or 
passive, the other eternally Infinitive and eternally neutral. One is cyclical, measures the movement of bodies and depends on the 
matter which limits and fills it out; the other is a pure straight line at the surface, incorporeal, unlimited, an empty form of time, 
independent of all matter."  
144 Le Poulichet, S. (1992), L’œuvre du temps en psychanalyse (The Work of Time in Psychoanalysis), Editions Payot & Rivages, 
Paris, p. 121 
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the constant motion of quanta whose either localization or trajectory cannot exactly be determined. 

Here, there is another reality which exceeds that of our perceptive capacities.  

Regarding the temporal perception, does not the same thing happen? And might not musical 

writing reveal these "sound quanta"?  
 

To approach the unconscious is to transgress, or to "trance-gress", for we have seen that musical 

or gestural repetition (whose part is important in experiences of trance, with Sufi mystics, for 

instance) is a process of opening to this other psychic reality, inaccessible or partially accessible, 

when representations are undone along a psychoanalytical path. Regarding this other reality, this 

space which is neither figurable nor namable, this Real that Leclaire invites us to unmask145 and 

about which Lacan says that it is "at the limit of our experience", the musical work tries to make it 

tangible, to delineate its contours, to capture its forces, to catch it in the nets of an extreme 

rigorous writing, with however the certainty that this endeavour is already a betrayal.146 

The Invisible Man and his bandages: they indicate that there is some being.  

To write is the double attempt to weave these bandages which tighten an invisible consistency as 

closely as possible, and to undo them in order to hold directly this force that they simultaneously 

hide and underline. It consists in standing at the border, where the evocation of the possibility of a 

pure shapeless presence makes us sense it, but paradoxically introduces the impurity that writing 

gives.  

The limit of the experience is always to be extended, being the germ of desire to start again the 

creative work experienced as a plunge into what implacably escapes us.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                            
145 Leclaire, S. (1971), Démasquer le réel (Unmasking the Real), Editions du Seuil, Paris 
146 Lacan, J. (1956-57; 1994), Le Séminaire. Livre IV. La relation d’objet (The Seminar of Jacques Lacan. Book IV. The Object 
Relation), edited by Miller, J.-A., Seuil, Paris, p. 31 
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Example 4 - Fluctuatio (in)animi for five instruments and electronics 

Process for four strings (violin, viola, violoncello and double bass): superimposition of An, Bn, Cn, and Dn chains 
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Article 2 - Für eine Nanomusik (2011) 

Neue Zeitschrift für Musik. Das Magazin für neue Tone. Klangzeitort 

Universität der Künste, Berlin, pp. 60-63 

 

English title: For a nanomusic - French title: Pour une nanomusique - Translation: C. Maïda 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Can thirty-four entangled spears compose a being? Yes, a Meidosem.147 
 

The Meidosem is this being that Henri Michaux imagined, composed of a fragile and moving fabric 

of intertwined threads, crisscrossed with spasms and electrical quivering. 

More than thirty-four tangles are obviously needed to compose a living being, and quite 

particularly a human being... But it is really the entanglement of connections of all kinds which is at 

the origin of any organism. 
 

At the beginning of the 20th century, three major discoveries deeply modified the way we look 

upon humanity. 

Psychoanalysis operated a revolution in the notions of subject and psyche. In 1900, Freud 

published The Interpretation of Dreams and presented the theory of the unconscious, 

demonstrating that it can be accessed thanks to dreams and to the free association technique. 

Numerous psychoanalytical research followed Freud’s writings, mainly with the English school 

(Klein, Bion, Winnicott) and Lacan, in post-war France, who proposed new concepts, under the 

influence of linguistics, structuralism and cybernetics.  

In this same year 1900, after Mendel’s works about the laws of heredity were rediscovered, 

genetic knowledge developed by revealing genes located on chromosomes and on the DNA 

molecule or by studying mutations. The contribution of physicists and biochemists paved the way 

to the emergence of molecular biology which, in the early 21st century, went through an 

extraordinary upheaval. It is known that genes code for proteins that have specific functions in the 

organism. This genetic material is common to all living beings, from bacteria to Humankind. The 

human genotype will very likely be fully decoded by the end of our century.  

But one must beware of a "fetishism of the gene", for geneticists themselves are aware of all the 

remaining lacunae. It is known that genes do not correspond to specific abilities but act mostly in 

interdependence (there is no gene for intelligence or artistic creativity...). 

In the early 20th century, brain research had developed for already a half-century. After 1950, the 

knowledge of the organization of the nervous system took shape thanks to the electronic 

microscope. The electrical activity of the brain and chemical transmissions between neurons were 

discovered. The encephalon presents a very complex assembling of more than ten billion neuronal 

connections entangled to one another and in which electrical impulses and chemical signals 

propagate. 
 

Despite the ever deeper study of cerebral faculties, one cannot consider that one individual’s 

thought or affects are reducible to the assembly of neurons being activated. It really seems that no 

                                            
147 Michaux, H. (1949), La vie dans les plis, Editions Poésie/Gallimard, Paris, p. 118 
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science is in a position to account for all the complexity and the subjective dimension of the human 

being.  

The different cerebral waves that appear according to one individual’s changes of state 

(wakefulness, attention, rest, sleep, dream...) have been identified. It is known that perceptions or 

behaviours also correspond to the release of certain neurotransmitters and to an activity more 

specifically visible in precise areas of the brain (visual, auditory, motor areas...). However, the 

observed phenomena do not concentrate exclusively in it and a large number of neuronal 

connections and transmissions are also present throughout the whole cortex. Neuronal plasticity 

has been demonstrated thanks to the study of patients suffering from cerebral lesions.  
 

But this information teaches us nothing about the specificity of a subject. In dreams, for example, 

the cerebral waves that an EEG measures do not indicate why some signifiers assemble 

according to such or such configuration in the dream content.148 Psychoanalysis attempts to 

decipher this side, focusing on the individual’s dimension of drive, and art brings its light to this 

enterprise by elaborating its imaginary figures. 
 

Why should models derived from these three disciplines be used in order to develop musical 

processes? They have in common to try to throw light on corporeal mechanisms, in an anatomical 

and functional dimension and on a microscopic level (genes, neurons), or in a drive, fantasmatic 

and imaginary dimension (the body of desire). 

Genetics (which accounts for the constituent material of all living being), neuropsychology (which 

studies cerebral structures and functions) and psychoanalysis (rather more preoccupied with each 

individuals’ singularity, with their specific experience and psychic architecture) thus bring us 

precious complementary data to try to understand the human being.  

Moreover, on a structural level, if one temporarily gives up the field to which these three disciplines 

apply, each of them accounts for a connective system, a network. One can thus start from this 

observation to define which characteristics will be developed in musical works: connectivity, 

circulation of sound flux, formal mobility, to name only a few. 

According to the System Theory (von Bertalanffy) converging on cybernetics which was developed 

at the same time, systems are everywhere and have an open nature.149 A complex system is an 

ensemble composed of a great number of entities in dynamic, local and simultaneous interaction, 

and it presents a large variability of states.  
 

The systemic approach and cybernetics take into account so various complex systems that they 

can be only transdisciplinary. In the second half of the 20th century, the cybernetic revolution 

brought a whole set of modellings within different fields such as artificial intelligence (notably the 

Internet), psychology, psychoanalysis, sociology, neurophysiology and neurobiology. 

This definition of a dynamic and complex system can be at the same time applied to genetic 

phenomena (chains of nucleotides that form amino acids then proteins and an ensemble of 

macromolecules making up the organism), to cerebral processes (circulation of information 

between neurons within a very dense and stratified network of connections), or psychic and 

                                            
148 EEG: Electroencephalogram 
149 Bertalanffy (von), L. (2001), General System Theory, George Braziller, New York 
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unconscious processes (link of the signifiers within an associative network) as well as to music (an 

ensemble of minimal units with relations of pitches and durations, in space and time). Therefore, 

there is no contradiction in considering music as a set of systemic potentialities just like living, 

cerebral or psychic systems. Like those, it consists of evolving graphs of signs and diagrams of 

flux. 
  

On the genetic level, the DNA, an elastic macromolecule which comprises two strands (a double 

helix), is present in the nucleus of all living cells. It stores the genetic information necessary to the 

development and to the functioning of an organism and transmits it from one generation to the 

next. Each strand is formed by binding nucleotides which assemble three parts only one of which 

varies, the azoted base (four possible bases) and which linearly follow each other pairing with their 

complementary base on the other strand. They group by three (codons) with various combinations 

in order to form amino acids, thereby making up a coding message for the synthesis of proteins 

(through the RNAm). For instance, a chain of Guanine, Cytosine and Thymine nucleotides (GCT) 

will give Alanine amino acid.  

The observed phenomena are extremely dynamic (interactions, transfers of energy, fixations, 

separations, reassemblings...) and this activity takes place at a minimal level (a nanometre scale). 
 

          Figure 1150                                                          Figure 2151 

                            

              

                                                

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

Using these intracellular mechanisms as models, it is possible to elaborate "sound nucleotides", 

composed of either one pitch, if the genetic nucleotide is considered as an entity in itself, or of 

three pitches if its three-part structure is adopted. The connections between these sound elements 

can reproduce the same configurations as these small figures traced on the genetic level. For 

instance, some motives close to those of codons can be built.  

                                            
150  Figure 1 - "DNA", Wikipédia. L’encyclopédie libre, available at: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DNA#/media/File:DNA_chemical_structure.svg (accessed March 10, 2011) 
151  Figure 2 - “Structure des protéines" ("Protein Structure"), Wikipedia. The Free Encyclopedia, available at: 
https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Structure_des_prot%C3%A9ines#/media/File:Alphahelix.png (accessed March 10, 2011) 

Four nucleotides of the DNA linked and paired, 

Adenine (A) and Thymine (T), Guanine (G) and 

Cytosine (C). 

 

Structure of a DNA α helix. 
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Figure 3152                                                                                           Figure 4153 
 

 

 

            

 

Figures 5 and 6        

 

 

 

 
Figure 7 - Examples of chains of "sound codons" 

 

 

 
 

 

 
Evolving towards ever more sophisticated levels of musical elaboration, these modules which 

mimic the configurations of amino acids can articulate together, their interlocking creating "sound 

molecules". With a pivoting system within the field of frequencies, they travel throughout the whole 

space of the spectrum and build up increasingly complex assemblings.  

I am currently developing a project with the bioinformatics Department of Strasbourg University. 

From very precise chromosomal data (sub-regions with various functions, probabilities of 

appearance, the order of succession and the number of nucleotides per sub-region, observable 

motives...), a conversion into acoustic data can be proposed. Here are a few of them: the length of 

each sub-region can correspond to a frequency (Hz) and the ensemble of regions (with different 

lengths) to a sound spectrum, the number of repeats of the bases to a duration (aaaaa = a5, ccc = 

c3), etc. 
 

But genes code for proteins responsible for the development and the regulation of the neuronal 

circuits which are involved in various aspects of the cerebral functioning. Neurons differ from other 

types of cells. They express genes which are specific to them. But they are in much larger number 

than those. Each neuron is connected to thousands of other neurons.154 The level of organization 

is therefore much more complex. Innervations are multiple and wave-shaped signals propagate 

along axons. The internal coding of the cerebral machine is both a topological coding of the 

connections (Changeux’s neuronal graphs) and a coding of electrical impulses or of chemical 

signals.155  
 

Musical writing is close to these characteristics. The processes are both particulate (connections 

between units, figures drawn by the various densities of grouping, fields of forces) and undulatory 

                                            
152  Figure 3 - Alanine (amino acid), “Protéine" ("Protein"), Wikipedia. The Free Encyclopedia, available at: 
https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prot%C3%A9ine#/media/File:L-alanine-skeletal.png 
153  Figure 4 - Asparagine (amino acid), “Protéine" ("Protein"), Wikipedia. The Free Encyclopedia, available at 
https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prot%C3%A9ine#/media/File:L-asparagine-2D-skeletal.png 
154 See the graphic, last page. 
155 Changeux, J.-P. (1983), L’Homme neuronal (Neuronal Man: The Biology of Mind), Hachette Littératures, Coll. "Pluriel", Paris 

Alanine (chemical formula). 

Four kinds of possible 

codons: GCT, GCC, GCA 

or GCG. 

Asparagine (chemical 

formula). Two kinds of 

possible codons: AAT 

or AAC. 

Two examples of (timeless) modules of pitches imitating the 

configurations of amino acids. The lines which link the 

pitches can be glissandi.  
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(just like nervous impulses, sound waves propagate). Moreover, the stratified arrangement in the 

cerebral cortex (six superimposed layers) allows ramifications on a horizontal level as well as on a 

vertical one. In musical elaboration, this double dimension occurs in the relationships established 

between the various sound strata and in a temporality. 
 

Beyond the ideological fights between neuropsychology and psychoanalysis, a rhizomatic 

structure common to the brain and the psyche can be noticed.156 Sensorial organs and the whole 

body are projected onto the cortex (tactile receptors), and a representation of the world gets 

organized in territories. Additionally, some regions of the body occupy a disproportionate surface 

in it (the hand and the mouth, for humans). It is therefore obvious that the more or less important 

function of an organ conditions the extent of the projection. Moreover, no sensorial experience is 

neutral. The body is both a transmitter-receiver of biological signals and a surface on which 

mnemonic traces get unconsciously imprinted all the more deeply and durably since their affective 

coloration will have been intense (pain, pleasure). During childhood, the innervations of neurons 

multiply prodigiously and the combinations of signifiers (fragments of events, of memories) joint 

and agglomerate to constitute the singular psychic architecture of an individual.157 
 

At the intersection of these three disciplines, a nanomusic can be imagined.  

In whatever way the elements are considered (an articulation of nucleotides, neurons or signifiers; 

conglomerates of macromolecules, mental objects or drive objects; transfers of energy in the cell, 

nervous influx or path of the drive), their structural characteristics are so close that they make the 

writing converge onto the elaboration of nanoprocesses. These processes exert on very mobile 

elementary units with varying combinations. All kinds of forces act on these particles and sweep 

them away in irrepressible movements. Their trajectories run along dynamic circuits that are 

endlessly rearranged. Small mobiles appear, oscillate, hold onto one another and create linear 

chains or compact coagulations. But these small constructions are undone by the circulation of 

dots which travel and condensate in other zones.  
 

Atoms, molecules, the nanoworld makes us discover objects invisible to the naked eye, with 

essentially quantum behaviours. It leads us to a conceptual scientific revolution. Historically, the 

fabrication of objects used to consist of the arrangement of great aggregates of matter. Today, 

nanotechnologies are based on the opposite method, going from the smallest to the biggest. 

Music seems to be particularly appropriate to exploit this reversal of perspective. Its kinetic 

properties and its capacity for a proliferating quasi self-generation afford a manipulation of sound 

components on an increasing level of abstraction.  
 

And what is more abstract and impalpable than the psychic unconscious, mobilized in any artistic 

production...? 
 

                                            
156 Deleuze, G. and Guattari, F. (1980), Mille plateaux. Capitalisme et schizophrénie 2, Editions de Minuit, Coll. "Critique", Paris 
English translation:  Deleuze, G. and Guattari, F. (1980; 1987), A Thousand Plateaus. Capitalism and Schizophrenia 2, translated 
by Massumi, B., University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis/London 
157 For more details concerning the relationships between musical writing and the psychic unconscious, see the article "...ça écrit 
ça écrit ça écrit ça..." published in Filigranes n°6 in 2007. 
Maïda, C. (2007), "…ça écrit ça écrit ça écrit ça...", Filigranes n°6, "Musique et inconscient" ("Music and unconscious"), Musique, 
Esthétique, Sciences, Société (Music, Aesthetics, Sciences, Society), Delaplace, J. and Moll, O. (ed.), Editions Delatour, Paris 
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Figure 8 - Neurons, pyramidal and star shaped cells, and layers of the cortex 

Graphic excerpted from:  

Changeux, J.-P., L’Homme neuronal (Neuronal Man: The Biology of Mind)
158

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 

 

 
 
 
 

Figure 9 - Field of frequencies and entangled modules of pitches 

Mutatis mutandis for twelve amplified strings (2008) - Graphic of the conclusion 

 

                                            
158 Changeux, J.-P. (1983), L’Homme neuronal (Neuronal Man: The Biology of Mind), Hachette Littératures, Coll. "Pluriel", Paris 
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Figure 10 - Excerpt from Mutatis mutandis for twelve amplified strings 
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Article 3 - Worstsaid Ho, worstheard Ho (2010) 

Positionen, 85, Texte zur Aktuellen Musik, "Schreibkrise?" 

Nauck, G. (ed.), Verlag Positionen, Berlin, pp. 37-39 

 

French title: Cap au dire, cap au ouïr - Translation: C. Maïda 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Samuel Beckett, Worstward Ho: 
 

On. Say on. Be said on. Somehow on. Till nohow on. Said nohow on. 

Say for be said. Missaid. From now say for missaid. 

Say a body. Where none. No mind. Where none. That at least. A place. Where none. For the body. To be in. Move in. Out 

of. Back into. No. No out. No back. Only in. Stay in. On in. Still.159 
 

In his fascinating world, closed on itself, through an extreme effort of rarefaction of words - in a 

language stripped to a minimum -, Beckett attempts at the conquest of the secluded, unspeakable, 

impalpable zone of the psyche that can be imagined as immersed in an immense and immobile 

elsewhere or, inversely, as tenuous as the slight palpitation of a point. The being in its most 

inaccessible nudity. 

Paradoxical as it may appear, and for all its volubility, my music hinges on this search. 

Beckett went to the extreme limit of the impossible to say: where no word is spoken, how can it be 

said? From this limit, the music weaves its journey. To this imprecise border where symbolization 

has no more hold, where something is irreducibly beyond the capture that language would like to 

attempt at, where the rough cuts of the words cannot evoke the opacity of so fragile yet so 

powerful a presence, music spreads out its world of signs, its web of vibrations. How can one 

describe or make the voice audible, the voice of absence or the absence of voice, the voice of 

what is experienced before the acquisition of language, nestling in an embryonic state in the most 

private nucleus of the psyche (the autistic nucleus)? 
 

"Say a body", Beckett writes. 

But which body? The biological body, a complex and surprising assembling? The psychic body, a 

body of sensation? The primeval experience of the body on which marks, invisible scarifications 

get imprinted as early as birth. Traces of pleasure and suffering delineate this body which is 

halfway biological and psychic, the body of desire, the pulsional body. Can both these approaches 

of the body overlap? One knows that it is not so simple. The drive does not run along the axons of 

neurons... but sound might run like the drive. 

What is the body? How is the unity of the biological body possible? How is this body experienced, 

perceived? How is the unity of a person possible? Are they at one with their body or are they 

separated from it? How can they feel that this body, made of a multiplicity of buried imprints and 

carnal recollections, carrying an unconscious and fragmentary memory, is one and only one, their 

own, in space and time? And one can feel the proximity of psychic collapse or disintegration 

always possible to experience, this ever permanent splitting of the being full of inner multiple 

voices, some of which are inaccessible (the unconscious).  

                                            
159 Beckett, S. (1983), Worstward Ho, John Calder Publishing, London 
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On a biomolecular level, the DNA molecule is made of pairs of nucleotides - minimal chemical 

units - that code for proteins. How do these interactions induce more and more refined 

elaborations, developing on ever more complex levels to constitute organs and an organism? How 

is this cohesion of matter possible?  

On the psychoanalytical level, how are perceptions, sensations, affects, as archaic as they may 

be, gradually structured into the literal order (a combinatory of signifiers), i.e. the framework of all 

the representative constructions for an individual? These unconscious mnemonic traces are 

indelible inscriptions and are characterized by the singular architecture of their psyche. What 

keeps the permanence of an I, despite the various psychic instances of the person, through the 

succession of experienced space and time? 
 

These questions cross through all my pieces, whatever the angle selected, whether genetic or 

neuropsychologic, i.e. at the heart of matter and its laws, or psychoanalytical, referring to psychic 

organization. 

It is the enigma of the Being (the origin of the world, of the living), and it is also the enigma of the 

being (the origin of thought, of affects, of the Ego).  

This question haunts the child and Art tries to give an answer to this “Why?”, to this encounter with 

the incomprehensible.  

Why do we receive music as a whole, as a sound entity, in spite of its disintegrated matter? How 

do those frameworks of points and waves shape coherence of sound? 
 

To be the closest to one’s truth is an attempt to let the little mutistic girl speak as she comes up 

against the world.160 Music was born of her silence, of an impossibility of words. And musical 

writing provides a possibility of meaning. It is the voice of childhood, with its questions, its anguish, 

its suffering and its traumas, surrounded by the opacity of a psyche being still in the making. How 

can it be restored to the adult who cannot or does not want to hear it? The artistic quest tries to 

recall this presence of the child who lives on somewhere within us, and to allow an unexpressed 

voice to be heard, sometimes a nearly hallucinatory presence. To listen to all the times that are 

there, in their full presence, so close and so distant, since it is known that all the stages of 

structuring are stored. Nothing is forgotten, not even the forgotten. Through the creative process, 

something is called upon, something will be able to occur. 

The work of writing, so close to a psychoanalytical process, thus allows to project outside of 

oneself what was intimately veiled, and to recognize this self in artistic production, to recognize 

oneself. 

The musical work has an ambiguous status. It is a piece of the psyche, a part of the subject 

fluttering outside of the body, a quasi-substance vibrating into space, for it has materialized, given 

shape to a psychic reality. It is also a perceptible object which gains its autonomy and which 

spreads out in space-time, an intra-subjective territory between the creator and him/herself, an 

inter-subjective territory between the creator and the listener.  

This projection of a form combines aesthetic and cathartic functions. The boundaries between 

inside and outside have disappeared, and the point of passage can then constitute a sound mirror 

                                            
160 I chose to translate the French word “mutique” by "mutistic" rather than by "mute" because it refers to a psychological inability to 
speak in certain situations, with an anxiety which goes beyond shyness.  
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in which I, a composer, will recognize myself, and will have to accept to reincorporate this part of 

the unknown. This mirror-witness reflects, work after work, through the successive projections and 

reintrojections, the inner psychic mutations of the artist. This mirror will perhaps send some 

feedback to the one, different and yet similar, who receives it. 
 

Why such fascination with music? 

Music has the specificity to always lie beyond. It lies beyond the Imaginary, for the figures and the 

volumes that it delineates are not images. The possibility of sound images can be called to mind, 

but they present therefore a kind of paradox. Being not perceptible through vision, they belong to 

the field of abstraction and a capacity to produce diagrams, configurations of mobile particles, 

which connect multitudes of points and dissolve into a polydimensional space. In this regard, 

music - a sound body - can express distorted and potentially endlessly distortable images of the 

body. The sound Imaginary goes beyond the limits of the visual Imaginary since the vectorizations 

of points, lines, curves, trajectories and intersections are part of a boundless space. 

But music lies also beyond the symbolic, in its narrowest meaning, i.e. beyond what is identified by 

language. 

For Lacan, "The real, or what is perceived as such, is what absolutely resists to symbolization".161 

The symbolic system, in the most restrictive meaning of the term, only concerns language. But 

music develops an ensemble of articulations of signs. Accordingly, it can be envisaged as a 

language which, for lack of designation and meaning, cuts surfaces and marks condensations 

within undifferentiated sound, catches a portion of this infinite ensemble and tries to give a 

framework to this non-imaged figuration which might be linked to the theories that physicists put 

forward to explain the universe. The same endeavour to apprehend and contain the unknown is at 

the intersection of the artistic and scientific approaches. Physical formulae and musical poetizing 

converge toward this non-symbolizing zone that the Real is (according to Lacan), in a common 

effort to surround, envelop, reduce - who knows? - what is experienced as a void. How can one 

create a shape around a void, the shape of this void, and make some meaning appear (a void 

being what cannot be represented without any scientific tools rather more than what does not 

exist)? It is the capture of non-sonic forces.162 

In this journey, the strangeness of outside and inside converge in a set of signs. In the renewed 

attempt to recover an originating fund, in the insistence to control these signs and to reiterate the 

trajectories of ever more tightened spirals around a centre, it is a matter of finally being born to the 

world and to oneself. 

In this way, with each new piece, the inaugural and endlessly repeated act - a quasi ritual - 

consists in cutting out a space of frequencies. As if a piece of sound cosmos was grabbed, a first 

ceasura is brought in operation between me and something else; and from this delimited surface, 

the work will have to spread out with its game of figures and its singularity.  
 

                                            
161 Lacan, J. (1975), Le Séminaire. Livre I. Les écrits techniques de Freud (The Seminar of Jacques Lacan. Book I. Freud’s Papers 
on Technique), Editions du Seuil, Paris, p. 110 
162 Deleuze, G. (1981; 1996), Francis Bacon. Logique de la sensation, La Vue le Texte aux Editions de la Différence, Turin 
English translation: Deleuze, G. (2003), Francis Bacon. The Logic of Sensation, translated from the French by Smith, D. W., 
Continuum, London 
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Say for be said. Missaid.163 
 

How can one say what cannot be said? To say is a delusion, but an essential delusion. To say 

oneself is always to say the gap, and in this gap with oneself, to betray oneself (to unveil oneself) 

and to betray (to fail). The power of music, however, is to offer us this wordless speech.  

To give oneself up to the successive ephemeral figurations, constructions and deconstructions of 

fragile sound constellations which appear in the movement of their disappearance or disappear in 

the movement of their appearance. The ghostly and illusory nature of these objects carried away 

by the trajectories that turn around an absence, as the mathematical equation articulated around 

an x indicates the place of the unknown factor without being able to determine its shape. 

The musical work is a paradoxical, twofold construction.  

On the one hand, it unfolds its sound chains, its interlocked events. It appears in the thickness of a 

polystratified structure, accumulating layers of matter that slide or crystallize in a fluid movement 

or with furious oscillations. The intertwining of these multitudes allows one to hear an evanescent 

presence that dances in the interstices. It echoes thereby the experience of human beings, who 

can feel that their psyche does not cover their brain with a perfect adequacy, that their sensations 

extend beyond their body image and who always miss the meeting in their relation to the world.  

On the other hand, the work unties, point after point, the connections that were established, giving 

substance to objects. Lines loosen, surfaces disintegrate, and this nudity that Beckett was hunting 

down between the words emerges in a gap.   

This crossing retraces the stages in the structuring of the person, the series of identifications 

which constitute the Ego. At the same time, it mimics the opposite way that leads to parting with 

these identifications, divesting the Ego, and aiming at a reduction in alienation, a way forward to 

more freedom.  
 

It is a kind of pact with oneself and with the creation in progress that must be incited and accepted 

each time. Personal ethics consists in trying to be permanently in the "vanguard" of oneself, i.e., 

once the structural frame is established, severing the links of a musical speech which develops 

with its own logic, and whose destiny is to escape from a will of consciousness, or to infiltrate on 

all the levels of various psychic strata at work in the writing process. Traversed by this intense and 

destabilizing movement, musical events vibrate under the pressure of all kinds of forces: forces of 

sliding, mutation, distortion, condensation, accumulation, proliferation, crystallization, stratification, 

oscillation or pivot, symmetry, flattening, pulverization, vacuum, disappearance.  
 

A place. Where none.164 
 

All these forces that can be encountered in psychic life, and more specifically in dreams (the 

access door to the unconscious), give its matter, its textures, its trajectories and its moving 

borders to the piece, flow into the artistic production which is both a content - forces into action - 

and a container - a place of pure forces, with elastic outlines. It is a place where simple 

oppositions such as subject/object, content/container, inside/outside disappear, a place where 

                                            
163 Beckett, S. (1983), Worstward Ho, John Calder Publishing, London 
164 Ibid. 
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sensory experience disturbs classifications, where one touches with hearing, hears through the 

stomach. This immaterial place is everywhere and nowhere, giving sometimes the sensation to be 

outside of the human being and the world, "where none"... 

The power of music is to be at the same time outside and inside, and to reverse data that one 

would tend to consider as definitely certain.  
 

In a world in which the will of totally eliminating any risk contaminates every field, and in which the 

search for meaningless objects is a substitute for the search for meaning, if the artists allow 

themselves to let music travel towards unknown territories and if the listeners allow themselves to 

receive it without any constraint, I like to think that music sheds light on the mirage of the 

intoxicated consumption of objects, reasserts its subversive power of wavering and dismissal, of 

the disruption of markers, going beyond intellectual and perceptive categories and spreading its 

cycle of tiny yet infinite revolutions. 
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Article 4 - Instants-passages (1999)165 

Cahiers Bleus n°13. Actes du Colloque de Cerisy: Henri Michaux est-il seul? 

Editions Les Cahiers Bleus, Troyes, pp. 89-93 

 

Article about the piece Instants-Passages for soprano, clarinet, violoncello and percussion  

(adapted from excerpts from L’infini turbulent by Henri Michaux) 166 

Commissioned by INSIEME ensemble. Premiere: January 23rd, 1998. Soirées Musicales d’Arles 

 

Translation: C. Maïda 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Over the last few years, my compositional research has been an attempt to articulate musical 

discourse along the same lines as unconscious psychic processes. Instants-Passages outlines a 

moving network of plural sound objects which are never fixed or completed, but metamorphose, 

fissure, combine with one another to give rise to composite textures, temporarily setting up 

arrangements, unsteady compositions through their endless transformation activity. 

The framework of the piece would come apart if the irrepressible energy which runs through it did 

not bring in insistent lines of forces between the fragments, persistences which make them 

resonate with one another. 
 

During the composition of the piece Instants-passages, I was permeated with the recent reading of 

three psychoanalytical works, L’espace imaginaire and Le corps, l’espace et le temps (Sami-

Ali),167 as well as L’œuvre du temps en psychanalyse (Le Poulichet).168 
 

The relationship between Michaux’s mescaline experiments and the imaginary space-time 

described by both psychoanalysts (whose most obvious representative is dream functioning) 

immediately occurred to me. 

Therefore, I chose to apprehend Michaux’s text through a psychoanalytical approach focused on 

the functioning of the unconscious (and not exclusively on its content). 
 

Besides, the linguistic approach has also been invaluable (I will come back to this later). 
 

In dreams, the dreamer’s psychic isolation from the outside world opens a corporeal experience 

that destroys the distance between the subject and space. The corporeal boundaries are 

abolished, the opposition inside-outside is destroyed and there is an absolute coincidence 

between the subject and the space of the dream.  
 

A double projection of the subject establishes a relationship of mutual inclusion, such as the subject finds himself inside 

himself, in a space that is himself.169 
 

                                            
165 This piece is no longer part of my catalogue of works. 
166 Michaux, H. (1964), L’infini turbulent, Editions Mercure de France, Paris 
Two excerpts are chosen: p.11 and pp. 75-76. 
167 Sami-Ali (1974), L’espace imaginaire (Imaginary Space), Editions Gallimard, Coll. "Tel", Paris 
Sami-Ali (1990), Le corps, l’espace et le temps (Body, Space and Time), Editions Dunod, Paris 
168 Le Poulichet, S. (1994), L’œuvre du temps en psychanalyse (The Work of Time in Psychoanalysis), Editions Payot & Rivages, 
Paris 
169 Sami-Ali (1990), Le corps, l’espace et le temps (Body, Space and Time), Editions Dunod, Paris 
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The space of dream becomes an unlimited corporeal space which can indefinitely spread or, on 

the contrary, be reduced into a tiny dot. In this non-permanence, the subject splits up, is atomized 

into the figures which come across his dream.  
 

In the field of the dream, the dreamer himself finds himself identified to those objects that watch him and constitute him 

since there is no longer any gap between what is seen and the point where it is seen from.170 
 

The subject disintegrates, scattered among the images of the content of the dream, 

simultaneously taking place in several staring points. (The existence of a unique perspective, of a 

centre from which the ego would watch the visible, is completely destroyed in dreams). 

This experience of dream can be related to the condition of the subject under the influence of 

mescaline. Any sensation of corporeal and psychic unity is lost (besides, it is a permanent feature 

in Michaux’s work, enhanced here by drug-taking). No more global form, no more perception of a 

whole, but a multitude of fragments of objects, of molecules into which the ego is absorbed. 
 

In both selected excerpts, the process begins with a complete dissolution of the identity of the 

visible figures, connecting Michaux’s experiment with the schizophrenic process described by 

Deleuze and Guattari:  
 

There is a schizophrenic experience of intensive quantities in their pure state [...] an intense feeling of transition, states of 

pure, naked intensity stripped of all shape and form.171 
 

The dissemination of the subject into the objects of the dream would go on with the disintegration 

of the subject-object complex into particles, like a plunge into the heart of matter as described in 

modern physics; it recalls again here the schizophrenic experience:  
 

[...] this schizo who sought to remain at this unbearable point where the mind touches matter and lives its very intensity, 

consumes it [...].172 
 

Selection of both excerpts 
 

This choice was motivated by what connects them. For both, the visible starting point is a 

perception (visual in the case of the first excerpt, auditory in the case of the second one), but an 

obvious ambiguity immediately appears. 
 

Is it really a perception or a projection of the psychic mechanisms disrupted by mescaline which is 

described in those pages? Does what Michaux observes react to his mode of mental activity, "the 

turbulence of air and dust" inducing a crumbling of his cerebral faculties, or does the disintegration 

of the state of consciousness generated by the drug contaminate any perception of the objects 

which surround him, making them explode into the "dust of objects" ("poussières")?173 

                                            
170 Le Poulichet, S. (1994), L’œuvre du temps en psychanalyse (The Work of Time in Psychoanalysis), Editions Payot & Rivages, 
Paris, p. 64 
171 Deleuze, G. and Guattari, F. (1972), L’Anti-Œdipe. Capitalisme et schizophrénie 1, Editions de Minuit, Coll. “Critique", Paris, p. 
25 
English translation: Deleuze, G. and Guattari, F. (1983; 2000), Anti-Oedipus. Capitalism and Schizophrenia 1, translated from the 
French by Hurley, R., Seem, M. and Lane, H.R., University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis, p. 18 
172 Ibid., p. 26 (original text), p. 20 (English translation). 
173 Michaux, H. (1964), L’infini turbulent, Editions Mercure de France, Paris 
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Would he become what he sees or would he see what he becomes, the distance between subject 

and object being abolished here until it leads to an atomization, a disappearance of the ego? (it is 

not "I", but "one is in", "there is"). He is absorbed by what he sees or hears, he totally coincides 

with the visible or the audible which fascinates him, but this fascination takes place only because 

the scattering process is already in progress. A kind of infinite feedback is carried out. Being 

pulverized, he pulverizes what he perceives and this pulverized perception emphasizes even more 

the pulverization of identity, until the subject, objects, space and time are annihilated. Non-

directional, non-located particles only remain while all subject is absent. 
 

On a musical level, how can one convey this instant when consciousness reels, starting a whole 

series of disruptions to come? 

An auditory shock has to be generated (hence the violent and brutal beginning of the piece), in 

order to trigger a rocking effect and an adherence with no possible distantiation from sound. A 

particular mode of listening results from this. The listener will memorize this shock, in a kind of 

concentration area, at a focalization point which, not only immediately opens a temporal gap (time 

seems to have rushed into the violence of the sound impact), but also leaves its imprint on the 

music that follows. 

I will come back later to the musical material of the piece as such by describing more specifically 

the main approaches considered during the composition. 
 

Selection of the title of the piece 
 

The selection of the title Instants-passages refers to the functioning of the unconscious observed 

by the psychoanalysts mentioned above. 

According to Sami-Ali, "The time of dream is always the present, an absolute present which 

creates itself at each instant of the same dream and which merges with the presence", a series of 

images of a same presence at any instant of time.174 

According to Le Poulichet, in the unconscious, "there is no direction, there is only some passage 

which persists", a self-generating activity, in permanent becoming, in which the connections, the 

passages between the figures are more meaningful than the figures themselves.175 

I have condensed both approaches as well as Michaux’s reiterated use of two words in both 

excerpts ("passages" in the first excerpt, "instants" in the second one) in a title Instants-passages, 

a kind of composite object already made up for the listener even before the work becomes a 

sound entity. 
 

A linguistic approach  
 

My first approach to the text, once I was permeated with its semantic content, was to transcribe it 

phonetically in order to have a more precise idea of the phonemes, the most recurrent sonorities. 

A twofold operation consists in counting how many times each phoneme is repeated, then in 

assessing the relationships between these phonemes, their trajectory within the sentence so as to 

                                            
174 Sami-Ali (1990), Le corps, l’espace et le temps (Body, Space and Time), Editions Dunod, Paris, p. 100 
175 Le Poulichet, S. (1994), L’œuvre du temps en psychanalyse (The Work of Time in Psychoanalysis), Editions Payot & Rivages, 
Paris, p. 64 
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reveal the fluxes related to their utterance by the vocal apparatus (closing, opening of the mouth, 

type and place of articulation). 

The place where sounds are formed reminds me of the hypnagogic experiences described by 

some subjects. They experience themselves within a space which keeps metamorphosing, 

representing at the same time the inside of their mouth as if the subject was in a space which was 

inside himself (the mutual inclusion relationship previously described by Sami-Ali is recognized 

here). 

It is necessary to compose musical paths which echo the trajectories of the phonemes in the text 

in order to find again the coincidence between sound space and the space of the mouth cavity. 
 

In the first excerpt, for instance, labial occlusions (p), of aperture 0, are disseminated across the 

text. Besides, a large number of apico-dental occlusives (d, t, aperture 0) is followed by the 

increasing presence of muffled sibilant (s) and palato-alveolar fricatives (ʃ, ʒ, aperture 1, therefore 

slightly larger); it suggests a path that undergoes a slight dilation while, at the same time, the 

vibrant consonant ʁ (wider aperture), very frequent at the beginning of the excerpt, rarefies in the 

middle and reappears at the end in a movement which contrasts with the previous one. 

Additionally, the alternations of open and closed vowels evoke an endless movement: "passages 

d’images": a i a (open/closed/open), "passages d’idées": a i e (open/closed/slightly less closed), 

"passages d’envies": a ɑ̃ i (open/open/closed). 

At the end of the excerpt, this opening/closing/opening process is condensed in the word "agité" (a 

i e). 

(The phonemes considered, of course, are the most represented in the selected excerpt; 26 dental 

occlusives, 15 labial occlusives, 17 palato-alveolar fricatives and 22 muffled sibilant consonants, 

35 closed vowels - i and e -, 42 open vowels - a and ɑ ̃ -, since the other phonemes are not 

represented in significant numbers). 

This observation allows to highlight a polyphony of sometimes contradictory paths, micro-

movements, contracting here, dilating there, creating zones of condensation or of void within the 

fabric of the text, triggering torsions which strengthen its semantic content ("agité"), and are 

precious clues for the composition. 
 

On a strictly musical level, how can one retrace these passages of energy, these tensions which 

seem to be distorting verbal matter? 

I opted for the development of a drifting, disorganized, polydirectional and fluctuating musical 

matter. It overwhelms the listener with an increasing flow of sound excitations, thereby creating 

uncertainty in listening. The flowing energy cuts through the texture; as soon as micro-formulae 

arise, they are absorbed by this huge flux which carries along and swallows everything on its way, 

even its own residues. 

This instability of the whole also occurs in the musical objects themselves, kinds of reeling micro-

structures (glissandi, a sound complex: crescendo/splinter/silence, a rocking movement between 

two timbres alternately presented, etc.). 

In the second excerpt, the predominance of phonemes which present an opposite degree of 

aperture reappears, more particularly perceptible regarding the vowels level (48 closed vowels, 48 

open vowels). For each sentence, each path goes from closing to opening ("il y a une ampleur": i a 
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ɑ ̃œ: slight fluctuations on the aperture level, always in a movement of enunciation which returns 

to itself in order to lead each time to more widening, the same sentence being more and more 

developed). 

Here, the rhythm is therefore different from the one observed in the first excerpt, but I will come to 

this aspect later. 

Regarding the consonants (they are nearly all represented, except the palato-alveolar fricatives), 

numerous fluctuations ranging from aperture 0 to aperture 3 retrace an extreme mobility 

(especially in the second part of this excerpt), still enhanced by the rhythm of the sentences which 

gradually accelerates (with a transition from long sentences to shorter ones this time), then to 

repeated three-syllable formulae ("qui se forme, s’achève, s’effondre"). 
 

A rhythmical approach 
 

Beyond their semantic and phonological relationship, both excerpts have different spatio-temporal 

tempos and rhythms. 
 

The first excerpt can be described as quick, abrupt, polydirectional. As mentioned above, it has 

generated an extremely mobile sound matter, undergoing vibrations, oscillations, distortions, 

surges, sudden stops then repeats. 

The instrumental writing conveys this agitation with several processes (an absence of melodic 

stability, the melodic textures oscillating around a few close pitches, a harmony crossed with 

micro-slidings suggesting unsteady geological strata). 
 

The second excerpt functions in a circular way (with kinds of wider and wider concentric circles, 

first short then ever longer sentences built on the model: "il y a une ampleur", the word "ampleur" 

being developed through a series of more and more numerous ornamentations). 

Here, the texture gets more fragile, only the voice unfolds in melismatic writing, with 

microintervallic embroideries. It is accompanied only by the sounds of the vibraphone played with 

a double bass bow (very pure and delicate sounds) and the Chinese tam-tam ppp roll which 

enhances this increasing depth of space. The very deep resonance of the tam-tam leads to a kind 

of temporal suspension in which only a few harmonics echo (there is a feeling of almost hypnotic 

psychic vacuum induced by the repetition of the word "ampleur" which evokes here Deleuze and 

Guattari again: "The subject spreads himself out along the entire circumference of the circle, the 

centre of which has been abandoned by the ego.").176 

An inversion of the flow appears in the second part. An acceleration procedure develops through 

the repetition of certain words (this procedure was already used in the first excerpt in which the 

layout of the reiterations of the word "passages" was emphasizing the increasing disruption 

already perceptible in the ever more disjointed fragments of sentences). Here, the words "instant" 

and "suivant" insistently return. Since the same phonemes are disseminated in different words and 

in spite of slight variations, the repeated formulae such as "qui se fait, qui se forme, qui s’achève" 

                                            
176 Deleuze, G. and Guattari, F. (1972), L’Anti-Œdipe. Capitalisme et schizophrénie 1, Editions de Minuit, Coll. “Critique", Paris, p. 
28 
English translation: Deleuze, G. and Guattari, F. (1983; 2000), Anti-Oedipus. Capitalism and Schizophrenia 1, translated from the 
French by Hurley, R., Seem, M. and Lane, H.R., University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis, p. 21 
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finally give the illusion of an eternal renewal of a same instant which might be 

the "catastrophic instant" evoked by Le Poulichet.  
 

[...] the catastrophic instant would be this temporal mode in which the ego is reduced to the tip of the instant, endlessly 

moving to the tip of another same and yet different instant: denuded, uninhabitable time [...] for at each passage from 

instant to instant - to which the ego and time are thereby reduced - an abyss seems to be yawning where the ego might 

really disappear.177 
 

The play upon iterative sonorities, the ternary morphology of these quasi similar formulae finally 

produce a rhythm on the phonemes k, s, f, which is at first more and more scanned by the soprano 

and the performers, as if cut out from the text it derives from, and then independent from the voice 

which was uttering it, played by the percussion in an increasingly bewitching development and 

leading up to silence, in a kind of self-absorbing sound process. 
 

The pulverization of the subject gives birth to a pulverization of sound 
 

The treatment of the voice and its part in the musical matter of the piece, are the reflections of 

psychic disruptions. It oscillates between a presence relatively isolated from the instrumental 

texture (the sign of a subject of enunciation still able to describe the experience he has been 

through, shaken as he may be in his innermost structures), and a loss of identity which pulverizes 

and throws it into the heart of the fabric woven by the various instruments. Therefore, it becomes a 

pure sound material, deprived of its semantic content. Divided into several voices (the performers 

whisper some words of the text: "agitation", "turbulence"), it also undergoes an atomization of the 

words which it utters, some of them being lengthened by stretching a consonant which follows an 

independent path ("agitation" → sss, "feu" → fff). 
 

Like Michaux’s processes (the phonemes of a word are scattered in other words: "passages" → 

"images" → "haché" → "agité"), the voice gets fragmented, plural, and simultaneously exists in 

several places (for instance, the word "agité" is vocalized by the soprano: a i e a i e..., while the 

percussionist utters the syllables "gi-té"). 

It induces a greater depth of the sound field. Echoing effects, reverberations, dislocations, are 

generated by this explosion of the verbal material. Moreover, the latter mutates into musical 

material. The consonants become noise as well as instrumental sounds (on the sound level, f can 

thereby be associated to the rubbing of a metal stick on the surface of the Chinese tam-tam, s 

gets lengthened through the rattle of a maracas), which still emphasizes the confusion of identity. 
 

Further remarks  
 

Apart from my work on the text as such, I have chosen to use Michaux’s drawings178 as well as his 

graphics under the influence of mescaline.179 

                                            
177 Le Poulichet, S. (1994), L’œuvre du temps en psychanalyse (The Work of Time in Psychoanalysis), Editions Payot & Rivages, 
Paris, p. 121 
178 Michaux, H. (1964), L’infini turbulent, Editions Mercure de France, Paris (drawings included at pp. 48-49) 
179 Michaux, H. (1972), Misérable miracle, Editions Gallimard, Paris, pp. 54-55, 86-87 and 120-121 
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The poetical but also pictorial and graphic materials have therefore determined the choice of the 

musical writing described above (its main features are: trills, glissandi, oscillating melodic textures, 

melismatic writing, the rapidity of the flow, mobility, the luxuriance of sound yet the musical fabric 

is torn apart). 

Additionally, the fragmented form of the piece, a series of states of extreme tension which lead 

most of the time to a fracture followed by silence, refers to the whole of L’infini turbulent: a series 

of fragmented visions, which do not systematically connect with one another and leave spatio-

temporal voids (the blank of the page, suspension points), kinds of breaches in the flesh of the 

work. 
 

The last part of Instants-passages builds up around the words written in the margin of the first 

selected excerpt, in a kind of repetitive structure playing both on the words themselves and on 

certain syllables ("a-a-agité", "tu-tu-turbulence"), in an attempt to clear a space in the margin, as 

well as resonance, the remnant of all that has preceded. 
 

Conclusion 
 

In this regard, the composition work was articulated around two poles: on the one hand, the 

analytical work which concerns specifically both excerpts described above, and on the other hand, 

in parallel, the reading of Michaux’s other works, in order to be permeated with his poetical world, 

and to favour a whole unconscious approach, also likely to orientate the composition. 
 

After using L’infini turbulent, it was highly tempting to go on a deeper investigation of the author’s 

work. Accordingly, I decided to approach the poem Iniji, excerpted from Moments. Traversées du 

temps.180 Using the same linguistico-psychoanalytical method as a starting point, I intend this year 

to adopt not only a musical form of writing but also a theatrical one (with light scenography, 

electronic sound treatments) in order to reveal the flux of the text with still more evidence and 

force. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                            
180 Michaux, H. (1973), Moment. Traversées du temps, Editions Gallimard, Paris 
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Grisey, G. (1975), Partiels, for seven musicians (Espaces acoustiques), Ricordi, France. 

Grisey, G. (1976), Prologue, for solo viola (Espaces acoustiques), Ricordi, France. 

Grisey, G. (1976), Modulations, for seven musicians (Espaces acoustiques), Ricordi, France. 

Grisey, G. (1996), Vortex temporum I, II, III, for piano and five instruments, Ricordi, France. 

Lachenmann, H. (1971), Notturno Musik für Julia, for small orchestra and solo cello, Breitkopf & 

Härtel, Germany. 

Lachenmann, H. (1971), Kontrakadenz, for orchestra, Boosey & Hawkes, United Kingdom. 

Lachenmann, H. (1977), Salut für Caudwell, for two guitarists, Breitkopf & Härtel, Germany. 

Lachenmann, H. (1985), Ausklang, for piano and orchestra, Breitkopf & Härtel, Germany. 

Ligeti, G. (1968), Ramifications, for twelve solo strings, Schott Music, Germany. 

Ligeti, G. (1970), Kammerkonzert, for thirteen musicians, Schott Music, Germany. 

Ligeti, G. (1972), Double Concerto, for flute, oboe and orchestra, Schott Music, Germany. 

Ligeti, G. (1985; 1994), Etudes pour piano, 1st and 2nd Books, Schott Music, Germany. 

Ligeti, G. (1990), Concerto, for violin and orchestra, Schott Music, Germany. 

Murail, T. (1977), Tellur, for solo guitar, Editions Musicales Transatlantiques, France. 

Murail, T. (1977), Territoires de l’oubli, for solo piano, Editions Musicales Transatlantiques, 

France. 

Murail, T. (1978), Ethers, for six instruments, Editions Musicales Transatlantiques, France. 

Murail, T. (1982), Désintégrations for seventeen instruments and electronic sounds, Editions 

Lemoîne, France. 

Murail, T. (1990), Allégories, for six instruments and electronic sounds, Editions Lemoîne, France. 

Xenakis, I. (1953-54), Metastaseis, for sixty musicians, Boosey & Hawkes, United Kingdom. 

Xenakis, I. (1955-56), Pithoprakta, for forty-nine musicians, Boosey & Hawkes, United Kingdom. 

Xenakis, I. (1953-54), Nuits, for twelve mixt voices, Editions Salabert, France. 

Xenakis, I. (1969), Anaktoria, for eight musicians, Editions Salabert, France. 

Xenakis, I. (1975), Phlegra, for eleven musicians, Editions Salabert, France. 

Xenakis, I. (1978), Ikhoor, for string trio, Editions Salabert, France. 

Xenakis, I. (1978), Pléiades, for six percussions, Editions Salabert, France. 

Xenakis, I. (1979), Palimpset, for eleven musicians, Editions Salabert, France. 

Xenakis, I. (1979), Thalleïn, for fourteen musicians, Editions Salabert, France. 
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